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Abstract
DC power distribution has gained popularity in sustainable buildings, renewable
energy utilization, transportation electrification and high-efficiency data centers. This
dissertation focuses on two aspects of facilitating the application of dc systems: (a) systemlevel control to improve load sharing, voltage regulation and efficiency; (b) design of a
high-efficiency interface converter to connect dc microgrids with the existing low-voltage
ac distributions, with a special focus on common-mode (CM) voltage attenuation.
Droop control has been used in dc microgrids to share loads among multiple sources.
However, line resistance and sensor discrepancy deteriorate the performance. The
quantitative relation between the droop voltage range and the load sharing accuracy is
derived to help create droop design guidelines. DC system designers can use the guidelines
to choose the minimum droop voltage range and guarantee that the sharing error is within
a defined range even under the worst cases.
A nonlinear droop method is proposed to improve the performance of droop control.
The droop resistance is a function of the output current and increases when the output
current increases. Experiments demonstrate that the nonlinear droop achieves better load
sharing under heavy load and tighter bus voltage regulation. The control needs only local
information, so the advantages of droop control are preserved. The output impedances of
the droop-controlled power converters are also modeled and measured for the system
stability analysis.
Communication-based control is developed to further improve the performance of dc
microgrids. A generic dc microgrid is modeled and the static power flow is solved. A
secondary control system is presented to achieve the benefits of restored bus voltage,

enhanced load sharing and high system efficiency. The considered method only needs the
information from its adjacent node; hence system expendability is guaranteed.
A high-efficiency two-stage single-phase ac-dc converter is designed to connect a
380 V bipolar dc microgrid with a 240 V split-phase single-phase ac system. The converter
efficiencies using different two-level and three-level topologies with state-of-the-art
semiconductor devices are compared, based on which a two-level interleaved topology
using silicon carbide (SiC) MOSFETs is chosen. The volt-second applied on each inductive
component is analyzed and the interleaving angles are optimized. A 10 kW converter
prototype is built and achieves an efficiency higher than 97% for the first time.
An active CM duty cycle injection method is proposed to control the dc and lowfrequency CM voltage for grounded systems interconnected with power converters.
Experiments with resistive and constant power loads in rectification and regeneration
modes validate the performance and stability of the control method. The dc bus voltages
are rendered symmetric with respect to ground, and the leakage current is reduced. The
control method is generalized to three-phase ac-dc converters for larger power systems.
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General Audience Abstract
DC power distribution gains popularity in sustainable buildings, renewable energy
utilization, transportation electrification and high-efficiency data centers. This dissertation
focuses on two aspects of facilitating the application of dc systems: (a) system-level control
to improve load sharing, voltage regulation and efficiency; (b) a high-efficiency converter
design to connect dc microgrids with the existing low-voltage ac utility, with a special
focus on controlling the dc bus to ground voltage.
An analytical model is established to solve the power flow and voltage distribution in
a generic dc system. The impact from cable resistance and measurement error on droop
control is quantitatively analyzed, based on which droop design guidelines are proposed.
DC system designers can use the conclusion to choose a minimum droop voltage range and
guarantee a predefined load sharing accuracy. A nonlinear droop control method and a
communication-based control method are proposed to further improve the dc system
performance. The benefits include better load sharing, tighter voltage regulation and higher
system efficiency.
To connect dc grids with the low-voltage ac distribution, a high-efficiency bidirectional
ac-dc interface converter is designed and built. Different converter topologies with stateof-the-art power semiconductor devices are evaluated. Based on the comparison, an
interleaved converter is selected and achieves an efficiency higher than 97% with an
optimized passive component design. This converter is also capable of generating
symmetric dc bus to ground voltages using a dedicated common-mode voltage control
system, and is thus suitable for bipolar dc distribution systems.
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the motivations and objectives of this work, along with an
introduction of the background and applications of dc power distribution systems. A review
of state-of-the-art techniques in the dc distribution is provided, with a focus on systemlevel control and interconnection with the low-voltage ac grid. The challenges are provided,
followed by the research objectives and dissertation outline.

1.1. Research background and motivations
With the increasing energy consumption and growing population, sustainable energy
supply is a concern for contemporary society. For a very long time, the energy boom was
based on fossil fuels like oil, coal and natural gas. Not only is the supply of these resources
limited, their exploitation and utilization also cause severe environmental problems.
Renewable energy technologies are seen as one of the most important solutions to solve
the energy crisis, and they are being developed to replace or supplement traditional energy
resources. Among different kinds of renewable sources, hydropower, wind, solar, and
bioenergy are the most accessible. Fig. 1.1 lists the growth of the installed capacity of
global renewables from 2007 to 2014 based on data from the Renewable Energy Policy
Network for the 21st Century (REN21) [1]. Historically, hydropower has accounted for
most of the capacity of installed renewables. In recent years, sources like wind and solar
have been catching up. In certain countries, like Denmark, the contribution from
renewables has become more than half of the total electricity generation.
In harvesting renewable energy, both the acquisition and transmission can be in the
form of electricity. The increasing participation of intermittent renewable energy
generation and the rising adoption of distributed generation pose new challenges to the
traditional ac distribution system. Changes are needed to ensure the power system is ready
to cope with the uncertainty of the renewable power generation, and to deal with the
bidirectional power flow from small generation and consumption units at the distribution
level.

-1-
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Fig. 1.1. Trend of global renewables installed capacity.

To satisfy the above requirements, the concept of smart grids has been proposed. A
smart grid provides higher flexibility by incorporating information technology into the
power grid. In this transformation process, nanogrids and microgrids play a crucial role. In
[2], a microgrid is defined as a local cluster of distributed generation (DG) sources, energy
storage, and loads that are integrated together and is capable of operating autonomously. It
allows for local generation and energy storage, which leads to a better match between the
local energy generation and consumption. A robust microgrid should also have “plug-andplay” operation capability.
DC power distribution is believed to be a promising and simple solution to integrate
distributed generation and energy storage devices as well as manage the power
consumption and utilization among multiples electronic loads, thereby eliminating
redundant components and improving the system efficiency [3]. Compared to its ac
counterpart, stability criteria in the dc system are clearer. The dc-dc power conversion is
simpler and usually more efficient than the ac-dc conversion.
Because of the aforementioned benefits, dc distribution has been adopted in a great
number of existing and emerging applications. Depending on the voltage level, the dc
power distribution can be classified into high, medium and low voltage systems; i.e., HVdc,
MVdc and LVdc systems, respectively. HVdc has been used for over 50 years and the
development of the voltage source converter (VSC) in the last 15 years has allowed multi-2-
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terminal dc power transmission grids to be planned for use over long distances. MVdc
systems can be used to integrate large-scale renewables, energy storage devices and loads
to the utility level. LVdc microgrids are suitable for connecting sources, energy storage
devices and electronic equipment through simple and efficient power electronic interfaces.
Table 1.1 summarizes the main characteristics of HVdc, MVdc and LVdc systems. Besides
the voltage rating, they have specific layouts, characteristics and protection concerns. In
this dissertation, the research objective is targeted at LVdc systems.
Table 1.1. DC system characteristics
LVdc

MVdc

HVdc

Power (MW)

<0.1

0.1 – 250

>250

Voltage (kV)

0.12 – 1.5

1.5 – 30

30 – 600

Cable length (km)

<10

10 – 100

>100

Note: The cable lengths are reference values.

In the field of transportation, dc distribution has been used in more-electric aircraft
(MEA) [4]–[6], shipboard systems [7]–[10], and electric vehicle (EV) charging stations
[11]. The motivations to promote MEA include the removal of hydraulic systems, the
simplification of engine design and improved system controllability, configurability and
availability. Manufactures like Boeing and Airbus have already built their electric systems
on the Boeing 787 and Airbus A380. It is reported in [12] that using 270 V dc bus
architecture for the power distribution in the Boeing 787, can greatly improve the system
efficiency. The international space station also uses a 160 V dc primary network and a
more tightly regulated 120 V dc secondary network for the power distribution [13], [14].
EVs have gained increasing attention due to their potential to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and conventional fuel consumption. However, it has been shown that their largescale integration could lead to an adverse effect on the electric grid. DC microgrids have
been conceived as a promising solution to support the power system operation by
aggregating multiple EVs. By integrating the energy storage system (ESS) with the EV fast
charging station, the peak of the charging current can be shaved. The station can even
support the power grid when the available power is sufficient.
Data centers are also moving towards dc because of the higher efficiency and reliability
[15]. The implementation is simple due to the avoidance of phasing requirements and
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harmonic mitigation. The dc voltage is also changing from 48 V to a higher voltage of
380 V or 400 V [16]. It is reported in [17] that by changing from 480 V ac distribution to
400 V dc, a 7% input power saving is achieved. Companies like ABB and Delta already
have mature products for such applications on the market.
Another important application of the dc distribution is in future residential and
commercial buildings. Because most consumer electronics are intrinsically dc loads, using
a dc power input can save the front-end ac-dc conversion. Furthermore, if renewable
sources and energy storages are integrated, it is possible to achieve the goal of net zero
energy consumption [18]. Several projects in the U.S., Korea, Japan and Denmark are in
progress to demonstrate the benefits of dc distribution and investigate the system
architecture, control and energy management [19]–[29]. In Finland, a ±750 V LVdc
distribution network is being put into use to feed a rural area with a 100 kVA power rating
through a 1.7 km long underground cable [30], [31].
DC distribution is also used for distributed energy storage systems. Small-scale systems
are used for telecommunication facilities [32], while high-power systems appear in
transportation and grid applications [33].
In addition to the aforementioned low-voltage power distribution, dc power is also used
in HVdc applications for long-distance power transmission in projects like connecting offshore wind farms and constructing the European supergrid [34].
Because of the broad applications of dc systems, it is very important to solve the
problems in constructing dc microgrids and improving their performance. Companies,
research institutions and universities around the world are working together to promote the
technology development.
The Center for Power Electronics Systems (CPES) at Virginia Tech has built a testbed
for experimental demonstration of LVdc nanogrids for residential buildings [3], [35], [36].
Fig. 1.2 shows the vision of the project to replace the current ac distribution with 380 V dc
in future houses. Different renewable sources, energy storage and electric vehicles are
connected to a dc bus to feed smart loads. By adopting a system-level optimized energy
control, the net energy consumption of the whole house is minimized to achieve the target
of net-zero energy.
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Fig. 1.2. Initiative of dc nanogrid for future houses at CPES, Virginia Tech.

The Future Renewable Electric Energy Delivery and Management (FREEDM) system
center at North Carolina State University is working on the concept of an “Energy Internet”,
trying to form a future electric power distribution system that is suitable for the plug-andplay operation of distributed renewable energy and distributed energy storage devices [37]–
[41].
Furthermore, the Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS),
which consists of several U.S. national laboratories, is working on the CERTS microgrid,
trying to enhance the reliability of the U.S. electric power system and the efficiency of the
competitive electricity market [42].
Outside of the U.S., in Aalborg University at Denmark, an inverter-based Microgrid
Research Laboratory (MGRL) is built to research system integration and hierarchical
control [26], [43], [44]. In Korea, a 380 V testbed is built using isolated power converters.
DC home appliances are modified from conventional ac appliances and included in the
system [45]. In Japan, a three-wire low-voltage bipolar dc microgrid is proposed to supply
super high quality power under various working conditions [46]. The loss of dc distribution
for residential houses is compared with ac systems in [27].
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There are many other research groups and companies working on dc microgrids, and
not all of their names can be listed. The broad applications and continuous demand to
achieve high-performance dc grids motivate this research.

1.2. Literature review
1.2.1. Power architecture development for dc microgrids
Before the concept of the microgrid was proposed in 2002, the LVdc had been
discussed for industrial use in 1993 in [47], [48], which describe a high-power-quality dc
power distribution system for uninterrupted power supply (UPS) applications. The system
features a ring structure as that shown in Fig. 1.3. The described system incorporates energy
storage systems to be able to ride through an ac system outage and utilize superconductors
on the dc bus. The main purpose of this structure is to achieve high power quality for
sensitive loads and to provide high power beyond the conventional UPS.
Main AC Infeeds
(~10MW each)

AC

AC
DC

+

Backup
Generator

AC
DC

DC

~750V
Superconducting
DC Ring Bus

-

DC

DC
AC

AC
Load

DC
AC

AC

AC
Load

Load Converter
(10kW~1.5MWEach)

AC
Load

Fig. 1.3. General LVdc industrial power distribution with UPS features.

However, to facilitate a broader application of LVdc, the structure must be simplified
and the cost be reduced. This brings a widely used single bus dc microgrid with batteries
directly tied, as shown in Fig. 1.4. The single bus structure is very simple and low-cost.
This structure is similar to the current telecommunication arrangement. Two lines are used
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to transmit power. All the sources and loads are connected to the bus. To have stable bus
voltage, batteries are directly tied to the bus. The structure features a very stable bus voltage
that is clamped by the battery terminal voltage. The drawback is also clear – with the
charging and discharging of the battery, the bus voltage changes. Moreover, it is not
possible to achieve power management in such system by changing the bus voltage.
AC Grid

AC
DC

Wind

Solar

AC

DC
DC

DC

Battery

+
DC

DC
AC

DC

AC
Load

DC
Load

Fig. 1.4. Single bus dc microgrid with battery directly tied.

References [3], [49] propose dc microgrids with power management to achieve targets
like net-zero energy. Fig. 1.5 shows the system structure. A bidirectional dc-dc converter
is connected between the battery and the dc bus as the battery charger/discharger to achieve
battery management. The interface converter between the dc and ac grids is bidirectional
and works as the brain to optimize the dc grid operation. The power rating is 10 kW with
a 380 V dc bus, targeting future residential houses.
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Fig. 1.5. DC microgrid with power management.

References [46], [50] deal with the grounding for dc microgrids. A third middle line is
used in dc systems as a neutral line and is connected to the earth at the ac grid grounding
point. Thus the active line-to-ground voltage is half of the total voltage. Another benefit is
the system provides two dc voltages: the full bus voltage and half of the bus voltage. Loads
can be selectively connected between the three lines, achieving higher flexibility. A voltage
balancer is used between the positive and negative buses to balance the bus voltage in case
of unbalanced loads. The architecture is shown in Fig. 1.6.
AC Grid

AC
DC

Wind

Solar

AC

DC
DC

Battery

DC
DC

DC

+
N
-

Voltage
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DC

DC
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3ϕ AC
Load

DC
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DC
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DC
AC

1ϕ AC
Load

DC

DC
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Fig. 1.6. Bipolar dc bus with voltage balancer.
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Besides the reviewed system architectures, there are other structures to achieve higher
system reliability or flexibility; e.g., meshed networks for multi-terminal dc power
transmission in off-shore wind power generation, dual-bus and multiple-bus systems to
form separated power sectors. However, these architectures are complex and require
complicated control systems. For small-scale dc microgrids and nanogrids, the structures
shown in Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6 are considered as the focus in this research.
1.2.2. Control methods for dc microgrids
The proper control of an energy system with multiple distributed sources and loads is
crucial to achieve high system reliability and efficiency. Typically, a control system needs
to determine and assign the output power of each energy source while maintaining the
system voltage at a desired level or within a required range. The control structure of a
distribution system can be classified into one of three categories: centralized, decentralized,
and distributed, as illustrated in Fig. 1.7. In all three cases, each energy source has its own
local controller which maintains the basic functionality if the higher-level control fails.
Central Controller
Communication
connection
LC #1

LC #2

LC #n

DG #1

DG #2

DG #n

Power connection

(a) Centralized control
LC #1

LC #2

LC #n

DG #1

DG #2

DG #n

Power connection

(b) Decentralized control
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Communication network
Communication
connection
LC #1

LC #2

LC #n

DG #1

DG #2

DG #n

Power connection

(c) Distributed control
Fig. 1.7. Control structures for dc microgrid.

1.2.2.1. Centralized control
In centralized control, the measurement signals of all units in the system are sent to a
central controller, as shown in Fig. 1.7(a). The central controller decides how much power
each source should contribute, and sends commands to the individual converter. The
central controller acts as a supervisor and makes control decisions based on the collected
measurements and a set of predefined constraints and objectives. The objective functions
could conflict when, for example, minimizing system operation and maintenance costs
while maximizing the system efficiency. Such competing objectives could make solving
the global optimization problem difficult. Often, multi-objective problems do not have a
single solution but rather a non-dominated or Pareto set, which includes alternatives
representing potential compromise solutions among the objectives. The central controller
could select a range of choices and provide them to decision makers, along with the tradeoff information among the multiple objectives [51]–[55]. The control signals are then sent
to the corresponding energy sources to output the proper power.
For small-scale systems, each unit can be directly tied to the central controller through
high-bandwidth communication links using a master/slave approach [56]. However, for
large-scale systems, hierarchical control is often preferred, since it introduces decoupling
between different control levels. It is more reliable since it is still operational even when
the central controller fails. Hierarchical control is achieved by simultaneously using local
and higher-level controllers, which are separated by at least an order of magnitude in
control

bandwidth

[44].

For

dc

systems,

the

higher-level

control

includes

secondary/tertiary regulation of dc voltage, power flow control, and other different gridinteractive control objectives, such as unit commitment, maximizing efficiency,
minimizing operation cost, etc. In [51], the primary/operational level control makes the
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basic decision related to real-time operation within a millisecond range; the secondary
control, also called the tactical level control makes operational decisions for a group of
local control units in the range of seconds to minutes. The tertiary/strategic level deals with
the overall operation of the system, e.g., startup, shutdown, and power exchange with other
dc grids [57].
In [58], a three-level control structure is discussed. The primary droop control is used
to ensure reliable operation even when communication fails. The secondary and tertiary
control use gossip-based communication to optimize power quality and economic
operation respectively. Reference [59] uses hierarchical control to optimize economics and
the resilient operation. The results are compared with the ac counterpart by simulation.
References [60], [61] research how to use supervisory control to balance and manage the
energy storage within a microgrid. References [62], [63] look at the implementation of
hierarchical control in dc grids and interaction between different levels.
The advantage of this control structure is that the central energy management system
can achieve global optimization based on the acquired global information. However, the
scheme suffers from a heavy computation burden and is subject to a single point of failure.
For mission-critical applications, redundant communication can be installed to reduce the
possibility of failure, but this requires a higher cost.
1.2.2.2. Decentralized control
Decentralized control is achieved exclusively by local controllers. There are a few
methods to achieve this control without any dedicated communication. The most popular
solutions are dc bus signaling (DBS) and power line communication (PLC). It is worth
noting that though the PLC uses the power line as the medium to exchange information
between converters, it is still classified as a type of decentralized control since no extra
physical communication links are added.
The concept of DBS was proposed in [64], [65] in 2004, and then developed and
demonstrated in [35], [66]–[68]. The DBS principle is shown in Fig. 1.8, where a renewable
source and a non-renewable source are connect to the same dc bus. Both the sources have
droop output characteristics, but with different voltage set points. The voltage set point for
the renewable source is V1, and is higher than the non-renewable source set point V2. When
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the load is light, the system works at point A, where only the renewable source feeds the
load. When the load is heavy and exceeds the rating of the renewable source, the bus
voltage drops below V2, and the non-renewable source automatically comes online to
support the bus voltage at point B. By using DBS, different kinds of sources can be
prioritized without communication. In [35], [66]–[68], different sequences are used to
prioritize renewable energy, like solar and wind, grid electricity and local energy storage.
MPPT

DC bus

V

Load1

V1

Bus voltage

Renewable
Source

A

Load2

V2
B

Non-renewable
Source

Load current

Load

(a) System with prioritized sources

I

(b) DBS operation

Fig. 1.8. Principle of the dc bus signaling.

DBS relies only on local information and does not need any other components other
than the interface converters. Therefore, it is a decentralized control method that is easy to
implement. The main concern is the selection of appropriate voltage levels, which are
needed to identify different operation modes. If the voltage ranges for each state is large,
the dc bus voltage fluctuation may exceed the acceptable range. Still, the voltage range for
each state should not be too small, since sensor inaccuracy and dc bus voltage ripple will
impact the identification of corresponding operating modes.
PLC is another decentralized method. In this case, instead of voltage measurement,
sinusoidal signals of specific frequencies are injected into the dc bus through power
amplifiers. This allows each component to send and receive information about system
status and operation mode. REbus, an open standard for dc electricity distribution in homes,
commercial buildings and campuses, uses PLC as a communication carrier. In [69],
dedicated modulators and receivers are used to achieve current sharing for paralleled power
modules. Alternatively, reference [70] uses high-frequency PWMs of dc-dc converters to
carry the information.
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In general, PLC is more complex to implement than DBS. Moreover, it is commonly
used only for exchanging operating modes or shutting down the corrupted components in
the system. However, as opposed to the large dc voltage deviation in the DBS, PLC only
periodically injects high-frequency signals. In this sense, the quality of the bus voltage can
be considered to be better.
While the decentralized control is simple and independent of communication, it
inherently has limitations in achieving global performance optimization due to the lack of
information from other units. Moreover, as these methods are solely based on the
interpretation of the local bus voltage or frequency measurement, the accuracy of the
sensors impact the control performance and reliability.
1.2.2.3. Distributed control
Distributed control indicates a control structure in which distributed local controllers
work individually but exchange information through a communication network to optimize
the global performance. In such a configuration, there is no central controller. The main
advantage of this method is that the system can maintain almost full functionality even if
some of the communication links fail. Therefore, the distributed control is immune to a
single point of failure. The computational burden of global optimization is also reduced by
distributing the algorithm to local controllers. Compared with the decentralized control,
distributed control can achieve better overall performance.
Unlike the multi-level communication and control structure in hierarchical control, the
communication network for distributed control is flat and spans over the local controllers.
The design of such a communication network can be complex and requires knowledge of
fields like graph theory. In particular, information exchange can only happen between two
connected nodes and can only contain local information. In other words, if two units are
not connected by a communication link, they will not have access to each other’s data, and
thus their estimation of the whole system could be limited.
The simplest distributed communication network is using a communication bus to
connect all the local controllers. Through this common link, every local controller has
access to all the other nodes without a central controller, thus several improvements can be
achieved. Current sharing and voltage restoration are the most important targets. In [71],
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voltage deviation and current unbalance are identified when the distance between sources
is large. It uses a low-bandwidth digital communication link to calculate the average of the
total current supplied by the sources, then this value is used to calculate the compensation
needed for the voltage set point. The adjustment is then added to every local controller
through an added control loop. As a result, the bus voltage is restored to the nominal value.
In [72], the impact from communication delay is discussed. It is demonstrated that even
with a 20 ms delay, the stability of the control system can still be guaranteed. In [73], a biproper anti-wind-up design and a pilot bus are added to improve the response during load
switching. A system model is built to determine how the controller parameters and droop
gains affect the system damping performance. In [74], a voltage shifting equalizer is
employed to ensure the converters shift by the same amount of voltage during the
restoration of the dc bus voltage.
A promising approach for distributed control is the multi-agent system (MAS). The
MAS has been discussed for power system integration, restoration, reconfiguration and
power management of microgrids [75]–[77]. The MAS can be considered as a couple of
intelligent hardware and software agents that work together to achieve a global objective.
Recently, the concept of a consensus algorithm is introduced to the area of microgrids
[78]–[81]. The algorithm originated from the area of MAS with an emphasis on the role of
directed information flow, robustness in response to changes in network topology due to
line/node failure, time-delays, and performance guarantees. It is proved that, if the
communication network is connected, all variable values will converge to a common
average after a certain amount of time [82], [83]. In the microgrid application, the
consensus algorithm is embedded within every local controller, which continuously adds
up all algebraic differences of certain variables between itself and adjacent nodes. As a
result, every node can estimate the global bus voltage with its limited information and
restore the bus voltage.
In summary, it can be concluded that distributed control can achieve information
awareness comparable to centralized control. Therefore, objectives such as output current
sharing, voltage restoration, global efficiency improvement, and battery state-of-charge
balancing can be achieved. In this sense, distributed control offers much wider
functionalities than the decentralized control, and avoids the single point of failure. The
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challenge of this approach is the complexity of analyzing the convergence speed and
stability of the communication network, especially in non-ideal environments that include
communication delay and measurement errors [84].
1.2.3. Low-voltage utility interface converter design for dc microgrids
The utility-interface converter is one of the key components in dc systems. Depending
on the power flow capability, utility-interface converters can be categorized into
unidirectional and bidirectional types. There are many publications on power converter
topologies in PV systems, wind systems and power factor correction (PFC) applications.
Hundreds of topologies exist for ac-dc or dc-ac conversion. However, most of them are not
suitable for bidirectional operation and cannot be used to connect two power distribution
systems.
Single-phase inverters are broadly used in PV applications. References [85], [86]
summarize the popular topologies. Topologies such as the dual-bridge with resonant tank
[87] and dual-bridge without resonant tank [88] have been proposed for isolated topologies.
However, compared with non-isolated topologies, isolated topologies need transformers
and higher numbers of power devices, resulting in lower system efficiency and reliability.
Therefore, transformerless topologies have become more attractive for high-efficiency
applications like bus-interface power converters [89], [90]. Soft-switching techniques have
been studied in grid-tied inverter applications [91], but they suffer the additional cost and
the limit of unidirectional operation.
1.2.3.1. Obstacles to achieve high-efficiency high-density converter design
In single-phase applications, bulky dc-link capacitors pose a major problem, leading to
higher cost and lower power density. Many papers have proposed different solutions to
enable the use of smaller capacitors, such as using an active filter on the ac or the dc side,
multi-stage converters, and bus-conditioning. The development of active energy storage
and the existing techniques are reviewed in this section.
In 1991 and 1992, [92], [93] discusses using an active filter to compensate the
harmonics and eliminate the electrolytic capacitor in three-phase motor applications. In
1997, [94] proposes adding a third phase leg in single-phase applications to reduce the lowfrequency battery ripple current on the dc side. In LED and solar applications, it is reported
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that by using the auxiliary circuit, a hundred-year life-time can be achieved [95]. In [96],
[97], the capacitor reduction methods for single-phase rectifiers are systematically studied.
The minimum storage requirement is derived independent of topology, then a bidirectional
buck-boost converter is paralleled to the dc bus as the ripple port [98]. In contrast with
paralleling an active ripple port, a series voltage compensator for reduction of the dc-link
capacitor is proposed in [99]. It breaks the dc link and puts a controlled voltage source in
series. The benefit is that the voltage stress for the auxiliary circuit is lower. In [100], a
coupled inductor is used as a basic building block to reduce the ripple. In [101], a review
of different decoupling capacitor locations in PV system is given. The PV-side decoupling,
dc-link decoupling and ac-side decoupling are compared in respect to the capacitor size,
efficiency and control complexity. In [102], a symmetric half-bridge circuit is proposed. In
this configuration, the ripple power circulates between two capacitors in series, which
maintains the total voltage unchanged while buffering the ripple energy. In [103], a
differential ac-dc rectifier is used to reduce the output capacitor with relatively small
changes to the original circuit, but the control is complicated. In [104], [105], a two-stage
structure is used. By allowing a large voltage ripple on the dc-link, the capacitor is reduced.
The drawback is the higher voltage stress.
To summarize, the methods above reduce the required capacitance, but efficiency is
sacrificed because of the extra power processing. However, for the bus-interface converter,
high efficiency is a critical feature and needs to be achieved.
1.2.3.2. Necessity for leakage/common-mode (CM) current reduction
Before discussing the origin and impact of leakage/CM current, the definitions of
differential-mode (DM) and CM quantities are introduced. These terminologies appeared
initially in signal processing using amplifiers [106] and are later used to analyze the
microwave transmission in communication systems [107]. In the latter case, the purpose is
to simplify the analysis of the mixed-mode waves on the coupled transmission lines. As
shown in Fig. 1.9, a general asymmetric coupled transmission line pair over a ground plane
is presented, with pertinent voltages and currents denoted.
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Fig. 1.9. Definitions of DM and CM signals in coupled pair transmission lines [107].

The DM and CM voltages and currents are defined to construct a self-consistent set of
mixed-mode signals. The DM voltage is defined as

vDM

v1  v2

(1)

This definition establishes a signal that is no longer referenced to ground. In a
differential circuit, the current that enters the positive input terminal is always equal to the
current that leaves the negative input terminal. The DM current is defined as one-half the
difference between i1 and i2.
iDM

1
 i1  i2 
2

(2)

The CM voltage is defined as the average voltage at a port with respect to the ground.
vCM

1
 v1  v2 
2

(3)

The CM current at a port is the total current flowing into the port. Therefore, the CM
current is defined as the sum of i1 and i2.

iCM

i1  i2

(4)

The return current for the CM signal flows through the ground plane.
In the field of power electronics, CM issues have been discussed at length for
photovoltaic (PV) and motor drive applications [108]–[115]. In PV applications, dc-ac
inverters are used to send the harvested energy to the ac grid, as depicted in Fig. 1.10. The
stray capacitance between the PV array and the ground is large. As a result, the CM current
is pronounced. The allowed maximum leakage current is restricted by safety standards
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from several hundred milliamps in the most lenient countries down to 20 mA in England
[108]. The high-frequency harmonic spectrum is also limited by EMI standards.

Fig. 1.10. The CM path in PV applications [109].

In the motor drive shown in Fig. 1.11, the motor is fed by a three-phase inverter. The
converter generates high-frequency CM voltage. The leakage current flows through the
stator and rotor of the machine and the coupled ground. It is reported in [112] that the
leakage current leads to bearing current and causes component failure.

Fig. 1.11. CM and DM current paths in motor drive applications [113].

The CM issue can be considered separately for high and low frequency ranges. In the
high-frequency range, because the parasitic impedance to the ground is small, the voltage
excitation generates noticeable leakage current. This value is limited by safety and EMI
standards.
A great deal of research has been done to mitigate the high-frequency CM problem.
These methods either reduce the noise source or increase the impedance of the transmission
path. The improvement can be about topology, modulation and filter design. Different
topologies, such as the highly efficient and reliable inverter concept (HERIC), H6 and
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neutral-point-clamped (NPC) inverter, have been invented or applied to reduce the CM
noise generation in PV applications [116]. In [117], an active CM filter circuit is added to
the main circuit to reduce the ground leakage current. In [118]–[120], different modulation
schemes are proposed to reduce the CM noise by using improved modulation strategies
and limiting the variations of the CM voltage. The closed-loop gate voltage control has
also been used to control the switching speed and limit the EMI [121], [122].
Changing the CM transmission path is another way to limit the noise spectrum. The
traditional filter tries to increase the path impedance so the measured output noise is
reduced. On the other hand, [114], [115] propose using a floating filter in motor drive
applications, which creates a low impedance path within the converter so the noise is
trapped instead of emitting to the output.
Compared to the high-frequency attenuation, research on the low-frequency CM
voltage control is not extensive. The parasitic impedance from the converter to ground at
low frequencies is usually high, so the leakage current is not as severe. But this issue
becomes important when two grounded systems are connected, especially through a nonisolated power converter. If the low-frequency CM voltage is not properly controlled, a
continuous dc or low-frequency current circulates between the two systems through the
common ground. Moreover, the bipolar dc system requires a symmetric dc bus to ground
voltage, which means the CM voltage needs to be zero.
It is mentioned in [105] that one can use a high pass filter (HPF) and feedback loop to
suppress the 120 Hz CM voltage ripple. However, it neglects the asymmetric dc bus voltage.
The operating range and CM circuit modeling are not discussed. It also fails to mention the
effect of the CM voltage control on the reduction of the low-frequency leakage current.
To connect ac and dc grids, the grounding scheme is critical. In [104], [105], [123]–
[125], a transformerless two-stage bidirectional ac-dc converter is proposed to connect the
380 V residential dc nanogrid and the single-phase ac utility. Compared with isolated
topologies, the non-isolated topology is simpler and usually more efficient. One main
concern is the circulating CM current, which is also called the leakage or stray current. It
flows between the ac and dc systems through the common ground. The leakage current
introduces extra loss and accelerates part aging. As discussed in [84], [126], the CM voltage
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and stray current are related to each other by the grounding resistance. For a very high
ground impedance, there will be no stray current, but the CM voltage will take its maximum
value. In contrast, if the system is solidly grounded, there will be no CM voltage, but the
stray current will be the highest. A proper grounding design needs to consider this tradeoff.

1.3. Challenges and research objectives
1.3.1. Challenges in the deployment of dc power distribution
Though dc distribution systems have been implemented in numerous applications from
laptops to HVdc transmissions, the transition from ac systems to dc systems is moving
slowly. Based on the literature review, the challenges of implementing dc distribution
systems are summarized in this section, including both technical and marketing factors.
1.3.1.1. Various system architectures and voltage levels
Since the development of LVdc distribution is still in the early stage, the system power
architecture and voltage level lack standards. For example, the power distribution structure
can be either a single zonal bus or a meshed network. The bus structure is simpler and has
been discussed in many places, while the meshed structure can achieve higher reliability
with more cost and system complexity. Different grounding schemes also exist for different
power distribution layouts and the choice of grounding scheme impacts the system
protection and fault location.
The voltage level can have a very broad range, from several volts to hundreds of volts.
Generally speaking, the voltage level is increasing to improve the efficiency in the power
distribution. A voltage of 48V dc used to be the standard in the telecommunication industry,
but now data centers have started to use 380 V or 400 V dc [17]. Even the standard USB
voltage is changing from 5 V to 20 V, as described in the USB Type-C and Power Delivery
(PD) standards. The latter can deliver up to 100 W (20 V, 5 A) of power. However, in other
potential applications, like residential homes, distributed energy storage systems and EV
charge stations, a common voltage agreement is still missing. Furthermore, the concern
about the safety of using higher voltage dc still exists. As pointed out by [127], the selection
of voltage level for future LVdc girds could be a compromise between compatibility, safety,
and efficiency.
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1.3.1.2. System-level control and communication
For a distributed system, the control can be centralized or distributed. It is difficult to
say which one is better without considering the specific application. Centralized control
has been used in traditional power system, but it requires dedicated communication links,
which not only increases the cost but reduces the system reliability. If the central controller
fails for any reason, the whole system may stop working. Even if this issue is alleviated by
using redundancy, the ability to allow for the plug-and-play of distributed sources is still
missing. Plug-and-play operation is a desired feature for distributed generations.
The distributed control is more reliable and does not need communication. With
properly designed source and load characteristics, different components can be connected
to the system without communication links, but the system performance is usually not as
good as a centralized system, because of the missing of a system optimizer. In extreme
cases, for large scale systems, the system load sharing can be unbalanced, leading to a local
overload.
To better utilize the energy harvested from renewable sources, system power
management is crucial. An optimized management can achieve higher system efficiency
and lower cost, while a bad strategy may lead to performance that is inferior to the ac
counterpart. When an energy storage device like a battery or flywheel is incorporated to
buffer the fluctuation power from renewables, determining how to choose their capacity
and designing proper charging/discharging profiles are challenging tasks.
1.3.1.3. Stability
Electric loads using regulated power electronics converters act as constant power loads.
In small-signal analysis, constant power loads have negative input resistance. Negative
impedance with passive components in a distribution network may cause instability. Some
impedance-based and state-space based criteria have been proposed to analyze such
problems [128]. Though these stability criteria can be used to analyze a simple system, it
is difficult to apply these methods to a large and complex system. Furthermore, the
distributed system has nontrivial parasitics, like the cable impedance and parasitic
capacitance. These factors add extra challenges in analyzing the system stability.
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The dynamic of the emerging dc systems differs from the traditional ac system due to
the smaller system inertia. The inertia of a system depends on the stored energy in the
passive components, mostly capacitors; or on how fast the converters respond to
perturbations. In traditional ac systems, the generator stores a lot of energy, so the system
inertia is large. For dc systems, the impact of the lack of inertia needs further exploration.
1.3.1.4. Current interruption and protection
One big concern about dc systems is how to design a circuit breaker. Unlike ac, the dc
current does not have zero crossing. When a fault occurs, determining how to disconnect
the circuit is a problem that still needs maneuvering. Based on the working principle, dc
circuit breakers can be classified into three categories: mechanical circuit breaker (MCB),
solid-state circuit breaker (SCB) and hybrid circuit breaker (HCB).
The MCB works like normal ac breakers. It uses high-dielectric-strength materials to
quench the arc that occurs during a break. The cost of a MCB is usually low. However, the
response time of the mechanical structure is long so it cannot be used for high-speed
applications. For applications that require the circuit breaker to act quickly, one possible
solution is to use the power electronic switches, resulting in the SCB technology. Since
there are no moving parts, no arcing exists in SCBs. The drawback is the requirement for
an energy absorbing device in the circuit. Additionally, the conduction loss of the
semiconductor is much larger than the MCB. The loss and thermal issues limit the
application of SCBs to low-current applications. The HCB combines the benefits of low
loss from MCBs and fast action from SCBs. It uses both mechanical switch and
semiconductor devices and puts them in parallel. In normal operation, the mechanical
switch carries the main current. The breaking process is done by the power semiconductor
devices. Due to the complicated structure, the HCB requires a match between the
mechanical and semiconductor switches, both in voltage/current ratings and reaction times.
In the literature, [129]–[131] discuss different circuit breaker structures and their
applications in high-power dc grids. References [132]–[136] discuss how to locate the fault
in distributed dc systems and use the dc breaker for system protection. Though many
methods have been proposed and implemented, the reliability, efficiency and cost of dc
circuit breakers are still not satisfactory.
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1.3.1.5. Missing dc standards and lack of dc-ready appliances
AC distribution has been used for more than one hundred years. Standards have been
developed for different aspects, like voltage and frequency requirement, harmonic and
power quality, EMI spectrum, when and how to connect and disconnect from the utility.
For dc distribution, standards are still missing in many respects. Fortunately a lot of
organizations all over the world are working on this, and some preliminary standards are
being published.
On the market side, right now there are not many dc-ready home appliances that
consumers can buy. Though for appliances like computers, washing machines, and
refrigerators, the switch from ac to dc can be as easy as removing the front-end ac-dc stage,
the manufacturers are reluctant to change because of the immature dc market.
1.3.1.6. Interconnection of dc distribution systems with low-voltage ac grid
It is apparent that dc and ac systems will co-exist for a long time. They each have their
individual advantages and will be used in different applications. At certain locations, they
need to be connected together, forming a bigger grid and exchanging energy. For example,
a group of batteries can be connected to a dc bus to construct an energy storage system.
Renewables can be also connected to the bus to provide local energy generation. When
renewable energy is unavailable or insufficient, the necessary energy to feed the local load
can come from the ac utility. To fulfill this function, a high-efficiency bus-interface
converter needs to be developed to connect the ac and dc grids.
Similar applications include EV chargers, utility-scale energy storage, and PV systems
that need to be connected to the ac grid. Traditionally, power electronics engineers focus
more on the design for a specific load rather than considering two systems that need to be
connected. Designing the bus-interface converter, however, requires deeper understanding
of the connected systems on both sides of the interface converter.
1.3.2. Research objectives
This dissertation addresses several challenges in deploying LVdc power distribution
and focuses on the control of a distributed dc power distribution system and its
interconnection to the low-voltage ac grid. The research objectives include:
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1. Investigating the droop design procedure for a generic dc distribution system. The
system voltage should stay within the designed range while the load sharing accuracy is
satisfied.
2. Improving the performance of traditional droop control under the impact of practical
factors, like cable resistance and sensing errors. The improvement should be fully
distributed and do not require communication.
3. Developing a communication-based dc microgrid control strategy to further improve
the voltage regulation, load sharing and system efficiency. The communication burden
needs to be minimized.
4. Designing a high-efficiency grid-interface converter to connect the LVdc microgrid
with a low-voltage ac grid. The converter needs to satisfy the requirement from both ac
and dc grids.
5. Exploring the common-mode voltage attenuation strategy for transformerless
interface converters. The target is symmetric dc bus voltages for the bipolar dc microgrid
and suppressed ground leakage current to address safety concerns.

1.4. Dissertation outline
Chapter 1 introduces the research background and motivation of this work. After the
literature review, challenges in deploying LVdc power distribution are identified, and the
research focus and objectives of this dissertation are presented.
In Chapter 2, the impact of line resistance and sensor discrepancy is analyzed. The
quantitative relation between the droop voltage range and load sharing accuracy is derived
for two-source systems. The worst scenarios for three-source and multi-source multi-load
systems are identified. A droop design guideline is proposed for dc systems. The dc system
designers can use the conclusion to choose a proper droop voltage range and guarantee the
sharing error within the defined range.
In Chapter 3, a novel nonlinear droop method is proposed. Different second-order
droop functions are evaluated and compared. Experimental results show that the nonlinear
droop achieves better load sharing under heavy loads and tighter bus voltage regulation
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under light loads. The required droop voltage range can be also reduced while maintaining
the same system rating.
In Chapter 4, a generic dc microgrid is modeled based on a cluster of dc nodes,
including constant power generation by renewables, droop-controlled voltage sources, and
different kinds of loads. A secondary control system is presented and achieves better
system performance, including restored bus voltage, enhanced load sharing and improved
system efficiency.
In Chapter 5, a high-efficiency two-stage single-phase ac-dc converter is designed to
connect a 380 V bipolar dc microgrid to a 240 V split-phase single-phase ac system. A
high-efficiency design is achieved by using a two-level interleaved topology with state-ofthe-art SiC MOSFETs. A 10 kW converter prototype is built and achieves an efficiency
higher than 97% for the first time.
In Chapter 6, an active common-mode (CM) duty cycle injection method is proposed
to control the dc and low-frequency CM voltages. The dc and low-frequency CM voltages
are successfully controlled to render symmetric dc bus voltages and effectively mitigate
the ground leakage current. This feature is crucial for bipolar dc systems. Experiments with
resistive and constant power loads in rectification and regeneration modes validate the
performance and stability of the control method.
Chapter 7 summarizes the main conclusions of this dissertation and identifies future
work.
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Chapter 2. DESIGN OF DROOP CONTROL FOR DC POWER
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
Droop control is broadly used to coordinate multiple sources that are paralleled to a
common bus in a dc grid. By introducing a virtual output resistance to each source, the
circulating current can be suppressed, and load sharing among sources is realized.
Though the principle of droop has been discussed extensively in literature, the
procedure for choosing a proper droop voltage range in dc systems is still not clear,
especially with the consideration of the impact from line resistance. In practical
applications, the transmission line resistance and measurement error impact the load
sharing performance of droop control. Thus the voltage distribution within the dc system
will be different from the calculated result under ideal cases. In practical droop design, a
trade-off has to be made between the load sharing accuracy and bus voltage regulation. A
larger droop voltage range suppresses the sharing unbalance from cable resistance, but
sacrifices the tightness of voltage regulation.
In this chapter, the quantitative relation between the designed droop voltage range and
current unbalance is derived for two-source systems. The worst scenarios for three-source
and multi-source multi-load systems are also identified. DC system designers can use the
derived relation between the droop voltage range and current sharing error in this chapter
to choose a proper droop voltage range and guarantee the load sharing error within a
predefined range.

2.1. The benefit and realization of droop control in dc systems
Initially, droop control is used in ac power systems to balance the active and reactive
power when multiple generators are connected to an ac grid. Each generator senses the
frequency and amplitude of its output voltage to adjust its output active and reactive power,
as shown in Fig. 2.1(a) and (b). In Fig. 2.1(a), fNL is the generator output frequency with no
load, and fFL is the generator output frequency with full load. When the generator detects a
voltage frequency drop, it increases its output power. This makes sense since a falling
frequency indicates an increase in loading and a requirement for more active power.
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Multiple paralleled units can respond to the drop of grid frequency by increasing their
active power simultaneously according to their power ratings. A similar logic is applied to
the reactive power and voltage.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 2.1(c), the droop control in a dc system is designed between
the output voltage and output current (or output power) for dc power supplies, similar to
the Q – V droop in ac systems. Each source senses its output current and adjusts its output
voltage reference following the droop characteristic. V0 is the output voltage set point
corresponding to zero output power, and Rd is the droop resistance. When the output current
is greater than zero, the voltage reference will be lower than the no-load voltage set point.
If the dc source is unidirectional, it only works in the first quadrant. For a bidirectional
source, the curve can be extended to the second quadrant, where the voltage reference is
higher than the voltage set point at zero output power.
Grid voltage

Grid frequency

DC bus voltage

fNL

Rd

fFL

V0

V0

Capacitive Inductive
0

1
Active power (pu)

(a) P – f droop in ac grid

-1

0

1

Reactive power (pu)

(b) Q – V droop in ac grid

-1

0

1

Output current (pu)

(c) V – I droop in dc grid

Fig. 2.1. Droop control in ac and dc grids.

In Fig. 2.2, a two-source one-load dc system is used as an example to explain load
sharing. Two dc power sources are connected to a common dc bus. Rd1 and Rd2 are the
droop resistances of the two sources. The output characteristics of the two sources are
shown in (1). V10 and V20 are the no-load voltage set points for the two sources. v1 and v2
are the output voltages of the sources corresponding to output currents i1 and i2. iLoad is the
total load current at the static operating point. Because the two sources are connected to
the common bus, v1=v2=vbus. If the voltage set points for the two sources are the same, i.e.
V10 = V20 , then (2) can be derived so that the load is shared between the two sources based
on the ratio of their droop resistances. Usually the droop resistance is designed to be
proportional to the converter’s power rating, so the load is shared proportionally to the
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converters’ ratings. The source with a bigger capacity will have a smaller droop resistance
and contribute more power. A two-source system is used to simplify the explanation but
the conclusion can be generalized to multiple sources paralleled scenarios.
Source Output Characteristics

vbus

V1

Source 1
Rd1
V10

Source 2

i1

i2
Load

Rd2
V2

V 10

Rd 1 

V

V
I1max

V2
V20

Rd 2 

vbus

V
I 2 max

0

i1

I1max

I1

i2

I2max

I2

Fig. 2.2. Droop control in a two-source one-load dc system.

v1  V10  i1Rd 1, v2  V20  i2 Rd 2

(1)

i1 Rd 2
Rd 2
Rd 1

, i1 
iLoad , i2 
iLoad
i2 Rd 1
Rd 1  Rd 2
Rd 1  Rd 2

(2)

Droop control enables the parallel operation of multiple sources without any
communication. The source that provides more power will decrease its output voltage,
which in turn reduces its output power. In the steady state, the load is shared among
paralleled voltage sources even a small voltage regulation error exists. Besides, the dc bus
voltage represents the system load information and can be used to optimize the source
utilization and manage the load shedding. This is called dc-bus signaling in [65].
In low-power dc systems, droop control has been used in paralleling dc-dc voltage
regulator modules (VRMs) in computers and telecom applications with the name adaptive
voltage positioning (AVP) [137]. Besides load sharing, this method improves the output
transient response. Specifically, when the concept of microgrids was proposed, the system
control was based on droop because it requires no communication and has good
expendability.
In low-power applications, sometimes real resistors are put in series with the
converter’s output terminal to achieve the required output droop resistance. In high-power
applications, doing so will bring enormous power loss. Instead of using lossy resistors, the
droop characteristic is realized by control loops. In Fig. 2.3, the black components
constitute a converter without droop loop. The output voltage vo is sensed and compared
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with the reference Vref to form a closed voltage loop and regulate the output voltage. PI is
the proportional-integral voltage loop controller. If the output current io is sensed and fed
back to tune the voltage reference Vref through a scaling factor Rd, the steady state output
voltage drops from Vset when the output current increases from zero. Since no physical
resistor is used, no extra loss is generated.

Vset

+

Vref

-

+-

PI

vo

duty

Converter

io
Rd

Fig. 2.3. A control structure to realize virtual droop resistance.

2.2. Analysis of factors degrading the performance of droop control
In practical system, cable resistance and voltage sensing error always exist and
influence the droop performance. These impacts are discussed in this section.
2.2.1. The effect of cable resistance
In a distributed system, the cable resistance is inevitable. Considering the application
of dc systems in future homes, the cable length can be from several meters to tens of meters,
which can be the connection from a solar array on the roof to the dc bus in the house. Thus
the cable resistance could be comparable to the droop resistance. Table 2.1 lists the
common cable gauges in residential applications and the corresponding voltage drop for a
10-meter power loop.
Table 2.1. Typical cable sizes in residential applications and corresponding voltage drops [138].
Copper Resistance

Ampacity with

Voltage Drop

(mm )

(mΩ/m)

75 °C Insulation (A)

Every 10 Meters Loop (V)*

8

8.37

2.061

50

2.061 (0.54%)

10

5.26

3.277

35

2.294 (0.60%)

12

3.31

5.211

25

2.606 (0.69%)

14

2.08

8.286

20

3.314 (0.87%)

16

1.31

13.17

13

3.424 (0.90%)

18

0.823

20.95

9

3.771 (0.99%)

AWG

Cross Section Area
2

*The percentage is to the 380 V dc bus voltage.
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Fig. 2.4 shows a practical measurement result with a 5-meter power loop using AWG
18 cable for 10 A capacity. The cable resistance is around 0.2 Ω. A dc power supply is
connected to a load by the cable. The droop resistance for the power supply is 1 Ω for a
10 V droop voltage range. The voltages are measured at the source terminal and load
terminal. The ideal curve is the output voltage without considering the cable’s impact. It is
easy to see the voltage difference.

Fig. 2.4. Impact of line resistance on voltage distribution.

If the cable resistance is taken into account, the load sharing in the two-source one-load
system needs to be recalculated. In this case, the equivalent droop resistance will be the
source-inside virtual droop resistance plus the resistance along the cables. In a multi-source
multi-load system, the calculation of the equivalent droop resistance can be quite complex
and depends on the system power flow. A two-source one-load system is used here as an
example to explain the concept.
In Fig. 2.5, the equivalent droop resistance for Source 1 is the sum of its virtual droop
resistance Rd1 and the line resistance Rline1. For Source 2, the equivalent resistance is the
sum of its virtual droop resistance Rd2 and the line resistance Rline2.
The new equivalent droop resistances, i.e. the total output resistances for the two
sources are

Rd 1  Rd 1  Rline1

(3)

Rd 2  Rd 2  Rline 2

(4)
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In Fig. 2.5, the dashed curve on the right-hand side graph is the operating point without
cable resistances; the solid line shows the new operating point with cable resistances.
Rline1

'
vbus

Source Output Characteristic

Rline2

V1

Source 1

Source 2

Rd1

i1'

V10

i2'
Load

Rd2

V2

V 10

V 20

V

'
vbus

V 20

i1'

I1max I

1

i2'

I2max I

2

Fig. 2.5. Two sources droop with cable resistances.

Since the two sources are connected to the load at the same point and share the dc bus

 , i1 and i2 to compare with the operating
voltage, we define the new operating points vbus
points in Fig. 2.2.

  V10  i1  Rd 1  Rline1   V20  i2  Rd 2  Rline 2 
vbus

(5)

If V10 = V20, the new load sharing considering the cable is
i1 Rd 2  Rline 2 Rd 2
Rd 2
Rd 1


，i1 
iLoad , i2 
iLoad
i2 Rd 1  Rline1 Rd 1
Rd 1  Rd 2
Rd 1  Rd 2

(6)

The current sharing deviates from the designed value with the consideration of cable
resistances.
Comparing the difference between ideal case in (2) and the case with cables in (6), two
terms can be defined for Source 1 to evaluate the load sharing accuracy as (7) and (8).
Equation (7) describes the absolute error between the source currents with and without
cable resistances. Equation (8) describes the ratio between the current error and the ideal
current value.
Rd 1 Rd 1

i i1  i1
Rd 2 Rd 2


iLoad iLoad  Rd 1
 Rd 1

 R  1 R  1
 d2
 d 2
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Rd 1 Rd 1

i Rd 2 Rd 2

Rd 1
i1
1
Rd 2

(8)

Similarly, for Source 2, the magnitude of the absolute error will be the same as Source
1. The sign is the opposite since the sum of the currents from Source 1 and Source 2 will
not change no matter the load sharing. The relative error for Source 2 is
Rd 1 Rd 1

i Rd 2 Rd 2 Rd 2


Rd 1
i2
 1 Rd 1
Rd 2

(9)

Using (7) and (8), there are two ways to alleviate the unbalance. The first method is to
make Rd 2 / Rd 1  Rd 2 / Rd 1 , but the cable resistance is usually determined by the cable
gauge, conducted current and the cable length. The power flow direction will also impact
the calculation of the total output resistance. So this method is inapplicable. The second
method is to have a large droop resistance, but a larger droop resistance will introduce a
higher voltage drop. In practical systems, the system voltage variation needs stay within a
defined range to make sure all sources and loads connecting to the bus can work properly.
One numeric analysis is given for the system shown in Fig. 2.6. Two identical sources
are connected to a common dc bus to supply a load. The droop resistance for the two
sources are the same because they have the same power rating. Ideally, they should share
the load evenly. In this analysis, V10 = V20 = 1 pu. The maximum system load current is 1
pu, so I1max = I2max = 0.5 pu. The line resistance from Source 1 to the load Rline is 0.02 pu.
Rline

vbus

Source 1
Rd1
V10

Source 2

i1

i2
Load

Rd2
V 20

Fig. 2.6. System to analyze the effect of line resistance.
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Fig. 2.7 shows the load sharing comparison when Rd = 0.02 pu and 0.08 pu, i.e. Rd is
equal to and 4 times the cable resistance, respectively. Clearly, a larger droop resistance
improves load sharing, but the voltage drop is also bigger. At heavy load, this voltage
deviation can be unacceptable. For a 0.08 pu droop resistance, the maximum bus voltage
deviation is 5%.

Vbus (pu)

1
0.98
0.96

I1 & I2 (pu)

0

Rd = 0.08 pu
Rd = 0.02 pu
0.2

0.4
0.6
Load current (pu)

0.8

1

0.2

0.4
0.6
Load current (pu)

0.8

1

0.4
0.2
0
0

Fig. 2.7. Load sharing and voltage regulation comparison with different droop resistances.

Fig. 2.8 shows the trade-off between the droop voltage range and the current sharing
accuracy with different droop resistances for the system shown in Fig. 2.6. The droop
voltage range is considered to be from 1% to 20% of the system voltage rating. The voltage
is measured at the load terminal. The current deviation is defined in (8). A larger droop
resistance helps suppress the load sharing deviation caused by the cable resistance. The
penalty is a larger voltage deviation. In this particular case, a 0.09 pu droop resistance is
required to limit the current unbalance to within 10%. The corresponding voltage deviation
is near 6%.
It can be also observed that no matter what the droop resistance is, the maximum power
that can be delivered to the load is almost the same. In the heavy load condition, both of
the sources reach the current limit. To speak accurately, with a larger droop voltage range,
the total maximum available power will be a little smaller because of the larger voltage
drop within the sources. This is an important property that guarantees the system capacity
can be always fully utilized regardless of the cable resistance and source unbalance.
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Fig. 2.8. Trade-off between voltage regulation and load sharing when choosing a droop resistance.

2.2.2. The effect of voltage offset
Another factor that influences the load sharing is the output voltage error caused by
measurement. Even when the final product is calibrated carefully to make this error very
small, when the environment and temperature change, the sensing error arises again. In the
author’s experiment, for a 380 V dc system, a 1 V voltage drift is commonly observed. The
adopted LEM voltage sensors themselves have a static accuracy around 1%, and more
errors are to be expected from the sensing resistors, conditioning circuit and A/D
conversions.
To analyze the error from the voltage offset, the cable resistance is neglected.
Considering the same system in Fig. 2.2, when V10  V20 , i1 

Rd 2
i2 .
Rd 1

Now that V10  V20 due to the voltage measurement error, it can be derived that
i1 

Rd 2
V 0  V20
i2  1
Rd 1
Rd 1

(10)

The second term is the error from the voltage offset. Unlike the error from the cable
resistance, this error stays constant when the load changes. It is only related to the sensor
offset and droop resistance. In Fig. 2.9, when the load increases from zero, the source with
higher voltage output will provide power first (red line). The other source (blue line) begins
to output power after the bus voltage drops to a certain value that cancels out the sensing
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offset. These two sources then increase their output currents with the same slope and share
the load.

Fig. 2.9. Impact of voltage offset on load sharing.

In a practical system, the load sharing error will be the result of both line resistance and
measurement error. The error from the line resistance increases when the load increases;
the error from measurement stays the same regardless of the load.
2.2.3. Experimental verification
Experiments were carried out to verify these two kinds of error. The result is shown in
Fig. 2.10. Two sources are programmed to droop from the same voltage with the same
droop resistance. Ideally, the current from each source should be exactly the same, but in
the waveform, there is a sharing error caused by the cables and sensors. The purple and
green lines are the currents from the sources. At the start point, the difference is caused by
the sensor voltage offset. When the load is heavy, both of the sources send energy to the
load. The difference in the current rising slope is from the cable’s impact. The blue line is
the bus voltage, which drops when the load increases.
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DC bus voltage (5V/div)
5V
Slope difference
Start point difference
Source 1&2 current (5A/div)

Fig. 2.10. Load sharing experiment with line resistance and measurement error.

2.3. Quantitative analysis for two-source systems
As discussed above, the droop voltage range and cable resistance impact the steadystate load sharing among sources. It is important for a system designer to choose proper
cables and design a corresponding droop voltage range. In practice, the cable size is usually
chosen based on the maximum current, so the main task for the designer is to choose a
proper droop voltage range. It has been shown that a larger droop range helps reduce the
load sharing unbalance, but the trade-off is a bigger voltage deviation on the dc bus. There
exists a compromise between the two targets. It is thus useful to have the worst case
analyzed so that the designer can then use the result to choose a droop voltage range and
guarantee the required sharing accuracy, even under the worst conditions.
2.3.1. Identification of the worst source and load locations
To analyze the worst-case scenario for a two-source system, the worst load and source
placement need to be identified first. Looking at (7) and (8), in a practical system, the droop
resistance ratio Rd 1 /Rd 2 is designed by the power ratings of sources to ensure the load is
shared between sources according to their power ratings. Thus the only variable is the ratio

Rd 1 /Rd 2 . If we calculate the derivative of (7) and (8) with respect to Rd 1 /Rd 2 , we find both
of them are smaller than zero, which means they are decreasing functions. Thus the worst
case can be identified as shown in Fig. 2.11. In the graph, Rs1-b and Rs2-b are the cable
resistances from the two sources to the points where they connect the bus, Rbus is the total
bus resistance from one terminal to the other, and Rb-l is the resistance from the bus to the
load. This result is reasonable and easy to understand. The worst case occurs when the two
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source are connected at the two ends of the bus. All loads are connected to one of the
sources, so all the bus resistance Rbus is included in the output resistance of the other source.
In this case, Source 1 provides more current than its proportion, while Source 2 provides
less. Another worst case is the symmetric structure that all loads are connected near
Source 2.
Rbus
Rs2-b

Rb-l

i1

i2
Source 2

Source 1
Rd1

Rd2

Load

V 10

V 20

Fig. 2.11. The worst source and load locations for two-source systems.

After identifying the worst configurations, the worst load sharing can be calculated
considering different ratios of source ratings.
2.3.2. Load sharing accuracy as a function of source power ratings
In the first case, we assume the droop voltage range has been set. When the droop
voltage range is defined, the source ratings of Source 1 and Source 2 influence the sharing
error defined in (7) and (8). If we adopt a 4% droop voltage range and a 4% cable voltage
drop on the bus as the benchmark, the following equations hold for the worst source and
load locations shown in Fig. 2.11.

 Rd 1  Rd 1

 Rd 2  Rd 2  Rbus
R  R
 bus
d2

(11)

If we define the power ratio of the two sources as Kp, then their internal droop
resistances follow the same ratio.

KP 

Prate1 Rd 2

Prate 2 Rd 1

(12)

Substituting (11) and (12) into (7) and (8), the load sharing errors can be expressed as
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i
iLoad



KP
 K P  1 2K P  1

(13)

i
1

i1 2 K P  1

(14)

i
KP

i2 2 K P  1

(15)

where iLoad is the load current, and i1 and i2 are the corresponding ideal source currents
without the influence from cable resistances.
These expressions show the relation between the load sharing error and the source
power ratio Kp. The relation is illustrated in Fig. 2.12. The x-axis is the ratio of the power
ratings of Source 1 and Source 2. The upper and lower graphs show the sharing error with
respect to the total load current and each source current. The red line is the extra current
that Source 1 provides, while the blue line is the current sharing that Source 2 lacks.
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Prate1 / Prate 2
Fig. 2.12. Sharing error as a function of source ratings.

It can be observed that the ratio between error current and the total load current
increases first and then decreases when the source power ratio increases. The extra current
Source 1 provides is the current Source 2 misses. It reaches the maximum when the power
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ratio is a certain value between negative infinity and positive infinity. In this case, the error
reaches the maximum when P1/P2 equals to 0.707, and the error is 0.172, i.e. 17.2%.
On the other hand, the relative error for Source 1 reduces from 100% to 0% when the
power ratio between Sources 1 and 2 increases. This makes sense, since the base value i1
increases when the Source 1 rating increases. In the worst case, when Source 1 is very
small, it can take almost 100% more current than the value it should take. Source 2 loses
50% of its current sharing in the worst case.
In conclusion, to evaluate the load sharing of a multiple source system, the error current
as a percent of the total current, i.e. Δi/iLoad, is a good indicator.
2.3.3. Load sharing accuracy as a function of droop voltage range
Now we can look at the original problem of how to choose a proper droop voltage range
so the unbalance is within a designed range. Assume the droop voltage range Vdroop is KV
times higher than the maximum possible line voltage drop Vline such that

Vdroop  KVVline

(16)

Then the following resistance relation exists for the worst case shown in Fig. 2.11.

Rd 2  KV Rline

(17)

Following the same procedure, we can derive the function about the sharing error. The
ratio between the current error and the total load current is
i  K P , KV 
KP

iLoad
 K P  1  KV  1 K P  KV 

Making

i  K P , KV 
 0 , the maximum of Δi/iLoad occurs when K P 
K P

(18)

KV
. The
KV  1

maximum value is
i  KV 

iLoad



1
KV  KV  1



2

(19)

Then we can draw the current error as a function of droop voltage range and
corresponding source power in Fig. 2.13. In the top graph, the picture shows the error
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decays when droop voltage range increases. Specifically, when Vdroop/Vline = 1, the error is
0.172 and matches with the result derived in the previous section.
0.60.6
0.50.5
0.40.4
0.30.3
0.20.2
0.10.1
0 0
0.50.5

dI_max (p.u.)

i
iload

Prate1
Prate1  Prate 2

P_source (p.u.)

0.45

0.40.4
0.35

0.30.3
0.25

0.20.20.1
0.1

11

1010

VV_droop/V_line
droop / Vline
Fig. 2.13. Sharing error as a function of droop voltage range.

In practice, to limit the sharing error, it might be preferable to choose a value of Vdroop
that is bigger than Vline. Fig. 2.14 magnifies the part of Vdroop/Vline between 1 and 10. The
error is expressed in the percentage of load current. The droop designer can look for the
required droop range for a certain sharing error from this graph. In other words, this graph
can be used as a guideline to choose the droop voltage range and satisfy a predefined load
sharing requirement.
2020
17.5

dI_max (p.u.)

1515
12.5

i
 100% 1010
iload

7.5

55
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1
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Fig. 2.14. Quantitative relation between droop voltage range and load sharing accuracy.
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2.4. Generalization to three-source and multi-source multi-load systems
The two-source one-load system discussed above is the simplest case for dc systems.
If we go one step further, the three-source multi-load system as Fig. 2.15 can be analyzed.
In this graph, the sources can be divided into two categories depending on the location on
the bus. One is the side source, i.e. Source 1 and Source 3. The other is the middle source,
i.e. Source 2. Besides the internal droop resistances Rd1, Rd2 and Rd3, each source is
connected to the bus through cables with resistances Rs1, Rs2 and Rs3. The loads are
connected along the bus. Without loss of generality, Load 2 is connected between Load 1
and Load3 and denoted as IL2. Rl1, Rl2 and Rl3 are the line resistances between different
points. The analysis for the two kinds of sources is provided in this section.
Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Rd1

Rd2

Rd3

Rs1

Rs2

Rs3

Rl1 Rl2
IL1

Rl3

IL2 IL3

IL4

Fig. 2.15. A three-source multi-load system.

2.4.1. Analysis for the side source
First, the worst sharing for the side Source 1 is analyzed. To identify the worst source
and load placement, a two-step procedure is adopted. First, the placement of the load is
discussed. Next the placement of sources is discussed.
For the load placement, the worst condition happens when all the system loads can be
combined into one. When the combined load is placed furthest from the analyzed source,
the source will take the least power because all the line resistances are included in its output
resistance. Its equivalent droop resistance is maximized. When the load is placed at the
node nearest to the analyzed source, the source will provide the most load current. The two
structures are shown in Fig. 2.16.
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Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Rd1

Rd2

Rd3

Rd1

Rd2

Rd3

Rs1

Rs2

Rs3

Rs1

Rs2

Rs3

Rl1 Rl2

Rl1 Rl2

Rl3

IL1

Rl3
IL4

(a) More current sharing

(b) Less current sharing

Fig. 2.16. Two extreme cases for side Source 1.

In the case of Fig. 2.16(a), Source 1 takes more current than its power proportion. The
graph can be further simplified by analyzing the source and cable placement. First, to
maximize the current for Source 1, its output resistance should be minimized, which means
Rs1 equals zero. On the other hand, the total output resistance for Source 2 and Source 3
should be maximized, so Rs2 and Rs3 should be maximized. To maximize the total output
resistance of Source 2 paralleled with Source 3, it can be proved that both the sources
should be connected to the furthest end of the bus as Fig. 2.17(a). Using Thevenin’s
theorem, the circuit can be simplified as Fig. 2.17(b). After combining the two sources, the
new droop resistance of the combined source is Rd2 paralleled with Rd3. The new source
branch resistance is Rs2 paralleled with Rs3. Moreover, the simplified circuit still complies
with the load sharing property, so that

I s2
I
I s2  I s3
 s3 
1/ Rd 2 1/ Rd 3 1/  Rd 2 || Rd 3 

(20)

where Is2 and Is3 are the steady-state load sharing of the two sources.
This means that in the worst case, the three-source system can actually be simplified as
the two-source system that has been discussed above. Thus the worst-case analysis results
and design guidelines for the two-source system can be used for this three-source system.
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Source 1

Source 2

Source 3
Source 2+3

Source 1

Is2+Is3

Rd1

Rl1 Rl2

Rd2

Rd3

Rs2

Rs3

Rd2||Rd3

Rd1

Rs2||Rs3

Rl3

Rl1 Rl2

IL1

Rl3

IL1
(b) Thevenin’s equivalent circuit

(a) The worst source placement

Fig. 2.17. Source placement and combination for the most current sharing from Source 1.

In the case of Fig. 2.16(b), Source 1 takes less current. This scenario can be analyzed
in a similar way and has the same worst-case result.
2.4.2. Analysis for the middle source
For analysis of the middle source, the result is a little different. The two extreme cases
for the middle source are shown in Fig. 2.18. For the case in Fig. 2.18(a), where the load
is connected close to Source 2, Source 2 will take more load current. The analysis is
identical as the side source. For the case in Fig. 2.18(b), Source 2 will take less load current.
The worst-case analysis is shown below.
Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Rd1

Rd2

Rd3

Rd1

Rd2

Rd3

Rs1

Rs2

Rs3

Rs1

Rs2

Rs3

Rl1 Rl2

Rl1 Rl2

Rl3

Rl3

IL1

IL3
(a) More current sharing

(b) Less current sharing

Fig. 2.18. Two worst cases for the middle source.

In Fig. 2.18(b), in order to let Source 2 take the least current, it can be seen that Rs1
needs to be eliminated and Rs2 needs to be maximized, but the evaluation of Rs3 is not
obvious. Having the largest Rs3 means the total current from Source 2 and Source 3 is
minimized. However, comparing Sources 2 and 3, Source 2 takes the most current. Thus
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in this case, using the largest Rs3 does not guarantee that Source 2 takes the least current.
In fact, the current from Source 2 can be expressed as
I s2 

Rsd 1
Rsd 3

Rsd 1  Rl  Rsd 2 || Rsd 3 Rsd 2  Rsd 3

Rsd 1
R

 Rsd 1  Rl   sd 2  1  Rsd 2
 Rsd 3


(21)

where
Rsdi  Rdi  Rsi , i  1, 2, 3
Rl  Rl1  Rl 2  Rl 3



Is2 is minimized when Rsd3 is minimized. In other words, Rs3 is zero. Hence the worst
scenario is identified in Fig. 2.19. In this case, the error current will not be as large as the
worst case for side sources because the total output resistance for Source 1 and Source 3 is
not minimized.
Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Rd1

Rd2

Rd3

Rd1

Rd2

Rd3

Rs2

Rs3

Rl1 Rl2

Rs2
Rl1 Rl2

Rl3

Rl3

IL1

IL1
(a) Worst-case source placement

(b) Worst-case cable arrangement

Fig. 2.19. The worst source and cable placement for the middle source to take the least load.

In all, the most severe unbalance in a three-source system occurs for the side source
and the result is the same as the two-source analysis.
2.4.3. Generalization to multi-source system
For a general multi-source multi-load system, the methodology is the same. The worst
load distribution occurs when all loads are connected to the same point and the connection
point should be either nearest or furthest to the analyzed source. For the source distribution,
the worst case occurs for the side source when all the other sources are connected to the
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other end of the bus. Under this condition, the worst case occurs, and the result is the same
as the two-source one-load system shown in Fig. 2.20.
Source 1

Source 2

Load 1

Source m

Load 2

Source 1

Load n

(a) General structure of a multi-source multi-load system

Source 2

Load

(b) Worst scenario

Fig. 2.20. A multi-source multi-load system and its worst case.

2.5. Proposed droop design guidelines for dc systems
As discussed in the previous sections, the worst-case scenario of two-source systems
can be used to typify the worst case of multi-source, multi-load systems. The quantitative
relation between the droop voltage range and load sharing accuracy in Fig. 2.13 and Fig.
2.14 can thus be used for a general dc system droop design.
In a dc system, the voltage drop from source to load terminals consists of two parts:
Total voltage drop = cable voltage drop + droop voltage drop
Based on the National Electric Code (NEC) recommendation, “the maximum
combined voltage drop for both the feeder and branch circuit shouldn't exceed 5%” [139].
Considering the normal length for cabling, it is reasonable to assign this 5% voltage drop
to different cable segments like the following ratio so the total bus voltage drop is limited.
Total 5% cable voltage drop = 2% (source to bus) + 2% (along bus) + 1% (bus to
load)
The choice of the size for each segment of cable can follow a two-step procedure. The
bottom line is to satisfy the current capability, i.e. the thermal requirement. The cable needs
to be able to carry the designed maximum current. Then the voltage drop during the
heaviest load condition needs to be checked. If the voltage drop requirement is not satisfied,
then a thicker wire needs to be chosen. In practice, unless the transmission distance is very
long, the voltage drop requirement is usually weaker than the size decided by thermal
constraints.
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Right now there are no clear regulations for the dc system bus voltage variation range,
but some references are considered here. In the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) standard EN 300 132-3-1 (dc source up to 400 V), the normal service
voltage range is 260 V – 400 V. In the U.S., the EMerge Alliance and Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) have done some research about the standards of dc systems, but
right now no public reference is available. In ANSI/BICSI 002-2011 (Data Center Design
and Implementation Best Practices), the necessity of dc distribution is mentioned, but no
quantitative result is given.
Considering the aforementioned codes, the ceiling of the dc bus voltage is chosen to be
400 V so it does not exceed the upper limit by ETSI. In addition, it is better to have the bus
voltage higher than the output voltage of traditional PFC circuits, so the compatibility is
better. With these considerations, the dc bus voltage is designed as 360 ±40 V (±10%).
The maximum droop voltage range can then be calculated as
10% (total variation) - 5% (cable drop) -1% (margin) = 4% (droop)
If 4% is set as the maximum value for droop, the worst case of load sharing unbalance
can be estimated using (7), Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14.

2.6. Conclusion
Our investigation of the impact of cable resistance and measurement error on droop
control shows that cable resistance changes the load sharing ratio among sources while the
measurement error introduces a constant error. To suppress the impact from cable
resistance, a larger droop resistance is preferred, but the voltage regulation is sacrificed.
The cable size and possible droop voltage range in a dc system are analyzed. The
quantitative relation between the droop voltage range and load sharing accuracy is derived
for two-source systems.
The worst-case scenarios for three-source and multi-source multi-load system are
identified. Though proper distribution of sources and loads helps relieve the load sharing
unbalance, the worst-case scenario is still the same as that discussed for the two-source,
one-load system. Thus the conclusions for two-source systems can be used to estimate the
worst-case scenario for multi-source systems. DC system designers can use the derived
quantitative result to choose a proper droop voltage range and guarantee the sharing
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accuracy within a required range. If necessary, the detailed load sharing result and voltage
distribution for a particular configuration can be calculated using numerical methods.
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Chapter 3. A NONLINEAR DROOP CONTROL TO IMPROVE
LOAD SHARING AND VOLTAGE REGULATION
The traditional droop design requires the trade-off between voltage regulation and load
sharing. Using a larger droop resistance improves the load sharing but requires a larger dc
bus voltage range. Reducing the droop resistance improves the bus regulation but sacrifices
the accuracy of load sharing. In a practical design, the designer needs to evaluate the
requirements and make a compromise. To solve this issue, instead of using constant droop
resistance, this chapter proposes using a nonlinear droop method.
In the proposed nonlinear droop, the value of the droop resistance is a function of the
output current, which increases automatically when the converter’s output current increases.
By doing so, the impacts from the sensor and cable are greatly reduced and the load sharing
is better under heavy load. Furthermore, the dc bus voltage regulation is improved and has
smaller deviation. As a result, the voltage variation on the dc bus is reduced, while load
sharing is still guaranteed. The proposed method needs only the local output current
information, so the advantage of traditional droop control is preserved.
In this chapter, different second-order droop functions are evaluated and compared.
The effectiveness of the proposed droop methods is verified by simulation and experiment.
The experimental results prove the nonlinear droop method has better load sharing under
heavy load and tighter bus voltage regulation under light load.
To evaluate the impact of nonlinear droop control on system dynamic and stability, a
detailed output impedance model is derived for dc-dc converters. Using a buck converter
as an example, the output impedances with different droop profiles are modeled and
measured by experiment. The measurement results match with the model very well.

3.1. Review of techniques to improve the load sharing and voltage
regulation of droop control
To improve the load sharing and voltage regulation of droop control, a lot of research
has been done. Generally speaking, these improvements can be classified into
communication-less and communication-based methods.
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In [140], a gain scheduling method is proposed to adjust the gain of the voltage loop
controller based on the load condition. The gain is selected by looking at a group of fixed
droop curves and picking the one that has the desired dc gain for each discretized segment.
This enables load sharing improvement while keeping the same droop voltage range for
paralleled ac-dc converters. Gain scheduling and fuzzy control are combined in [141] to
optimize the operation of dc microgrids. However, for the gain scheduling method, its
application is limited to the particular controller form. If the voltage loop controller
contains an integrator, this method can no longer be used. Reference [142] claims the gain
scheduling technique in ac utility to synchronize multiple generators.
In [143], the droop curve is split into two segments. When the load exceeds a predefined
threshold, the system begins to use a larger droop resistance. This method uses different
slopes to suppress the current sharing error caused by the voltage set point inaccuracy.
However, the switch between these two modes needs attention. An abrupt change of the
output resistance of power converters may lead to stability problems. In [144], a nonlinear
droop control method is proposed. However, it only discusses two-source systems and the
impact on output impedance is not addressed.
In the previous communication-less methods, the load sharing has been improved, but
the steady-state voltage error still exists. If there are communication links between all the
converters, the bus voltage can then be restored by utilizing the communication channel to
transmit voltage and current information. For example, in [71], the current information of
each converter is sent to the communication link. Based on the global load information, the
voltage set point is adjusted globally to compensate the intrinsic voltage drop of droop
control. Furthermore, in [72] both the current and voltage information are sent to the link
so the current sharing performance is also improved.
In [44], [72], a three-level hierarchical control structure for microgrids is proposed. In
this structure, the first-level control is the traditional droop control and the second-level
control is used to compensate the voltage deviation by shifting the voltage set point for
different converters. By carefully adjusting the voltage reference for all converters, uneven
load sharing can be relieved and the bus voltage drop can be restored. However, though it
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is claimed only low-speed communication is necessary, physical communication lines are
still needed between the sources.
Compared with the communication-less control strategies, communication-based
methods increase the system cost. Besides, the system modularity is degraded, and plugand-play operation is difficult to implement.
In this chapter, the focus is on the approach that does not require any communication.
The proposed droop curve is much more smooth than the piecewise changing approach.
The droop curve is directly generated by using a nonlinear function; e.g. a parabola or
ellipse. Moreover, the realization and benefits of zero and infinite droop resistance have
not been discussed in prior literature. Thus the load sharing improvement by prior art is
limited because they only relieve the unbalance by employing larger dc gains for certain
segments. In the discussed approach, the droop resistance at full load approaches infinity,
which means the impact from the cable is basically eliminated.

3.2. The proposed nonlinear droop control
3.2.1. The principle of the proposed nonlinear droop control
From the above discussion, we know that a larger droop resistance has the advantage
of better load sharing, but sacrifices the voltage regulation. A smaller droop resistance
requires a smaller droop voltage range but is more sensitive to the impact from cables and
sensors. In a traditional droop design with a constant droop resistance, a trade-off has to be
made between voltage regulation and sharing accuracy.
If we reconsider the process of the traditional droop design for a power converter, it
usually follows the following steps:
(1) Choose the droop curve start point as the no-load voltage set point.
(2) Choose the droop curve end point based on the maximum source current and the
lower limit of the dc bus voltage.
(3) The straight line connecting the start point and the end point will be the designed
output droop curve.
In practice, the source rating and dc bus voltage range are predetermined by the system
specifications. In other words, the start point and end point of the droop curve are
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predefined. The only freedom that can be used for improvement is the trajectory between
the two points.

Vset

Rd 1

Rd 2

Vmin

0

Converter rating

V

Imax

I

Fig. 3.1. Diagram of the proposed nonlinear droop control.

In Fig. 3.1, the red line shows the trajectory of the traditional droop design and the blue
line shows a curve connecting the start and end points. By examining the droop resistance
along this curve, which is the slope of the tangent along the curve, some desirable features
can be found:
(1) The curve has larger droop resistance Rd2 under heavy load, which enables better
load sharing.
(2) The curve has smaller droop resistance Rd1 under light load, which enables tighter
voltage regulation.
Actually, these two characteristics are exactly what the designers are looking for in
droop control. Under heavy loads, uneven load sharing leads to source saturation and
accelerates the bus voltage drop. Thus accurate load sharing is important under heavy loads.
In contrast, under light loads, the load sharing accuracy is not so crucial. As long as the
sources are working well within their limits, some sharing error is acceptable. Tighter
voltage regulation with smaller droop resistances is beneficial because a higher bus voltage
usually leads to smaller source currents and higher system efficiency.
3.2.2. Comparison of different nonlinear droop profiles
There are numerous ways to draw a curve between the defined droop start and end
points. To give an example, the traditional first-order and three second-order options (1)-51-
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(4) are evaluated and compared in this chapter to demonstrate the benefits of the nonlinear
droop methods. In the equations, v is the voltage reference corresponding to output current
i, V0 is the no-load voltage set point, ΔV is the designed droop voltage range, and Imax is the
source maximum output current.

v  V 0  iRd

Linear:

v  V 0  a1i 2 where a1 

Parabola:
Inverse parabola:

(1)

V
2
I max

(2)

v  V 0  V  1  i / I max  V

(3)

v  V 0  V  1  i / I max   V

(4)

2

Ellipse:

In all these expressions, i  I max . When i  I max , the source will switch into current
limiting mode.
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inverse parabola
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Current / A
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3
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10
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Current / A
Fig. 3.2. Different droop curves and corresponding droop resistances.
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In Fig. 3.2, three different droop trajectories and their droop resistances are plotted
against the traditional straight-line droop. Their droop resistances at no load and full load
are summarized in Table 3.1. In this example, the bus voltage range is chosen as 370 V to
380 V, the source rating is 10 kW, and the maximum output current at 370 V is around
27 A. It can be observed that the traditional linear droop has a fixed droop resistance for
the whole load range. The parabola has zero slope under no-load condition. This means
that under very light-load conditions, the line resistance determines how the load is shared
among multiple sources. Under full-load conditions, the droop resistance of the parabola is
limited. The value is bigger than the constant output resistance of the traditional linear
droop, but still not infinite. The inverse parabola and ellipse both have infinite droop
resistance under full load, which theoretically can eliminate the impact from cables. The
transition between voltage regulation mode and current limiting mode is also smooth in
inverse parabola and ellipse droop methods because there is no abrupt slope change. The
difference between the two droop methods is that the ellipse has zero resistance at no load
while the inverse parabola has some limited value.
Table 3.1. Comparison and evaluation of different droops.
Type
Linear
Parabola
Inverse Parabola
Ellipse

No-load droop
resistance
Fixed
0
Limited
0

Full-load droop
resistance
Fixed
Limted
∞
∞

Metrics
X
X
√
√

3.2.3. Performance comparison between linear and nonlinear droops
Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 present the schematic and time domain simulation results between
the traditional droop and the inverse parabola droop methods. Two sources are paralleled
to a bus to provide power to a load. Some cable resistance is inserted between Source 2
and the load. As the analysis implies, the inverse parabola droop method has relatively
larger current unbalance under light load but better load sharing under heavy load. In
addition, the necessary droop voltage range to fully utilize the sources’ capability is smaller.
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Rline

vbus

Source 1
Rd1

Source 2

i1

V10

i2
Load

Rd2
V 20

Fig. 3.3. Two-source paralleling test with inserted cable.

Bus Voltage Range
constant droop resistance
inverse parabola droop profile

Source 2

Source 1

Fig. 3.4. Simulation comparison between the traditional and proposed droop methods.

3.3. Experimental verification
3.3.1. Single-source droop characteristic test
Before conducting the multiple-source experiment, the traditional linear droop and
proposed nonlinear droop profiles are tested individually for a single source as shown in
Fig. 3.5. In all the tests, the droop voltage set point is 400 V. The droop voltage range is
20 V, and the maximum current is 5 A. In the linear droop mode, when the output current
increases linearly, the output voltage also drops linearly as a straight line. In the other three
nonlinear droop profiles, when the source output current increases linearly, the regulated
output voltage drops from 400 V to 380 V as a smooth curve. In all methods, when the
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output current reaches the limit, the converter moves into current limiting mode. If the load
continues increasing, the bus voltage will drop rapidly.
Linear

Inverse parabola
Vset = 400V

Vset = 400V

Vo (10V/div)

Vo (10V/div)

V = 20V

Io1 (2A/div)

Io1 (2A/div)

time: 20s/div

time: 20s/div

Parabola

Ellipse
Vset = 400V

Vo (10V/div)

V = 20V

Vset = 400V

Vo (10V/div)

V = 20V

Io1 (2A/div)

V = 20V

Io1 (2A/div)
time: 20s/div

time: 20s/div

Fig. 3.5. Single-source droop characteristic test.

3.3.2. Comparison between traditional linear droop and proposed nonlinear droop
3.3.2.1. Two-source system test with ramping load
A two-source system, as shown in Fig. 3.3, is used to compare the performance of the
nonlinear droop and the traditional droop. Source 1 and Source 2 are buck and boost
converters, respectively, to make the system more general. The two sources are connected
to the same dc bus. In the experiment, the sources are designed to have the same output
droop characteristic so the load should be evenly shared between them. The no-load bus
voltage is 380 V. The current limit for the two sources is 7.5 A, and the selected droop
voltage range is 7.5 V, so for the linear droop, the droop resistance is 1 Ω. The droop
function parameters for nonlinear droops can be calculated using (1)-(4). Programmable
electric loads are used to generate a linear ramping-up load current and sweep the entire
load range.
In the first test, the source converters are placed very near to the load, so the cable
resistance is very small. The sensors are also carefully calibrated so the sensor discrepancy
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is minimized. Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 present the experimental waveforms using the linear
and nonlinear droop methods. After the soft start-up, the two sources reach a steady state
and share the load evenly. Then the load is triggered to ramp up. During the load ramping
up process, the two sources always share the same amount of load current, which proves
the effectiveness of droop control. When the load continues to increase, the sources finally
become saturated, and the bus voltage collapses. Comparing the linear and nonlinear droop
control, the linear droop control has slightly better load sharing under light load conditions.
However, the nonlinear droop control has a higher bus voltage.
Vset
Vdroop

VBus (2.5V/div)
I1 (2A/div)
I2 (2A/div)
load ramping up

0A/0A
20 sec/div

limiting

Fig. 3.6. Linear droop with negligible cable resistance.

Vset
Vdroop VBus (2.5V/div)
I1 (2A/div)
I2 (2A/div)
load ramping up

0A/0A
20 sec/div

limiting

Fig. 3.7. Nonlinear droop with negligible cable resistance.

In Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, a five-meter loop AWG 18 cable (0.2 Ω) is inserted between
Source 1 and the load, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The droop resistance in Fig. 3.8 is 1 Ohm while
the value is reduced to 0.5 Ω in Fig. 3.9. Correspondingly, the droop voltage range is
decreased from 7.5 V to 3.75 V. It can be clearly seen that the source current deviates
further when the droop resistance is reduced. This proves that a bigger droop resistance
helps improve load sharing but needs a larger droop voltage range.
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Vset

VBus (2.5V/div)

Vdroop
I1 (2A/div)
I2 (2A/div)
load ramping up

0A/0A

S2 S1, S2
Sat Sat

20 sec/div

Fig. 3.8. Linear droop (Rd = 1 Ω) with 0.2 Ω cable resistance.

Vset
Vdroop

VBus (2.5V/div)

I1 (2A/div)
I2 (2A/div)
load ramping up

0A/0A
20 sec/div

S2
Sat

S1, S2
Sat

Fig. 3.9. Linear droop (Rd = 0.5 Ω) with 0.2 Ω cable resistance.

In Fig. 3.11, the experiment with cable resistance is repeated using the nonlinear droop
method for the same droop voltage range. In this case, the inverse parabola trajectory is
used. Comparing Fig. 3.10 (linear droop) and Fig. 3.11 (inverse parabola droop), the
advantage of the nonlinear droop can be observed. At light load (Point 1), the nonlinear
droop has smaller voltage deviation, which is beneficial to the system efficiency. When the
load current ramps up (Point 2), the current difference between Source 1 and Source 2
becomes smaller in the nonlinear droop. In other words, the sharing error decreases
automatically when the load increases, while with the traditional method, the sharing error
increases when the load increases. If we compare the total voltage deviation from no load
to the point where both sources saturate (Point 3), the voltage deviation for the nonlinear
method stays within the designed 7.5 V droop voltage range, while the traditional method
requires another 2 V below the designed 7.5 V to reach the saturation of both sources.
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Vset

1

Vdroop

3

VBus (2.5V/div)

2

I1 (2A/div)
I2 (2A/div)

load ramping up

0A/0A

S2 S1, S2
Sat Sat

20 sec/div

Fig. 3.10. The linear droop (Rd = 1 Ω) with 0.2 Ω cable resistance.
Vset

1

Vdroop VBus (2.5V/div)

3

I1 (2A/div)
I2 (2A/div)

2
load ramping up

0A/0A
20 sec/div

S2 S1, S2
Sat Sat

Fig. 3.11. The inverse parabola droop with 0.2 Ω cable resistance.

3.3.2.2. Three-source system experiment with cable resistance and sensor offset
To better demonstrate the advantages of the nonlinear droop control for multi-source
systems and compare the difference between different nonlinear droop profiles, a threesource system with tie-line resistance and sensor offset is designed, as shown in Fig. 3.12.
Three power sources are connected at three different nodes. The system load is connected
to node 2. The tie-line resistance from node 1 to node 2 is zero and 1 Ω from node 2 to
node 3. Among the three sources, only Source 1 has 1 V sensor offset. Thus in the
experiment, the current difference between Source 1 and Source 2 is the result of
measurement error; the current difference between Source 2 and Source 3 is from the tieline resistance.
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Is1

Source
1
Is2

node 1

Source
2
Is3

node 2

tie line

Source
3

node 3

tie line

Load

Fig. 3.12. A three-source dc system with tie-line resistance and measurement error.

In this test, the droop voltage range is 380 V to 400 V. The current rating for all the
sources is 5 A. Depending on the load conditions, the system can work at five different
operating conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 3.13. By looking at the voltage curve, the whole
load range can be divided into ranges A and B. In range A, the output voltage curves from
high to low are ellipse, parabola, inverse parabola and linear. In range B, the parabola and
inverse parabola switch sequences.
For the output resistance curve, the scenario is relatively complex. When the load is
very light in range 1, the output resistance curves from high to low are straight, inverse
parabola, parabola and ellipse. This also reflects the load sharing accuracy within this load
range because the sharing accuracy depends solely on the output resistance when the
system parameters are fixed. However, when the load increases, the sequence of output
resistances changes. During the heaviest load condition, the output resistances of both the
inverse parabola and ellipse approach infinity; thus they have the smallest sharing error.
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Fig. 3.13. Segments to compare different droop profiles.

Fig. 3.14 to Fig. 3.18 show five typical cases within each working mode. For each
figure, the load condition is fixed, and the droop profiles for all three sources are identical
and changed simultaneously from linear (L) to inverse parabola (IP), to parabola (P), and
to ellipse (E). By comparing the bus voltage deviation from the voltage set point and the
current difference between the different sources, the above analysis is proved.
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Vbus@load (10V/div)

400V
L

IP

P

400V

E

Vbus@load (10V/div)
L

IP

P

E

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)
time: 4s/div

time: 4s/div

Fig. 3.14. Droop comparison in Segment 1.

Fig. 3.15. Droop comparison in Segment 2.

400V

400V

Vbus@load (10V/div)
L

IP

P

Vbus@load (10V/div)

E

L

IP

P

E

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)

time: 4s/div

time: 4s/div

Fig. 3.16. Droop comparison in Segment 3.

Fig. 3.17. Droop comparison in Segment 4.

400V

Vbus@load (10V/div)
L

IP

P

E

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)
time: 4s/div

Fig. 3.18. Droop comparison in Segment 5.

The load step test is also conducted for different droop profiles, as shown in Fig. 3.19.
By looking at the change of the source current, the linear droop has an increased source
current difference when the load increases, while the parabola and ellipse have a reduced
current difference under heavy loads.
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Linear

Inverse parabola
400V

400V

Vbus@load (10V/div)

Vbus@load (10V/div)

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)

time: 4s/div

time: 4s/div

Parabola

Ellipse

400V

400V

Vbus@load (10V/div)

Vbus@load (10V/div)

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)

time: 4s/div

time: 4s/div

Fig. 3.19. Load step test for different droop profiles.

3.4. Output impedance and stability considerations
3.4.1. Review of dc system stability criteria
Besides the steady-state analysis, the dynamic analysis is also critical to ensure the
system stability. One of the broadly accepted methods to analyze the dc system stability is
the impedance criteria. Taking the dc system shown in Fig. 3.20 as an example, two droopcontrolled voltage sources are connected to a common dc bus. Constant power and resistive
loads are also connected to the bus. The system also includes some cable resistances and
inductances.
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DC Bus
Droop-controlled
voltage source #1

Zo

Zi

Constant power
load

Droop-controlled
voltage source #2
Resistive load

Fig. 3.20. A zonal dc bus system with distributed sources and loads.

In order to guarantee the system stability, the input and output impedance at each
interface needs to be examined. For example, looking at the interface between source 1 and
the dc bus, as illustrated in the Middlebrook criterion, to guarantee the system stability the
magnitude of the output impedance Zo must be smaller than the magnitude of the input
impedance of the remaining system Zin.

Zo  Zi

(5)

It is worth noting that the Middlebrook criterion is a conservative criterion that not only
guarantees the system stability but also ensures the system dynamic performance is not
changed. The system can still be stable even if the criterion is violated.
To get a more accurate stability judgment, some relaxed criteria have been proposed.
One is the gain margin phase margin (GMPM) criterion [145], as shown in Fig. 3.21. In
this example, it is assumed that the output impedance of the source converter is already
known. The stability of the system can then be checked by looking at the gain and phase
plots of the input impedance of the load system. In the gain plot, the dashed line is 6 dB
above the magnitude of the source input impedance. If the magnitude of the load input
impedance is higher than this line, then a 6 dB gain margin is guaranteed for the system
and it is unnecessary to check the phase relationship. However, if the magnitude of the load
input impedance falls below the dashed line, the phase plot needs to be checked. Assuming
a 60°phase margin is necessary, the phase of the input impedance of the load system then
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has to stay within a 120°band around the phase plot of the source system. The GMPM
criterion can be also explained in the Nyquist plot shown in Fig. 3.22 [128]. The contour
of Zo/Zi should stay away from the blue line for all frequencies.

Fig. 3.22. Nyquist plot of the GMPM criterion.

Fig. 3.21. Bode plot of the GMPM criterion.

3.4.2. Output impedance small-signal modeling for droop-controlled voltage
sources
Regardless of which stability criterion is used, an accurate model of the output
impedance for the droop-controlled voltage sources is important [146]. In this section, the
output impedance for droop-controlled voltage sources is derived using a buck converter
as an example. The derivation is first conducted for the linear droop and then extended to
the nonlinear droop.
In Fig. 3.23, a digital controlled buck converter with closed current and voltage loops
are drawn. The droop is realized by using the inductor current, since it shares the same
average value as the output current. The average value of the inductor current is scaled by
the droop resistance Rd and then subtracted from the voltage set point. In this example, Fm
is the gain of the modulator, Hdelay is the time delay caused by the digital controller. Hi is
the average mode current loop controller. Hv is the voltage loop controller. Hfilter is applied
to the voltage loop to smooth the output voltage sensing. Rd is the droop resistance.
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Zo
L
iL

Vin

C

R

Fm
Hfilter

Rd

Hdelay

- vref - vset
- iref
+
+
+
Hv
Hi
Fig. 3.23. Buck converter with droop control loop.

To derive the output impedance of the converter, the control diagram of the buck
converter and the controllers is shown in Fig. 3.24. Gvd and Gid are the transfer functions
from the duty cycle to the output voltage and inductor current. Zo is the open-loop output
impedance of the converter, and –Zo and Giio are the transfer functions from the injected
load current perturbation to the output voltage and inductor current. This graph can be
applied to other converter topologies as long as corresponding small-signal transfer
functions are used.

Power stage
d̂

Gvd

vˆo

+
+

iˆo

Zo
Gid

iˆL

+
+

Giio
Rd

Hfilter
Fm

Hdelay

Hi

-+

iˆref

Hv

-+

vˆref

-+

Vset

Fig. 3.24. Control diagram of a droop-controlled voltage source converter.

From the control diagram, the following relations can be established
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iˆL  Gid dˆ  Giioiˆo

(6)

vˆref   Rd iˆL

(7)

iˆref   vˆref  H filter vˆo  H v

(8)





dˆ  iˆref  iˆL H i H delay

(9)

vˆo   Zoiˆo  Gvd dˆ

(10)

Then the closed-loop output impedance can be solved as
Gvd Giio
vˆ
Gid
 o 
G H H
iˆo
1  vd v filter
Gid  Rd H v  1
Zo 

Z CL

(11)

In this expression, Gvd, Gid, Zo and Giio are all known transfer functions for the buck
converter and can be found in textbooks like [147]. The closed-loop output impedance of
the droop-controlled converter can then be derived.
For the nonlinear droop cases, the output impedance of the converter varies depending
on the output current. In order to solve for the output impedance Rd corresponding to
different load conditions, the static operating point of the power converter needs to be
solved first, then the derivative of the output voltage and current relationship can be
calculated for different operating points. Taking the ellipse droop as an example, when the
load is a resistor Rload, the output voltage and current satisfy (12) and (13), where v and i
are the converter’s output voltage and current. Imax is the converter’s current rating so i is
between zero and Imax. Vset is the converter’s voltage set point with no load, and ΔV is the
droop voltage range.

v  Vset  V  V  1  i / I max 

v  i  Rload

2

(12)
(13)

The converter’s operating point can then be solved. The slope of the droop curve, i.e.
the derivative of the output voltage-current relationship, is the droop resistance at this
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particular operating point. For the ellipse curve, the droop resistance for the operating point
(v, i) is

Rd  

dv
 V 
di
I2

max

i
1   i / I max 

2

(14)

This calculated Rd can be substituted into (11) to calculate the output impedance of the
nonlinear droop control under this load condition.
3.4.3. Measurement of the output impedance for power converters
The output impedance of power converters is intrinsically a transfer function and can
be measured by using network analyzers to inject a perturbation and measure the response.
Since the focused converter is a high-power converter rated for the kilowatt range, a power
amplifier is necessary to amplify the injected perturbation power. Fig. 3.25 shows the
schematic of the output impedance measurement circuit. The measurement equipment is
connected between the power converter and the load. The network analyzer generates the
perturbation signal, which is a series of sinusoidal waveforms ranging from low to high
frequencies. The perturbation signal is amplified by the linear amplifier to generate a higher
power current perturbation. Because the output impedance of the converter is usually much
lower than the load input impedance, most of the perturbation power flows into the power
converter. The capacitor in the injection circuit is there to block the dc voltage, so the
amplifier only bears a small ac component. High bandwidth current and voltage probes are
used to measure the converter output voltage and current. These two quantities are fed into
the network analyzer as the input and output signals of the circuit under test. Then the
network analyzer does the calculation and give the frequency response bode plot; in this
case, the output impedance.
In the experiment, the bandwidth of the power amplifier is from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Considering the switching frequency of the power converter is 20 kHz, the output
impedance is measured from 20 Hz to 10 kHz.
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Fig. 3.25. Converter output impedance measurement circuit.

The output impedance of a buck converter with different droop control profiles is
measured to validate the output impedance model. The output voltage range of the buck
converter is 380 V to 400 V. In other words, the voltage set point for the droop control is
400 V and the droop voltage range is 20 V below the voltage set point. The current rating
for this converter is 10 A.
In Fig. 3.26, the converter’s output impedance without droop control is measured. It
can be observed, the output impedance is well below 0 dB within the control bandwidth.
Thus the converter has very small output impedance and good voltage regulation capability.
In the graph, the blue curve consists of a series measurement points from 20 Hz to 10 kHz.
The red line is the modeled output impedance of the power converter.
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Fig. 3.26. The modeled and measured output impedance without droop control.

In Fig. 3.27, the linear droop control is applied to the converter. The droop resistance
is 20V/10A = 2 Ω, so the output impedance within the control bandwidth is 20×log(2) =
6 dB. Unlike the previous case, the output impedance is now flat at low frequencies within
the control bandwidth.

Fig. 3.27. Modeled and measured output impedance with linear droop control.
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The output impedance of nonlinear droop control is measured under different load
conditions to demonstrate its changing characteristics. The ellipse droop profile is used as
an example. The load resistances are 300, 100, and 42 Ω to typify the converter’s output
impedance at light load, medium load and heavy load conditions, respectively.

Fig. 3.28. Output impedance of the ellipse droop under light load.

Fig. 3.29. Output impedance of the ellipse droop under medium load.
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Fig. 3.30. Output impedance of the ellipse droop under heavy load.

Fig. 3.31 compares the output impedance of the linear droop and ellipse droop under
different load conditions. It can be observed that, when the load is light, the output
impedance of the nonlinear droop is well below 0 dB, which means small output voltage
deviation and strong voltage regulation. When the load increases, the magnitude of the
output impedance also increases. Under heavy loads, the magnitude of the output
impedance of the nonlinear droop is much bigger than that of the linear droop. This helps
to reduce the impact from factors like cable resistance.
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Fig. 3.31. Output impedance comparison between linear and ellipse droop.

In terms of stability, however, some frequency ranges need attention. In the low
frequency range, the magnitude of the nonlinear droop is higher under heavy loads, which
means higher possibility to intersect with the load input impedance. In particular, the
magnitude of the input impedance of the load is at its smallest value under the heavy load
condition.
Another frequency range that needs attention is the resonant frequency, which is the
peak of the magnitude of the output impedance. It is explained in [148] that droop helps to
damp this peak and improve the stability. While the nonlinear droop helps to improve the
voltage regulation and makes the source more ideal, this damping effect is reduced and the
peak is higher.

3.5. Conclusion
A new nonlinear droop control is proposed to enable tighter bus voltage regulation
under light load and better load sharing under heavy load. Experiments for two-source and
three-source systems with changing loads verify the benefits of the proposed droop method.
The output impedances of nonlinear droop-controlled dc-dc converters under different
load conditions are derived and compared with experimental measurements, and the results
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match well. While improving the static performance, the nonlinear droop control increases
the magnitude of the output impedance in certain frequency ranges. This needs to be
considered when evaluating the system stability.
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Chapter 4. DC SYSTEM POWER FLOW ANALYSIS AND
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT USING NEAREST-NODE
COMMUNICATION
The dc microgrid has attained popularity for integrating renewable energy sources and
batteries. It also has the potential to achieve higher efficiency than the ac power grid. In
this chapter, a generic dc microgrid is modeled based on a cluster of generic dc nodes,
which include constant power generation by renewables, droop-controlled voltage sources,
and different kinds of loads. The static dc power flow is solved. A voltage restoration
method based on nearest-node communication is used to restore the voltage deviation
caused by droop characteristics. An enhanced current regulator guarantees accurate load
sharing even under the influence of sensor drift and line resistance. A tie-line power flow
control method is proposed to regulate the tie-line power and increase the system efficiency
under light-load conditions. All of the considered methods only need the local information
and the information from its neighbor; hence the system expendability is guaranteed.
Simulation and experimental results are provided to validate the proposed methods.

4.1. Review of microgrid control strategies with communication links
DC microgrids are increasingly gaining attention because of the simplicity in
integrating different renewable sources and energy storage devices, no need for
synchronization, and the possibility to achieve higher efficiency than ac grids [3]. Droop
control is broadly used to coordinate multiple sources paralleled to a common bus in dc
grids. By introducing a virtual output resistance to each source, the circulating current is
suppressed and load sharing among sources is realized.
To better predict the power flow and load sharing in dc systems, some dc system models
have been discussed in [71], [149]–[153]; however, the systems in these works are either
too small or too simplified. In a practical system, the loads can be constant resistance,
constant power or constant current. The sources can also have different characteristics. A
generic dc system model is necessary to predict the system power flow and voltage
distribution.
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Besides voltage regulation and current sharing, droop control has been also discussed
from other perspectives. A cost-based droop strategy is discussed in [154] to reduce the
operation cost. Dynamic load sharing is considered in [155]–[158], in which the load
dynamic is dispatched to different sources, i.e. supercapacitors for high-frequency load
power and batteries for low-frequency load power. Efficiency optimization by changing
the droop parameters is discussed in [159]–[163]. Harmonic sharing is discussed in [164].
In [165], the State-of-Charge (SoC) of batteries is monitored to adjust the droop parameters
online so that the SoC of different batteries can be balanced.
Though the droop principle has been used in many applications, it is still unclear how
to analyze and optimize the power flow in dc grids that include a variety of different kinds
of power nodes. In [149], the steady-state performance and sensitivity of dc microgrids are
analyzed, but only droop-controlled voltage sources and constant current loads are
considered. In [138], the design of the droop voltage range and the cable’s impact on dc
system performance are analyzed quantitatively, but the analyzed system is small and has
a limited number of nodes. In [71]–[74], different secondary-control methods are proposed
to restore the dc bus voltage deviation from droop control and ensure a proportional load
sharing. However, all these methods rely on dedicated communication links, which reduce
the system reliability and expandability. Furthermore, though these methods reduce the
steady-state bus voltage deviation and make the load sharing proportional to the source
ratings, the outcome and benefits of these improvements are still unclear. In [163], a
hierarchical control structure is used to optimize the efficiency of dc microgrids. It is
reported that uneven load sharing is more efficient under light-load conditions, while
proportional load sharing is more efficient under heavy load. However, the discussed
algorithm is very complicated, and is only demonstrated for a two-source system where the
source efficiency curves are known.
To save the communication links in distributed control, a consensus-based control
method is introduced to the field of microgrids from multi-agent systems in [78]–[80], [83].
This method enables bus voltage restoration and load sharing with communication between
only adjacent nodes. This also makes it possible to achieve system optimization without
complicated communication networks.
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In this chapter, an analytical model is derived for the power flow analysis in a generic
dc microgrid. It can be used to calculate the power flow and voltage distribution of a multinode system. A secondary-level voltage restoration is applied based on the nearest-node
communication. Two power flow control methods are considered and compared in order
to optimize the overall system efficiency. Both the voltage restoration and power flow
control are fully distributed, so no centralized controller is required. Communication
connections exist only between adjacent nodes.

4.2. Static power flow analysis of a generic dc microgrid
For optimization and analysis purposes, a generic dc system model is needed to predict
the voltage distribution and power flow. This model can be also used to evaluate the system
power conversion and transmission losses. A typical dc microgrid is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
It includes many dc nodes which have different structures and are geographically
distributed. In the figure, five types of nodes are used as examples. Every dc node has its
local power generation like solar and wind, energy storage and different kinds of loads.
The dc nodes can even be another dc or ac microgrid. All the nodes are connected to a dc
distribution network through power converters. The network can be zonal or meshed.

dc power
distribution

Node 1
Solar

DC
DC
v1

Node 2
y12

Load

DC
DC

Wind

v2

y13

Node 3
AC

DC Grid

Load

y23
DC
v3
Node 4

Load

y34

DC
AC
v4

Node 5
Battery

DC

y45

DC
v5
Load

Fig. 4.1. A generic dc microgrid.
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For modeling purposes, the sources and loads are categorized into the following types.
1) Constant power source (CPS), which is usually a distributed renewable energy
source (photovoltaic, wind, etc.) working in the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
mode. In this mode, the source harvests the maximum available power and does not
regulate the dc bus voltage. The CPS can be either one unit or a combination of multiple
CPSs.
2) Droop-controlled voltage regulator (VR), which takes the responsibility to buffer the
intermittent power from renewable sources and regulates the dc bus voltage. In order to
have multiple sources regulate the bus at the same time without communication, droop
control is usually used. The battery is a good candidate for such a purpose because of its
bidirectional power capability. It can store energy when the local generation is higher than
the local consumption and release the energy under the opposite condition. In some cases,
the droop-controlled VR can also be a bidirectional ac-dc converter interfaced to the ac
utility [104], [105], [123], [166]. The power flow from VRs to the dc bus follows the droop
characteristic and depends on the bus voltage.
3) Constant power load (CPL) and constant resistive load (CRL). Currently most home
appliances, like consumer electronics, LEDs, microwaves, and washing machines, all have
front-end converters and behave as a CPL. However, some old light bulbs and ovens are
still resistive. Both CPLs and CRLs are considered in this analysis.
Considering the span of a distributed system, the distance between different nodes
could be long, so the voltage drop and power loss on the transmission cables cannot be
neglected.
Similar to the power flow analysis in ac systems, the analyzed dc system is defined to
include N nodes and is related to a corresponding admittance matrix YN×N. The element yij
of YN×N is the line admittance between node i and node j. The self-admittance yii is defined
as the sum of all branch admittances that connect to the node i, as shown in (1). The
admittance matrix is symmetric and usually sparse.
yii 

N



j 1, j i

yij
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For a given node i, we define the total generation of CPS as PCPSi and total CPL
consumption as PCPLi. The VR follows the droop output characteristic in (2) to share the
load, where vi is the voltage of node i. vi* is the voltage set point of the VR, rdi is the droop
resistance and ioi is the output current of the VR.

vi  vi*  rdiioi

(2)

The injected power from the VR is
vi*  vi
PVRi  viioi  vi
rdi

(3)

The power consumed by a CRL is
PCRLi

vi2

RCRLi

(4)

For the CPS and CPL,

PCPSi  constant

(5)

PCPLi  constant

(6)

The power injected into node i from other nodes by the transmission lines is (7). If there
is no connection between node i and j, then yij equals zero.
PINi  vi

N



j 1, j i

iij  vi

 v
N

j 1, j i

j

 vi  yij

(7)

Due to the power balance for every node, (8) needs to be satisfied.

PCPSi  PVRi  PCPLi  PCRLi  PINi  0

(8)

Substituting the expression of each term, (9) can be obtained.

PCPSi  PCPLi  vi

vi*  vi
v2
 i 
rdi
RCRLi

N



j 1, j i

vi   v j  vi  yij  0

(9)

If we put the above equation into matrix form, then the system power description can
be expressed by (10). If a node does not have CPS, CPL, or VR, then the corresponding
terms disappear and the equations can be simplified.
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0   v1* / rd 1 
0 0   v2* / rd 2 



0


0 vn   vn* / rdn 
0    y11  1 / rd 1  1 / RCRL1
y12


0
y21
 y22  1 / rd 2  1 / RCRL 2

0 

vn  
y n1
yn 2

 PCPS 1   PCPL1   v1 0
P  P   0 v
2
 CPS 2    CPL 2   

 
 0 0

 
 
 PCPSn   PCPLn   0 0
 v1 0
0 v
2

0 0

0 0

0
0
0

0

  v1 
 v 
y2 n
 2  0
 
 
 ynn  1 / rdn  1 / RCRLn   vn 
y1n

(10)
In this equation, the node voltage v1 to vn are unknowns. By solving the n equations,
the node voltages can be solved. The values PCPSi and PCPLi are usually fixed and depend
on the available renewable source power and the load conditions, but the droop voltage set
point vi* and droop resistance rdi are controllable, and can be finely tuned to control the
power flow between different nodes and enable an optimized power flow. Since the droop
resistance is usually designed to be inversely proportional to the source ratings to guarantee
the load is shared among sources according to their power capability, the voltage set point
is used as the control variable to achieve different optimization targets in the following
discussion.

4.3. DC system efficiency analysis and optimization
In order to maximize the system efficiency, the system loss needs to be analyzed and
minimized. For a dc power distribution system, the system loss mainly consists of power
conversion loss and transmission loss. The power conversion loss is the energy lost on
power converters when transforming the electricity from ac to dc, or from one voltage to
another. The transmission loss is the energy lost on cables when delivering the electricity
from one location to another. For a small-scale power system, the power conversion loss
is dominant and the transmission loss can be reduced by using thicker cables. However, for
a large spanned, high-power system, both of these kinds of losses need to be considered.
Furthermore, the cable is usually designed by the conducted current and thermal
requirements. Increasing the size of the cables means additional system cost.
Taking the two-source system shown in Fig. 4.2 as an example, two sources feed the
common load and regulate the dc bus voltage together. In the first case, the impact from
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line resistances is neglected. During steady state, the load sharing from each source will be
solely determined by the source droop resistance. The only source of system loss is from
power conversion.

vbus
Source 1

Source 2

Rd1

i1

V10

Rd2

i2

V 20

Load

Fig. 4.2. A two-source one-load system with negligible cable resistance.

In Fig. 4.3, a typical power converter efficiency curve is shown. To make the
conclusion more general, per unit (pu) expressions are adopted. Considering the system
consists of two identical sources, each source has 0.5 pu current rating, and the efficiency
curve spans from 0 to 0.5. Generally speaking, power converters have low efficiency under
light-load conditions because of fixed losses from factors like device driving, ripple current,
magnetic flux swing, etc. When the load increases, the converter efficiency increases.
Depending on the power converter design and optimization, the converter’s efficiency may
drop under heavy-load conditions. By using MATLAB to fit the curve, the efficiency curve
can be express as (11). It is worth noting that the curve and equation are only meaningful
when the load is nonzero. When there is no load, the converter does not output any power
and the efficiency is zero by definition, which is beyond the scope of this discussion.
0.96
0.94

efficiency

0.92
0.9
0.88
0.86
0.84
0

0.1

0.2
0.3
load current/pu

0.4

0.5

Fig. 4.3. A typical power converter efficiency curve.
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 i   0.975  e810 i  0.1257  e12i
2

(11)

For a certain load current iLoad, it can be arbitrarily distributed between the two sources
by adjusting the droop parameters. If the currents from the two sources are i1 and i2, then

iLoad  i1  i2 , where 0  i1, i2  0.5

(12)

The system efficiency η can then be expressed as a function of the load distribution:



Po1  Po 2
Po1  Po 2

Pin1  Pin 2 Po1 / 1  Po 2 / 2



vbusi1  vbusi2
vbusi1 /   i1   vbusi2 /   i2 



i1  i2
i1 /   i1   i2 /   i2 

(13)

Pin1, Pin2, Po1 and Po2 are the input and output power of the two sources, and η is the
power conversion efficiency for each source, which is a function of the output current.
Thus when the load distribution changes, the system efficiency will also change.
The higher and lower limits of the system efficiency are calculated by scanning
different load distributions, and they are illustrated with the corresponding load sharing in
Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that to achieve higher system efficiency, under lightload conditions, uneven load distribution is preferred. When the load increases above a
certain threshold, even distribution is better. When the source efficiency curve changes, the
threshold also changes.
0.96

Higher limit

0.94

Lower limit
efficiency

0.92
0.9
0.88
0.86
0.84
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
load current/pu

0.8

Fig. 4.4. Two-source paralleling efficiency.
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source current distribution
0.5

i1 & i2 (pu)

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
load current (pu)

0.8

1

Fig. 4.5. Source current distribution for higher and lower system efficiency limits.

In a more general case, the loss on cables also needs consideration. The system
structure and parameters are shown in Fig. 4.6. The cable resistances are denoted in the
picture and have been normalized according to the system base values.
Rbus 0.02
Rs1-b

Rb-l

0.02

0.01

i1

0.02

i2
Source 2

Source 1
Rd1

Rs2-b

Load

V10

Rd2
V20

Fig. 4.6. A two-source system with cable resistance.

In this case, the updated system efficiency equation and the resulted curves are shown
in (14), Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8.



1  iLoad Rbl  iLoad
PLoad

Pin1  Pin 2 1  i1  Rs1b  Rbus   i1 /  i1   1  i2 Rs 2b  i2 /  i2 
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0.95
0.94
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0.93

efficiency

0.92
0.91

Lower limit

0.9
0.89
0.88
0.87
0.86
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
load current/pu

0.8

1

Fig. 4.7. Two-source paralleling efficiency with cable losses.
source current distribution
0.5

s1

i1 & i2 (pu)

0.4
0.3
0.2

s2
s1

0.1
0
0

s2

0.2

0.4
0.6
load current (pu)

0.8

1

Fig. 4.8. Source current distribution with cable losses.

The cable resistance impacts the optimized load distribution. The source closer to the
load is preferred to provide more energy. However, the overall load sharing trend does not
change – uneven load sharing under light load and even load sharing under heavy load.
In the above discussion, shutting down one of the sources is not considered. The reason
for this is to guarantee the power availability if the load suddenly steps from light to heavy.
The time delay to start one source may influence the transient operation. If the start of
sources is fast enough, then shutting down the unnecessary sources is an effective way to
improve the light-load efficiency.
Two extreme cases that use either zero or infinite droop resistance are considered. In
the no-droop case, the load sharing will be solely decided by the individual cable resistance
from sources to the load. When the droop is very strong, the load can be considered always
evenly shared between the two sources regardless of the cable, i.e. i1=i2=iload/2. Under this
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assumption, the system efficiency is shown in Fig. 4.9. Under heavy loads, the strong droop
ensures even load sharing. The efficiency during this condition is very close to the higher
limit. However, under light-load condition, neither of these two extreme cases can
approach the higher limit of efficiency. This implies the necessity to use secondary control
to further improve the system efficiency under light-load conditions.
0.95

Upper limit

0.94
0.93

Strong droop

No droop

efficiency

0.92
0.91

Lower limit

0.9
0.89
0.88
0.87
0.86
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
load current/pu

0.8

1

Fig. 4.9. The system efficiency with no droop and strong droop.

4.4. A distributed power flow control strategy using nearest-node
communication
In this section, two power control methods are discussed that use communication only
between the adjacent nodes. The first method is an accurate load-sharing control among
different nodes according to their power ratings. When the load is heavy, the conversion
loss dominates, and a proportional load sharing minimizes the conversion loss by evenly
distributing the load. However, when the load is light, instead of distributing the load, it is
better to let the local source provide all of the necessary power for the local loads. Doing
this has two benefits. First, according to the discussion in [163], under light-load conditions,
unevenly distributing the load leads to lower overall power conversion loss. Secondly,
since the loads are fed by their local sources, transmission loss is reduced or even
eliminated.
Controlling the power flow on the tie-lines requires additional current sensors to
measure the current on the tie-lines, but this cost is considered reasonable to achieve the
direct power flow control. In this case, under light-load condition, the tie-line current can
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be controlled to be zero. The transmission loss on the lines is eliminated. Under heavy-load
conditions, e.g., when the load is above 60% of the source rating, the control can switch to
the proportional sharing mode to guarantee the system availability.
Because of the droop characteristic of VRs, the steady-state bus voltage will be lower
than the nominal voltage, which may deteriorate the system performance and lower the
system efficiency due to the relatively larger current and transmission loss. Hence for both
control methods, a voltage restoration method is applied to compensate the steady-state
error. Again, this requires communication only between adjacent nodes.
The summarized system power and communication graph is shown in Fig. 4.10. The
information transmitted between adjacent nodes includes only the local voltage and current
values in pu. Each node also senses its local tie-line current for the tie-line power control.
All the measurements are localized and the communication can be low-speed. By such
means, the following three performance improvements can be achieved: (1) bus voltage
restoration; (2) load sharing enhancement; (3) tie-line current control. It is worth
mentioning that, except for the first or the last node, the communication between adjacent
nodes can be either bidirectional or unidirectional. In this chapter, to demonstrate the
simplicity of the proposed method, unidirectional communication is used. This means the
voltage and current information can be transferred from node i-1 to node i, and then to node
i+1, but not in the reverse direction.
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Fig. 4.10. The system structure with nearest-node communication.

Within each node, three function modules are embedded in the local controller, as
shown in Fig. 4.11 to Fig. 4.13, named the bus voltage restoration module, the load sharing
enhancement module, and the tie-line current control module.
The function of the voltage restoration controller shown in Fig. 4.11 is to generate a
compensation voltage offset to compensate the voltage deviation caused by the primary
droop control. Depending on the power flow, the node voltages at different physical
positions will be different. In order to generate this restoration signal, each node needs to
estimate the average bus voltage by comparing the local voltage estimation vi with the
estimation vi 1 , which is received from the previous node. The error is passed through a
gain of Kv and an integrator, and the result is added to the local voltage measurement vi to
update the local estimation vi . The estimation of the bus voltage is then compared with the
system voltage set point vi* from the higher-level controller, which could be the third-level
power dispatcher. The error is compensated by a PI controller. This part then restores the
voltage deviation caused by the droop control and line resistances. The local bus voltage
estimation is also transmitted to the next node.
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voltage set point

vi*

local voltage

vi
voltage estimation
from node i-1 vi 1

+

vi

++



Kv

-

adjustment for local
voltage reference

-+

PI

estimated global voltage

to node i+1

Fig. 4.11. Bus voltage restoration module.

The load sharing enhancement module and the tie-line current control module are used
for different load conditions. Though the droop resistance is designed for proportional load
sharing among different sources without communication, the ratio is inaccurate in practice
because of the sensor discrepancy and cable resistance. The proportional current control
part shown in Fig. 4.12 is designed to improve this. A new term called “pu current” is
defined for the local source, which is the normalized value of the output current to its
current rating. Using this definition, the output currents of different sources can be
compared directly, without any transformation. In this part, the local controller receives the
pu current from its previous node and compares it with the local pu current. Based on the
difference, a second adjustment is generated for the local voltage reference adjustment.
Because this is a closed-loop compensation with integration, the steady-state error is
eliminated, and accurate load distribution is achieved.

droop current in pu
from node i-1

iipu
1

local droop
current in pu

+

ii

-

Ki

pu



adjustment for local
voltage reference
to node i+1

Fig. 4.12. Load sharing enhancement module (proportional to source ratings).

Under light-load conditions, it may not be preferable to have even load sharing. In such
cases, the tie-line current control shown in Fig. 4.13 is used. This module directly senses
the current on the local transmission line, and compares the current value with the reference.
In this case, the target is to stop transmitting power to or from other nodes under light load,
so the current reference is zero. In fact, this reference can be set to other desired non-zero
values to achieve other optimization targets.
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local tie-line current
measurement

ii 1,i

adjustment for local
voltage reference



Kt

Fig. 4.13. Tie-line current control module.

All three modules are paralleled in the local source controller at each node as shown in
Fig. 4.14. It is worth noting that the proportional load-sharing and tie-line current control
can be contradictory, so it is preferred to choose one of them depending on the load
conditions. However, the voltage restoration can work with both of them since it adjusts
all the node voltages in the same manner and will not influence the function of other
modules.
Voltage set point

ioi
rdi

pu
i 1

vi 1 , i

Voltage restoration
from node i-1
+
+

Proportional current control

+

+

modified voltage
set point

+

-

voltage
controller

Primary droop control
local tie line current
ii 1,i
measurement

Tie-line current control

mode
selection

vi , iipu to the next node

Fig. 4.14. The proposed power flow controller.

A three-node system is constructed to simulate and validate the effectiveness of the
proposed control strategy. The system structure is shown in Fig. 4.15. Three VR nodes are
connected through two segments of tie-lines. Each tie line has a different resistance. There
is also a sensor discrepancy for different VRs; i.e. VR1 has accurate sensing while VR2 and
VR3 have 0.2% and 0.1% error. Thus without compensation, the load sharing is inaccurate.
The load at each node is expressed as Load 1, Load 2 and Load 3. In the simulation, the
loads at nodes 1 and 3 are fixed at 0.3 pu and 0.7 pu. The load at node 2 is stepped up at
10 seconds and 20 seconds. Communication occurs only between the adjacent nodes. Each
node also senses its local tie-line current for direct power flow control. To make the
conclusion more general, the nominal bus voltage is 1 pu. The current rating for each source
is also 1 pu.
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Fig. 4.15. The evaluated three-source three-load dc distribution system.

Fig. 4.16 to Fig. 4.19 show the simulation results. vs1, vs2, vs3 and vL2 represent the
voltages measured at Sources 1, 2, 3 and Load 2, respectively. They are different because
of the cable resistance. is1, is2 and is3 represent the current from each source. In Fig. 4.16,
no secondary control is enabled. The system can still work with the primary droop control,
but the load is not evenly shared among sources. Also, the bus voltage drops as the load
current increases at 10 seconds and 20 seconds. In Fig. 4.17, the voltage restoration loop is
enabled. The current sharing is the same as in Fig. 4.16, but the voltage is raised. Under
the heaviest-load condition, the load node voltage is restored to 0.997 pu, which is much
higher than the value of 0.983 pu in Fig. 4.16. In Fig. 4.18, both voltage restoration and
current-sharing control are enabled. In this case, the three source currents are always the
same during steady state, even with the line resistance and sensor drift. The effectiveness
of the current-sharing control is proved. In Fig. 4.19, the tie-line current control is enabled.
It can be observed that the source currents of node 1 and node 3 are constant and equal to
their individual fixed load. The current from Source 2 tightly follows the load step at node
2. The current flows through the tie-lines is zero.
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Fig. 4.16. Voltage and current without secondary

Fig. 4.17. Voltage and current with voltage

control.
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Fig. 4.18. Voltage and current with voltage

Fig. 4.19. Voltage and current with voltage

restoration and current sharing control.

restoration and tie-line current control.

4.5. Experimental verification
4.5.1. Hardware-in-the-loop test bed
The proposed design is verified by hardware experiments. The system structure is the
same as in Fig. 4.15 but with different cable and load parameters. Fig. 4.20 shows a picture
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of the experimental setup. Three three-phase ac-dc converters are placed in a cabinet to
mimic the operation of three distributed sources. The converters are connected through
adjustable cable emulators so the resistance of each cable can be accurately controlled. A
hardware-in-the-loop test system is used to provide converter control and higher-level
optimization. It also works as the monitoring system to observe the waveforms of interest
in real time, as shown in Fig. 4.21. This makes it convenient to start and stop each control
function so the effect of each control loop can be identified. Constant resistive and constant
power loads are connected along the bus to mimic the distributed loads.
In the experiment, the nominal bus voltage is set at 400 V. The current and power rating
of each converter is 5 A and 2 kW. The designed droop voltage range is 5% of the nominal
dc bus voltage, i.e. 20 V. The droop resistance for all the sources is 4 Ω.

dSpace
GUI
Grid
transformer

Load

Three-phase ac-dc
power converters

Adjustable cable
emulator

Fig. 4.20. Experimental setup.
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Fig. 4.21. The designed graphical user interface (GUI).

4.5.2. Validation of the static system model
In this section, the test bed is used to validate the developed dc system model. Three
experiments are conducted with different tie-line resistances and power source voltage set
points. The system node voltages and source voltages/currents are measured during steady
state. These measured results are compared with the calculated results based on the derived
model.
In the first experiment, the model is used to predict the impact from cable resistance.
The tie-line resistance from node 1 to node 2 is zero, and the resistance from node 2 to
node 3 is 0.4 Ω. Load 1 is fixed at 230 Ω and load 2 is stepped up from 0 to 3 kW during
the experiment. The waveforms for the bus voltage at node 2 and all the source currents
are captured in Fig. 4.22. The sources’ output voltages, currents and corresponding load
sharing under the heaviest load are measured and compared with the model predicted
values in Table 4.1. The difference is within 1.5%. It can be seen that Source 3 contributes
less current because of the cable resistance from node 3 to node 2.
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400V

Vbus

10V

Is1, Is2, Is3
PLoad2=0

1kW
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2A
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time: 2s/div

Fig. 4.22. Bus voltage and source current with tie-line resistances.

Table 4.1. Source voltage, current, and load sharing with tie-line resistances.
Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Voltage (V)

387.2 387.0

387.1 387.0

388.3 388.2

Current (A)

3.19 3.24

3.22 3.24

2.92 2.95

Load Sharing (%)

34.2 34.3

34.5 34.4

31.3 31.3

*Black are calculated results. Red are experimental measurements.

In the second experiment, the tie-line parameters are kept the same. Load 1 and load 2
are fixed at 230 Ω and 3 kW, respectively, but the voltage set point for Source 1 is gradually
lifted. This is equivalent to the scenario in which the voltage sensor for Source 1 has the
same amount of voltage drift. A 1 V voltage sensing error is equivalent to 0.25% of the
system voltage rating and is likely to occur in practical cases. Consequently, the current
from Source 1 is larger than Source 2 because of the higher voltage set point. The current
from Source 3 is still smaller than Source 2 because of the tie-line resistance from node 3
to node 2. The source output voltages and currents during the final stage are recorded in
Table 4.2. The difference is within 2.1%.
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400V

Vbus

10V

Is1, Is2, Is3
V1set + 0 V

V1set + 2 V

V1set + 4 V
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time: 2s/div

Fig. 4.23. Bus voltage and source current with drifted voltage set points.

Table 4.2. Source voltage, current, and load sharing with drifted voltage set points.
Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Voltage (V)

388.5 388.5

388.6 388.4

389.6 389.5

Current (A)

3.87 3.89

2.84 2.90

2.60 2.63

Load Sharing (%)

41.6 41.2

30.5 30.7

28.0 28.0

*Black are calculated results. Red are experimental measurements.

In the third experiment, the capability to adjust the droop resistance to control the load
sharing among the three sources is demonstrated. Just as in the second experiment, Load 1
and Load 2 are fixed at 230 Ω and 3 kW. The tie-line resistance is 0 from node 1 to node 2
and is 0.4 Ω from node 3 to node 2. The voltage sensors are deliberately calibrated to
minimize the impact from the sensor drift. In this test, the droop resistance of Source 2 is
first reduced from 4 Ω to 2 Ω; then the droop resistance of Source 1 is reduced from 4 Ω
to 1 Ω. Correspondingly, the load sharing changes during each stage. The source output
and load sharing are recorded in Table 4.3. In this case, the output current of Source 3 is
very small. The largest difference between the measured and calculated values is 4.3%.
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Fig. 4.24. Bus voltage and source current with different droop resistances.

Table 4.3. Source voltage, current, and load sharing with different droop resistances.
Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

Voltage (V)

396.8 396.8

396.9 396.8

397.2 397.1

Current (A)

3.19 3.18

1.54 1.60

0.70 0.73

Load Sharing (%)

58.8 57.7

28.3 29.1

12.9 13.2

*Black are calculated results. Red are experimental measurements.

In all of these experiments, the difference between measurement and calculation is
within 5%. Considering the measurement accuracy, this demonstrates the correctness of
the system model. In addition, the second and third experiments demonstrate the possibility
to control the load sharing among multiple sources by adjusting the voltage set points and
droop resistances.
4.5.3. Validation of the distributed power flow control method
In Fig. 4.25, no secondary control is enabled at the start. When the output current of
the sources is around 2 A, the bus voltage has a 10 V deviation. After enabling the voltage
restoration, the bus voltage, which is measured at Load 2, goes back to the nominal voltage
at 400 V, but the load current is still not evenly distributed. In fact, after enabling the
voltage restoration, the load sharing gets worse.
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400V Voltage restoration

Vbus@load2 (10V/div)

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)
time: 2s/div

Fig. 4.25. Experimental waveforms with voltage restoration.

In Fig. 4.26, the proportional load-sharing control is enabled. The currents from the
three sources are identical because all the sources have the same power rating and droop
resistance. In Fig. 4.27, in addition to the current balancing, voltage restoration is also
enabled. It can be observed that the bus voltage deviation is eliminated while the load
sharing is maintained proportionally.
400V

Vbus@load2 (10V/div)

Current balancing

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)

time: 10s/div

Fig. 4.26. Experimental waveforms with current balancing control.
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Voltage restoration

400V

Vbus@load2 (10V/div)
Current balancing

Is1, Is2, Is3 (2A/div)

time: 20s/div

Fig. 4.27. Experimental waveforms with both voltage restoration and current balancing.

In Fig. 4.28, the performance of the tie-line current control is tested. Is1-2 and Is2-3
represent the tie-line current from Source 1 to Source 2 and from Source 2 to Source 3,
respectively. When the tie-line current control is enabled, after some transient time, the tieline currents become zero. When the load step occurs, the tie-line current will have some
transient value to provide the transient power; but after some time, the tie-line currents will
become zero again. The voltage restoration also works well in conjunction with the tie-line
current control.
Voltage restoration

400V

Vbus@load2 (10V/div)

Tie-line
current control

Is2-3, Is1-2 (2A/div)
ILoad2 (2A/div)

Load steps up

time: 40s/div

Fig. 4.28. Experimental waveforms with direct tie-line current control.

Based on the previous experiments, the performance of the voltage restoration, current
balancing and tie-line current control is verified. They can work individually and
simultaneously to improve the performance of dc systems, e.g. reducing the voltage
deviation and improving the system efficiency.

4.6. Conclusion
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In this chapter, the analytical solution for power flow in a generic dc system is derived.
Based on it, the power flow optimization can be realized. This chapter focuses on the
secondary control to improve system efficiency, which prefers even load sharing under
heavy-load conditions and uneven load sharing under light-load conditions. A voltage
restoration method based on nearest-node communication is used to restore the voltage
deviation caused by the droop characteristic. A proportional current regulator is adopted to
accurately control the load sharing with realistic sensor drifts and line resistances. A tieline power flow control method is proposed to regulate the tie-line current and reduce the
power transmission loss. All of the considered methods need only the local measurements
and information from its nearest node; thus system expandability is guaranteed.
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Chapter 5. A HIGH-EFFICIENCY TRANSFORMER-LESS SINGLEPHASE UTILITY-INTERFACE CONVERTER FOR 380 V DC
MICROGRIDS
In this chapter, a high-efficiency two-stage single-phase ac-dc converter is designed to
connect a 380 V bipolar dc microgrid with a 240 V split-phase single-phase ac system. The
design requirements on the ac and dc interfaces are summarized. The efficiency of the
converters using different phase-leg structures is evaluated, based on which a two-level
interleaved topology using state-of-the-art Silicon Carbide (SiC) MOSFETs is chosen. A
pluggable phase-leg module with embedded driving and protection circuit is designed and
tested. Interleaving angles are selected to achieve an optimized magnetics design. A 10 kW
converter prototype is built and achieves an efficiency higher than 97%.
Besides the high efficiency, a common-mode (CM) equivalent circuit is established for
the converter systems. A CM voltage controller is designed for the dc-dc stage to control
the dc bus CM voltages. The resultant dc bus voltages are symmetric to the ground and
suitable for bipolar dc power distribution systems.

5.1. Design application and requirements
5.1.1. Gird-interface converter for future residential houses
To connect renewable sources and energy storage, dc power distribution has arisen as
an attractive solution because of the higher efficiency and reliability when compared with
ac distribution [3], [46], [167]–[170]. DC grids can be connected to the ac utility through
interface converters and exchange only the extra or insufficient energy [104], [105], [123].
Fig. 5.1 shows the schematic of a possible future residential dc power distribution system.
Renewables, energy storage, and different kinds of loads are connected to a common 380 V
dc bus through power converters. Then the dc system is interfaced to the ac utility through
a bidirectional ac-dc interface converter. This converter provides bidirectional power flow,
regulates the ac current and dc voltage, and decouples the dynamics of both systems. To
cover the power consumption of a normal U.S. family, the target converter power rating is
10 kVA.
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AC Grid
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Energy Storage Electric Vehicle
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LED Light

Stove

Washer

Computer, TV ...

Fig. 5.1. DC power distribution in a future home.

The grid-interface converter is expected to have the following functions:
(1) Dynamic decoupling between ac and dc systems. The transient on one side should
not impact the power quality on the other side.
(2) Bidirectional power flow capability
(3) Current limiting if the ac or dc side is shorted
(4) High efficiency and high power density
(5) Electromagnetic interference (EMI) compliance at both ac and dc interfaces
(6) Leakage current control
In the system-level energy management, the converter functions as the brain of the
system to exchange information with the connected ac grids and has the responsibility to
optimize the energy utilization within the dc grid. Thus the converter is named as Energy
Control Center (ECC) in this research.
5.1.2. Residential ac and dc grid interfaces
Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 depict the typical ac and dc interfaces for residential applications.
On the ac side, different low voltage power distribution practices are shown in Fig. 5.2,
including both single-phase and three-phase systems. In the U.S., the grid interface is a
120/240 V split-phase system as shown in Fig. 5.2(a). The phase to neutral voltage is 120 V
rms. The two line voltages are in phase so the line to line voltage is 240 V. Small electric
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appliances are usually connected between one active line and the neutral line. Large
appliances like the clothes dryers are connected between the active lines. Because of the
large rating of the grid-interface converter under consideration, the line to line voltage is
used as the ac input for the designed converter. Fig. 5(b) is one phase of the three-phase
distribution system and provides electricity to several families, which is the common
practice in China. It can be also a single-wire ground return system that is used for rural
areas to save one conductor. In Europe, the three-phase system shown in Fig. 5.2(c) is
broadly used.
Vg /2

Vga

Vg

Vgb

-Vg /2

0

(a)

Vgc

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5.2. Different residential ac distribution interfaces: (a) split-phase single-phase system; (b) asymmetric
single-phase system; (c) three-phase system.

On the dc side, different voltage levels and grounding schemes exist. One broadly
accepted configuration is to use 380 V for high-power home appliances. Depending on the
grounding point, the system can be unipolar or bipolar as shown in Fig. 5.3. The blue line
is the neutral and the green line is the protective earth (PE). For the bipolar case, the voltage
on the positive and negative bus is only half of the total bus voltage. Since this is safer for
the end user, the bipolar configuration is adopted in this chapter.

+Vdc /2
Neutral

Vdc
Neutral
PE

-Vdc /2
PE

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.3. Configurations of dc power distribution systems: (a) unipolar; (b) bipolar.

Moreover, it is preferred to have the grid-interface converter regulate the dc bus voltage
in a droop manner shown in Fig. 5.4. As an example, the no load voltage set point is 380 V.
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When the load current increases, the regulated output voltage decreases as shown in the
first quadrant. When the dc system has extra power, e.g. the renewable generated power is
more than the load power, the net energy can be sent back to the grid as shown in the second
quadrant. In this case, the regulated voltage will be higher than the no-load voltage. By
applying droop characteristics to multiple sources in dc microgrids, different energy
sources can share the load according to their droop resistances. The dc bus voltage can be
used as an indicator of the system energy condition. By sensing the bus voltage, each source
and load can make their individual power management decision, which gives the
opportunity to optimize the system energy utilization without communication links.

Converter rating

Converter rating

V (V)

380

dcàac

acàdc

0

I

Fig. 5.4. DC side droop characteristic of the ECC converter.

5.1.3. Applicable standards
Since the converter interconnects the ac and dc systems, it needs to comply with
applicable standards on both sides to make sure the connected sources and appliances can
work properly. On the ac side, the harmonic requirement is the utility codes, e.g. IEEE
1547 and IEEE 519. Table 5.1 lists the harmonic requirement from these two standards.
Table 5.1. IEEE 1547 and IEEE 519 requirements for harmonic current on ac side.
Harmonic order h (odd)

h<11

11≤h<17

17≤h<23

23≤h<35

35≤h

THD

Percent of the rated rms current (%)

4.0

2.0

1.5

0.6

0.3

5.0

Note 1: Even harmonics are limited to 25% of the odd harmonics limits above.
Note 2: IDC < 0.5% of the rated rms current.

On the dc side, there is no clear standard right now for the residential application. The
Emerge Alliance, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and other organizations are
working on the design of standards for 380 V systems. The European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) published a standard for dc systems up to 400 V and defines the
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voltage range to be within 260 V and 400 V. There are also data center recommendations
like “ANSI/BICSI 002-2011, Data Center Design and Implementation Best Practices”.
These standards should be considered when designing the dc system for corresponding
applications.

5.2. Converter topology selection
5.2.1. Two-stage topology to decouple the common-mode voltage
To decouple the CM voltages between the connected ac and dc systems, a two-stage
symmetric converter topology shown in Fig. 5.5 is adopted. The converter includes a fullbridge ac-dc stage and a full-bridge dc-dc stage. Though the two-level H-bridge is used as
an example to demonstrate the concept, the phase-leg can also be a three-level or paralleled
structure.
On the ac side, LD_ac, CD_ac and Lg_ac serve as the ac side differential-mode (DM) filter.
On the dc side, LD_dc, CD_dc and Lg_dc serve as the dc side DM filter. The blue components,
LC_ac, CC_ac, LC_dc and CC_dc constitute the CM filter on the ac and dc sides separately. As
the green line shows, the ground of the ac and dc sides are physically connected to a
common point at the utility interface.
To 120/240V split-phase
single-phase ac system

To 380V bipolar dc system

DC+

Lg_dc

RGND
CC_dc

Lg_ac
CD_dc
Rd_dc

LD_ac LC_ac

LC_dc LD_dc

CD_ac CC_ac
Rd_ac

DC-

Fig. 5.5. Two-stage bidirectional single-phase ac-dc converter with common-mode decoupling.

Compared with [104], [105], [123] which use a half-bridge for the dc-dc stage, using a
full-bridge enables the decoupling of the ac and dc sides CM voltages. If only a half-bridge
is used for the dc-dc stage, the dc side bus to ground voltage depends on the ac side
grounding method. If the mid-point of the ac is grounded, then the dc buses will have
positive and negative voltages to the ground with different magnitudes. Using the full-103-
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bridge, both the positive and negative dc bus voltages are modulated and can be any value
between the positive and negative dc-link voltages. Thus the converter has more flexibility
in controlling the dc bus to ground CM voltages.
5.2.2. Selection of the phase-leg structure to achieve high efficiency
An important requirement for the interface converter is high efficiency. The interface
converter functions as an energy router to balance the power between the ac and dc grids.
The router itself should be very efficient, especially under light load since that is where the
converter operates most of the time. To achieve a high-efficiency power stage design, the
converter efficiency is evaluated by using different phase-leg structures and state-of-theart semiconductor devices.
5.2.2.1. Phase-leg structure and modulation method
As shown in Fig. 5.5, the converter features a symmetric structure. In practice, the
front-end ac-dc stage contributes more loss because the ac side has a lower rms voltage and
a higher rms current than the dc side. Most of the effort in this part is to optimize the ac-dc
stage. However, the same procedure can be applied to the dc-dc stage. In fact, if the ac-dc
stage is designed to achieve a very high efficiency, the dc-dc stage that adopts the same
design will also have a high efficiency.
The simplest and broadly used topology to fulfill the bidirectional ac-dc conversion is
the two-level (2L) full-bridge topology shown in Fig. 5.6(a). The modulation method can
be unipolar, bipolar or discontinuous. The details and harmonic analysis for these
modulation methods can be found in [171]. Compared with bipolar modulation, unipolar
modulation has current harmonics at twice the switching frequency, which allows the use
of a smaller inductance to maintain the same inductor current ripple, and is used in this
comparison. To reduce the conduction loss of state-of-the-art SiC MOSFETs, a 2L fullbridge phase-leg with paralleled devices shown in Fig. 5.6(b) is also considered. The twophase interleaved topology is considered to have similar efficiency to the paralleled
topology if the converter loss is mainly from the switching devices.
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(a)

(b)
Lac1

Lac1

Lac2
Cac

Lac2
Cac

(c)

(d)

Lac1

T3

Lac2

T1
T4

Cac

Lac1

Lac2
Cac

T2
Fig. 5.6. Evaluated bidirectional ac-dc topologies: (a) 2L full-bridge; (b) 2L full-bridge with paralleled
MOSFETs; (c) 3L diode clamped; (d) 3L T-type.

Since the dc-link voltage is above 600 V to reduce the required dc-link capacitance
[104], three-level (3L) topologies are also considered because they enable the use of lower
voltage rating devices. Fig. 5.6(c) shows a diode-clamped 3L converter (NPC1). Because
each device only bears half of the dc-link voltage, 600 V devices are used. Fig. 5.6(d) is
the T-type 3L converter (NPC2) [172], [173]. The middle point of each phase leg is
connected to the middle of the dc-link through a bidirectional switch. Compared with the
diode-clamped 3L, the conduction loss of (d) is reduced because the current only flows
through a single device when the upper/lower device is conducting. The trade-off is the
upper and lower device need to sustain the full dc-link voltage, so 1200 V devices are used
for T1 and T2. The modulation of 3L topologies is similar to the 2L, and can be unipolar,
bipolar or discontinuous. Fig. 5.7 presents the output voltages of the 2L and 3L full-bridges
with the same switching frequency at 40 kHz and 600 V dc-link voltage. It can be observed
that the 3L can achieve five different output voltages and reduced the high frequency
spectrums. The efficiencies of the two different 3L topologies are evaluated to compare
with the 2L counterparts.
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Fig. 5.7. 2L and 3L full-bridge output voltages comparison.

Table 5.2 summarizes the required inductance for the 2L converter to achieve the same
inductor current ripple with different modulation methods. Vdc is the dc-link voltage. fs is
the switching frequency. The current ripple for 3L is half of the 2L cases, so the required
inductance is also half of the 2L design.
Table 5.2. Current ripple and required inductance for 2-level full-bridge converters.
Modulation method

Unipolar

Bipolar

Discontinuous

Current ripple (peak to peak)

Vdc
8 fsL

Vdc
2 fsL

Vdc
4 fsL

Required inductance

L

4L

2L

5.2.2.2. Device Selection
Depending on the topology, the candidate devices for different 2L and 3L phase-legs
could be 1200 V IGBTs, 1200 V SiC MOSFETs and 600 V IGBTs. Different phase-leg
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structures with different device types are summarized in Fig. 5.8. The devices used for
comparison in this study are the state-of-the-art commercialized discrete components and
power modules. Based on the system power rating, topologies with selected devices are
summarized in Table 5.3. Fig. 5.9 shows the pictures of the device candidates.
Two-Level (2L)
2L Si

1200V
IGBT

2L SiC

Three-Level (3L)

2L SiC×2

3L NPC2

600V
IGBT

1200V
SiC
MOSFET
X2

1200V
SiC
MOSFET

3L NPC1

3L NPC2 SiC
1200V
SiC
MOSFET

1200V
IGBT

600V
diode

600V
IGBT

600V
IGBT

Fig. 5.8. Different phase-leg structures with selected devices.

Table 5.3. Evaluated topology and device combinations.
Topology

Device type

Device name

Manufacture

Vrate

Irate or Ron

2L Si

Si IGBT

PM75CL1A120

MITSUBISHI

1200V

75A

2L SiC

SiC MOSFET

C2M0025120D

CREE

1200V

25mΩ

3L NPC1

Si IGBT

F3L75R07W2E3_B11

Infineon

650V

75A

3L NPC2

Si IGBT

F3L150R12W2H3_B11

Infineon

1200V/650V

75A

APTMC120HRM40CT3G

Microsemi

1200V/600V

50A/34mΩ

T1&2: SiC
3L NPC2

MOSFET
T3&4: Si IGBT
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MITSUBISHI 1200V 75A IGBT Module

Cree 1200V 25mΩ SiC MOSFET

Infineon 600V 75A 3L IGBT phase leg (NPC1)
Infineon 1200V and 600V 75A 3L IGBT phase leg (NPC2)

Microsemi 1200V SiC + 600V IGBT 3L phase leg
(NPC2 w/ SiC)

Fig. 5.9. Pictures of the Si and SiC power devices.

Fig. 5.10 shows the on-state voltage drop and switching energy comparison between
the selected state-of-the-art 1200 V IGBT from MITSUBISHI and 1200 V SiC MOSFET
from CREE based on the datasheets. For the conduction loss, the MOSFET has its intrinsic
advantage at low current because of the small voltage drop. However, at high current, the
voltage drop and conduction loss for the IGBT is smaller. Hence the result of the
conduction loss comparison depends on the range in which the devices are used. However,
for the switching loss, the SiC MOSFET has clear advantages since it has much smaller
turn-on and turn-off losses. The diode reverse recovery loss is also negligible. Thus for
high switching frequency and hard switching applications, the SiC MOSFET has the most
advantages.

Voltage Drop (V)

6
5
SiC 25°C

4

SiC 150°C

3

IGBT 25°C

2

IGBT 125°C

1
0
0

20

40
60
Current (A)

(a)
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SiC Eon 25°C
SiC Eon 150°C

Loss (mJ)

10

SiC Eoff 25°C

8

SiC Eoff 150°C
IGBT Eon 25°C

6

IGBT Eon 125°C

4

IGBT Eoff 25°C
IGBT Eoff 125°C

2

IGBT diode 25°C

0

IGBT diode 125°C

0

20

40

60

80

Current (A)
(b)
Fig. 5.10. Comparison between 1200V IGBT (MITSUBISHI PM75CL1A120) and 1200V SiC MOSFET
(CREE C2M0025120D): (a) output characteristic; (b) switching energy.

5.2.2.3. Efficiency comparison and discussion on critical factors
To make a fair comparison, converter design is carried out for each topology, and LCL
filter is used for all the candidate topologies to comply with the grid harmonic requirements.
The boost inductor Lac1 shown in Fig. 5.7 is used to limit the switching current ripple within
20% of the rated current. This is for the consideration of the light-load efficiency. In order
to maintain the same current ripple, the corresponding Lac1 in the 3L topologies should be
around half that of the 2L cases. The value of Cac is decided by the allowed reactive power,
e.g. 5%. Then Lac2 is designed to satisfy the grid harmonic requirements.
The calculated efficiencies for different topology and device combinations are shown
in Fig. 5.11. The corresponding boost inductances with respect to different switching
frequencies are shown in Fig. 5.12.
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Fig. 5.11. Efficiency comparison for different 2L and 3L topologies.
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2L
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Fig. 5.12. The required boost inductance with different switching frequencies.

Fig. 5.11 shows that when the switching frequency is below 10 kHz, the efficiency
from highest to lowest is: 2L full-bridge with paralleled SiC MOSFETs, 2L full-bridge
with SiC MOSFETs, 3L NPC2 with IGBT, 3L NPC1 with IGBT and 3L NPC2 with SiC
MOSFETs. When the switching frequency increases, the switching loss increases fast and
the benefit of using SiC devices begins to appear. When the switching frequency is above
30 kHz, the loss of NPC2 with SiC MOSFETs is smaller than the other two 3L topologies
with IGBTs. Also, the loss difference between the 2L SiC and the 3L NPC2 SiC becomes
smaller. This is because the 3L topology halves the voltage stress, and the switching loss
is smaller. From the efficiency point of view, the 2L full-bridge with paralleled SiC
MOSFETs has the best performance.
In Fig. 5.12, it can be observed that when the switching frequency increases, the
required boost inductance reduces. However, when the switching frequency is above
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40 kHz, further reduction is very limited. The thermal requirement also limits the
achievable smallest volume of inductors.
Fig. 5.13 shows the loss breakdown for different topologies with different devices at
20 kHz and 40 kHz switching frequency respectively. Pon is the device conduction loss and
Psw is the switching loss. Pcore is the inductor core loss and Pcopper is the inductor winding
loss. The 2L full-bridge using 1200 V IGBT has the highest total loss because the 1200 V
IGBTs have very large switching energy. When the switching frequency is increased, the
loss will be more severe for the IGBT devices. The 2L SiC and 2L paralleled SiC topologies
have the lowest loss because the low switching loss of 1200 V SiC MOSFETs. Though the
conduction loss is slightly larger, it only takes a small portion of the total loss and can be
further reduced by device paralleling.
900
800

Loss (W)

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
2L IGBT

2L SiC
Pon

2L SiC*2 3L NPC1

3L NPC2

3L SiC

2L SiC*2 3L NPC1 3L NPC2

3L SiC

Psw

Pcopper

Pcore

(a)
900
800

Loss (W)

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
2L IGBT

2L SiC
Pon

Psw

Pcopper

Pcore

(b)

Fig. 5.13. Loss breakdown for different topologies and devices: (a) fsw = 20 kHz; (b) fsw = 40 kHz.
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Compared with the 2L topologies, 3L topologies have a smaller switching loss when
they use the same kind of devices. That is also verified by comparing the switching loss of
the 3L SiC and the 2L SiC topologies. However, in 3L topologies, the ac current flows
through two devices all the time (for NPC1) or alternating flows through one and two
devices (for NPC2). This introduces extra conduction loss. The conduction loss addition
(blue part) is larger than the switching loss reduction (red part), so the total loss of the 3L
is higher than that of the 2L.
In Fig. 5.14, the efficiency improvements by device paralleling are compared. The
efficiency of the 2L full-bridge with no paralleling, two devices paralleling and three
devices paralleling are compared. The required boost inductances with different switching
frequencies is also plotted. It can be observed that changing from no paralleling to two
devices paralleling can improve the efficiency by around 1%, but continuing to increase
from two to three devices paralleling improves very little.

Fig. 5.14. The impact of device paralleling on converter efficiency.

In Fig. 5.15, the impact of switching frequency on loss distribution is plotted. The 2L
full bridge with two devices paralleling is used as an example. When the switching
frequency increases from 10 kHz to 50 kHz, the device conduction loss does not change.
The switching loss increases at the same rate as the switching frequency. When switching
frequency increases, copper loss reduces but the core loss increases. The total of the copper
and core losses does not change much. The reduction of the copper loss is because of the
smaller inductance to maintain the same inductor current ripple. When the switching
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frequency is higher, the volume of the inductor is smaller and the total length and resistance
of the wire is also smaller.

Fig. 5.15. The impact of switching frequency on loss distribution.

In summary, the 2L full-bridge with two paralleled SiC MOSFETs working at 40 kHz
strikes a good balance between conduction and switching losses. Since interleaving has the
benefit of reduced size of passive components when compared with device paralleling.
Two phase interleaving is chosen as the final design to achieve high efficiency and power
density. The device used is the state-of-art commercialized SiC MOSFET C2M0025120D.

5.3. Power stage design
5.3.1. Pluggable phase-leg module design
Under interleaving, the converter requires a total of eight phase-legs. The concept of
modular design is adopted to achieve better maintainability and scalability. A pluggable
high-efficiency phase-leg card is designed as the basic unit to construct the whole converter.
Fig. 5.16 shows the components of each phase-leg card. Two isolated power supplies and
gate drivers are included into each card for the upper and lower devices of one phase-leg.
The gate driver ICs accept the PWM signals from the controller and drive the MOSFETs.
Besides the basic driving circuit, the card also includes the desaturation protection for overcurrent and active clamping to prevent the false turn-on during switching transient. When
an error happens, the protection circuit turns off the driving signals and issues a fault signal
to notify the controller. Some small decoupling capacitors are put near the MOSFETs to
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minimize the switching power loop and prevent the dc bus voltage overshoot during the
device turning off.

To DSP

+Vdc

PWM 1

Gate
Driver

Protection1
24V Power In

Decouping
capacitor

Isolated
power supply

Mid point

To DSP

Isolated
power supply

PWM 2
Protection2

Gate
Driver

-Vdc
Fig. 5.16. Structure of a single phase-leg card.

Fig. 5.17 shows the printed circuit board (PCB) design of the phase-leg card. The gate
drivers and power supplies are placed on the front side of the PCB while the two MOSFETs
in the TO-247 package are attached to the heat sink and placed on the back side of the PCB.
It is important to minimize the device driving loop as the orange loop shows. The driver
must be put very close to the device with the gate resistor Rg and decoupling capacitors
Cdecouple. If the loop covers a large area, its parasitic inductance may cause gate voltage over
or under shoot. It may falsely turn on the device or damage the device gate terminal. The
signal and power terminals are arranged at the bottom of the card. The thicker pins are for
the power transmission and the thinner pins for the PWMs and fault signals. The complete
phase-leg circuit schematic can be found in Appendix A.2.
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MOSFETs and heat sink are on the back side.
upper arm

isolated
power
supply

driver

Cdecouple

lower arm
isolated
power
supply

driver

Rg
g d s

dc link+

decoupling capacitors
mid point dc link-

PWM and
fault signals

Fig. 5.17. A pluggable 5 kW phase-leg card.

The designed phase-leg card is tested under nominal working voltage and current by
double pulse testing. A signal generator is used to generate the required pulses. The first
wide pulse increases the device current to the nominal value, and then a second pulse is
fired. The switching waveform during the second pulse is considered the same as the
normal operation and can be used to evaluate the phase-leg performance.
Fig. 5.18 shows the double pulse test waveform with 5.1 Ω resistors for both turn-on
and turn-off. Vgs is the gate to source voltage, Vds is the drain to source voltage, and Id is
the drain current. Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20 show the zoomed in waveforms for the turningon and turning-off transients. The switching dv/dt is 30V/ns and the di/dt is 2A/ns. The
gate voltage and drain voltage have some ringing but the magnitude is well within the limits.
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Vgs (20V/div)

Vds (300V/div)

Id (20A/div)
Time: 500ns/div

Fig. 5.18. Phase-leg double pulse test waveforms.

Vgs (20V/div)

dv/dt = 600V / 20ns = 30V/ns
Vds (300V/div)

Id (20A/div)

di/dt = 40A / 20ns = 2A/ns
Time: 100ns/div

Fig. 5.19. MOSFET turn-on waveforms.
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Vgs (20V/div)

Vds (300V/div)

Id (20A/div)
Time: 100ns/div

Fig. 5.20. MOSFET turn-off waveforms.

Based on the switching waveforms, the device switching loss can be calculated by the
integration of the product of device voltage and current. Fig. 5.21 shows the calculated
switching power on the devices based on the voltage and current waveforms. The
integration of the power during the turn-on and turn-off time internals gives the turn-on
and turn-off energy, then this value can be used to estimate the converter loss during normal
operation. In the test, under nominal-load condition, the turn-on energy is 0.746 mJ and the
turn-off energy is 0.475 mJ. These values are very close to the manufacture’s datasheet
values.
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Fig. 5.21. Waveforms for switching loss calculation.

The protection is also tested by applying a long pulse to the device to simulate the short
circuit. During the pulse, the device is turned on and the device current continues increasing.
When the current reaches the predefined value, the device should turn off automatically to
prevent damage. In the test, the device turns off its gate signal when the current exceeds
80 A as shown in Fig. 5.22.
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Vgs (20V/div)

80A protection

VL (300V/div)

Id (20A/div)

Time: 25us/div

Fig. 5.22. Desaturation/over-current protection test.

5.3.2. Interleaving angle selection and filter design
To guarantee high power quality and satisfy applicable requirements, differential-mode
(DM) and common-mode (CM) filters need to be designed. Depending on the applied
voltage and current stress, each component has different design constraints. In this section,
the stress for each inductive component is analyzed, based on which magnetic components
are designed.
As discussed, the two-stage converter uses a symmetric ac-dc and dc-dc structure. To
explain the design principle, the design procedure is carried out for an interleaved fullbridge converter without any constraint on the modulation or duty cycle, as shown in Fig.
5.23. After deriving the basic equations for each component, the specific operating
condition for each component is substituted into the equations to get the specific design. In
the figure, Linter is the interphase inductor between interleaved phase-legs to reduce
circulating current, LDM is the DM inductor to limit the DM current ripple, LCM is the CM
choke to limit the generated CM current, Cdclink and CDM are capacitors on both sides.
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s1

s2

s3

s4
Linter
LDM

LCM
CDM

Cdclink

Fig. 5.23. Circuit to derive the design constraints for each component.

5.3.2.1. Inductor design based on volt-second
The inductive components take up a lot of space in the whole system. The applied voltsecond is used to design each component.
For the interphase inductor Linter and common-mode choke LCM, the design procedure
is similar. Neither of them bears a high dc bias current, so the design constraint mainly
depends on the core saturation from the switching cycle volt-second. In certain designs, the
core loss can be also a limit. In this design, the switching frequency is below 100 kHz and
a low core loss material is used, so the main constraint is considered to be core saturation.
By Faraday’s law,
vN

d
dB
 NAc
dt
dt

(1)

where v is the voltage applied on the inductive component, N is the turn number of the
winding, Ac is the core cross sectional area, Φ is the flux through the winding, B is the flux
density, and t is the time.
By multiplying (1) by dt and integrating both sides of the equation, it gives

 vdt   NA dB
c

(2)

The left hand side is the total applied volt-second to the inductor. To avoid core
saturation, the core and winding need to satisfy

VSmax  NAc Bmax
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where VSmax is the applied maximum volt-second during every switching cycle, Bmax is the
allowed maximum flux density for the core material.
Then the size of the inductor can be expressed as
VS max
Bmax

(4)

I rms VS max

J  K u Bmax

(5)

NAc 

or in the area product form

Wa Ac 

where Wa is the window area of the core, Irms is the rms value of the conducted current
through the winding, J is the current density for the wire, and Ku is the filling factor of the
core window area.
For the DM inductor, usually the maximum current going through the inductor decides
the maximum flux density and thus the volume, which means
NAc 

L  I max
Bmax

(6)

where L is the inductance value and Imax is the maximum inductor current.
Since the current is decided by the load, if L is designed based on the maximum
inductor current ripple ΔImax due to light-load efficiency considerations, then the inductor
value satisfies:

L

VS max
I max

(7)

The inductor volume can be also expressed in the form of volt-second
NAc 

VSmax  I max
Bmax  I max

(8)

or

Wa Ac 

I rms VS max  I max

J  K u Bmax  I max
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This means the applied volt-second on both CM and DM components can be calculated
to estimate the volume of each component. Also, the size of cores and turn numbers of the
windings can be designed based on (4), (5), (8) and (9).
5.3.2.2. Analysis of the voltage on each inductive component
To simplify the volt-second calculation on each component, the phase-legs are replaced
with equivalent DM and CM voltage sources. In Fig. 5.24 the four phase-legs in Fig. 5.23
are replaced with controlled voltage sources v1, v2, v3 and v4 without switching cycle
average. VlinkN is the negative rail of the dc link.
Linter
LDM

LCM
CDM

v1

v2

v3

v4

VlinkN
Fig. 5.24. Inductor voltage analysis: step 1.

Then the interleaved voltage sources v1 and v2 are expressed in the summation of a
CM and a DM source defined as

vDM 12

v1  v2

(10)

vCM 12

v1  v2
2

(11)

Replacing the voltage sources v1 to v4 by equivalent DM and CM sources, the circuit
can be express as
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Linter
LDM

LCM
CDM

vDM12
2

vDM34
2

vCM12

vCM34

VlinkN
Fig. 5.25. Inductor voltage analysis: step 2.

Then the two CM sources vCM12 and vCM34 from the two groups are again replaced with
an equivalent CM and DM sources vCM1234 and vDM1234.

vDM 1234  vCM 12  vCM 34

(12)

vCM 12  vCM 34
2

(13)

vCM 1234 

The final equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5.26.
Linter
LDM

LCM
CDM

vDM12
2

vDM34
2
vDM1234
2
vCM1234

VlinkN
Fig. 5.26. Inductor voltage analysis: step 3.
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If the circuit is balanced, then the DM and CM quantities are not coupled. The
switching cycle pulsating voltage applied on each component can be expressed as

vLinter  vDM 12

(14)

vLDM  vDM 1234

(15)

vLCM  vCM 1234

(16)

It is worth noting that these equations are only valid for switching cycle volt-second
analysis. The voltage appearing on the ac port will also influence the voltage waveform on
LDM. However, since this voltage is usually at low frequency, it will not influence the
switching cycle flux swing. Also, the voltage applied on LCM could be smaller than the
calculated value depending on how the power stage is grounded. However, this equation
shows the worst case where all the voltage is applied on the choke LCM. If LCM is designed
based on this criterion, it has the capability to work with flexible grounding schemes.
5.3.2.3. Effect of interleaving on volt-second
In general, the four interleaved phase-legs can be divided into two groups. The
interleaved phase-legs s1 and s2 are in one group; s3 and s4 are in the other group. Within
each group, the two phase-legs share the same duty cycle. If the duty cycles are considered
symmetric around 0.5 for the two groups, i.e. the duty cycles are 0.5+d/2 and 0.5-d/2
respectively, then the sum of the two duty cycles is always equal to one.
When the two groups of phase-legs are not phase shifted, the PWM signals for the four
phase-legs are drawn in Fig. 5.27. In the example, the driving signals for the upper switches
during one switching cycle are drawn. The driving signals for the lower switches are
complementary to the upper devices. The duty cycle is 0.8 for s1 and s2, 0.2 for s3 and s4.
When there is not phase shift, they are all center aligned.
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Tsw
Fig. 5.27. Driving signals without phase shift.

Within each group, the two phase-legs share the same duty cycle, but the pulses can be
shifted. This is considered as one controlled variable alpha as shown in Fig. 5.28. The
pulses for s1 and s2 are shifted by 0.1×Tsw. Considering the symmetry, the interleaving
angle in the other group is also alpha.
Between the two groups, the gate signals can be also shifted. This is considered another
variable theta. In Fig. 5.28, the driving signals for s1 and s3 are shifted by 0.2×Tsw. By
changing the two angles, the voltage and its duration applied on Linter, LDM and LCM will
also change. The task is then to investigate the relationship between the interleaving angles
and the resultant stress on each component.
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theta

alpha

alpha
Tsw
Fig. 5.28. Driving signals with phase shift.

The applied volt-second on each component can be calculated by synthesizing the time
domain switching waveforms. The MATLAB code for this calculation can be found in
Appendix A.1. Fig. 5.29 shows the applied volt-second on each component with duty
cycles from 0 to 1. In this case, alpha is fixed at 0.25 and theta is 0.

Fig. 5.29. Volt-second with different duty cycles.

In this figure, it can be observed that the values of volt-second are changing with
different duty cycles. Considering different operating conditions of the phase-legs, the
inductive components should be able to handle the maximum values. Hence the peak value
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of each curve is extracted to express the stress on each component corresponding to this
specific interleaving angle alpha and theta.
Then, the volt-second on all the three components are scanned with different alpha and
theta values. The results are presented in the 3D plots from Fig. 5.30 to Fig. 5.32.
Considering the symmetry of the circuit, alpha=0.25 and theta=0 are chosen. The
corresponding volt-second on the components can be read from the graphs, i.e. the voltsecond is 0.25 on the interphase inductor Linter, 0.03 on the DM inductor LDM, and 0.125 on
the CM choke LCM. These values are all normalized to the dc link voltage and switching
period. For example, the volt-second on the interphase inductor is 0.25×Vdclink×Tsw. Thus
this result can be used for other dc-link voltages and switching frequencies.
Based on these numbers, the size of the cores and turn numbers of the windings can be
designed. In this application, considering the high voltage and current stress,
nanocrystalline is used for all the cores.

Fig. 5.30. Volt-second on the interphase inductor Linter.
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Fig. 5.31. Volt-second on the differential-mode inductor LDM.

Fig. 5.32. Volt-second on the common-mode choke LCM.

For the interphase inductors, three winding methods are considered as in Fig. 5.33.
Comparing the three methods, sectional wingdings have the largest leakage and bifilar
windings have the smallest leakage. In this application, the leakage inductance can be used
as the DM inductor, so the sectional winding method is used. Another benefit of the
sectional winding is the reduced capacitance between the coupled windings.
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sectional

double layer

bifilar

Lcouple = 18mH
Lleak = 11uH

Lcouple = 63mH
Lleak = 1.8uH

Lcouple = 46mH
Lleak = 0.42uH

Fig. 5.33. Interphase inductor with different winding placements.

The CM choke is designed in a similar way as the interphase inductor except that the
conducted current is doubled so the winding wire size needs to be doubled as well. For the
DM inductor, an air gap is added to store the energy and adjust the inductance. To reduce
the high-frequency winding resistance, Litz wires are used for all the inductors. The final
ac and dc component parameters are listed in Table 5.4. The meaning of each symbol can
be found in the complete circuit schematic shown in Fig. 5.42.
Table 5.4. DM and CM filter parameters.

AC filters

DC filters

Symbol

Value

Li_ac

18 mH

LD_ac

187 μH

LC_ac

3 mH

CD_ac

20 μF

RD_ac

1Ω

CC_ac

10 nF

Li_dc

62 mH

LD_dc

160 μH

LC_dc

4.9 mH

CD_dc

10 μF

RD_dc

1Ω

CC_dc

100 nF

RGND

100 kΩ
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Fig. 5.34 shows the complete converter prototype with both ac-dc and dc-dc stages. It
includes eight phase-legs and filter components. The digital controller and signal
conditioning circuits are on a separate control board.

Fig. 5.34. Picture of the 10 kW two-stage ac-dc power converter.

5.4. Control system design
5.4.1. Control system for the differential-mode quantities
The control system includes two independent parts. One for the dc-dc stage and one for
the ac-dc stage. For the ac-dc stage, Hv_ac and Hi_ac are the voltage loop and current loop
controllers respectively. The current loop is designed to have a wide control bandwidth to
track the sinusoidal current reference. A resonant controller Ri_ac is used to further boost
the loop gain at line frequency so the tracking error at 60 Hz is minimized. The voltage
loop has a narrow control bandwidth in the tens of hertz range and regulates the dc-link
voltage vdclink around 500 V with a large voltage ripple to allow a reduced dc-link capacitor.
In order to remove the large double-line-frequency voltage ripple from the dc-link voltage,
a notch filter at 120 Hz is inserted after the dc-link voltage sensing. PLL is a single-phase
phase-locked loop to get the grid voltage phase information. The inner current loop
generates the DM duty cycle d1-d2 between -1 and 1. This value is then distributed around
0.5 to generate the final duty cycles for the two phase-legs of the ac-dc stage. Since the
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control of the ac-dc stage is similar to a front-end PFC and has been discussed in [123], the
detailed control loop and PLL design are omitted.

vdclink

vg

Notch

PLL

ig

cos ϕ

550 V

d1

Ri_ac

Hv_ac

d1-d2

Hi_ac

+
0.5

0.5

+
-

d2

Fig. 5.35. The ac-dc stage controller.

For the dc-dc stage, the full-bridge controls not only the DM voltage between the two
output buses, but the CM voltage from the output buses to the ground as well. The control
loop drawn in black shows the conventional dual-loop control structure to control the DM
voltage vdc between the two output buses and the inductor current idc. Hv_dc and Hi_dc are
the voltage loop and current loop controllers respectively. Both of these two loops have a
wide control bandwidth to achieve fast current and voltage tracking.

vdc

idc

vdcN

+
380 V

-190 V

HCM_dc

Hv_dc

Hi_dc

dCM

+0.5

d3-d4

d3

+
0.5

+
-

d4

Fig. 5.36. The dc-dc stage controller.

5.4.2. Control system for common-mode voltages
Beyond DM controllers, a new CM voltage control loop is introduced and highlighted
in light blue. The negative bus to ground voltage vdcN is sensed as a representation of the
dc side CM voltage. The value is compared with the reference i.e. -190 V, which is equal
to half of the total dc bus voltage. The error is passed through a compensator HCM_dc, which
can be a PI controller or other advanced structures. The generated CM duty cycle is then
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added to both of the original DM duty cycles to generate the final duty cycles d3 and d4 and
modulate the two phase-legs of the dc-dc stage. It is worth noting that the DM voltage will
not be changed by the CM control loop since the same value is added to both of the DM
duty cycles.
In order to close the loop of the CM voltage, a complete small-signal model for the CM
quantities is necessary. Based on the definition of DM and CM quantities, the equivalent
CM circuit for the converter is drawn in Fig. 5.37. vC_dc and vC_ac are the equivalent CM
sources for the dc-dc stage and ac-dc stage respectively. vC_g is the CM voltage from the
ac grid. For a split-phase symmetric ac grid, vC_g is zero.

2CC_dc

vC_dc

+

RGND /2

LC_dc

-

vC_dcbus Lg_dc /2

-

vC_ac

+

Lg_ac /2

LC_ac

dclink-

2CC_ac

vC_g

Fig. 5.37. Common-mode equivalent circuit.

Because the coupled DM inductors and capacitors have little influence on the CM
quantities, only the CM components and non-coupled inductors appear in the CM circuit.
If we focus on the low frequency range that impacts the control loop design, the circuit can
be further simplified as follows.
On the ac side of the circuit, the CM capacitor is 10 nF each. The ac grid impedance is
in the range of tens of microhenry, e.g. 50 μH. The resonant frequency of 2CC_ac (20 nF)
capacitor and Lg_ac/2 (25 μH) CM inductor is 320 kHz. It is much higher than the possible
control bandwidth which is usually below several kilohertz. Hence on the ac side, the
branch of the paralleled Lg_ac/2 and 2CC_ac can be simplified as only Lg_ac/2, the capacitor
can be considered as open circuit. Furthermore, since LC_ac>>Lg_ac/2, Lc_ac is dominant on
deciding the ac side CM impedance
Similarly, on the dc side, the grounding resistance is high impedance at 100 kΩ, which
is much larger than the value of Lg_dc within the control bandwidth. Thus the series branch
of Lg_dc and RGND can be simplified as RGND only. It is worth noting that the CM capacitance
paralleled to RGND from the downstream dc system is considered to be relatively small and
will not introduce resonance frequency low enough to impact the control loop design.
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Based on the aforementioned simplification, if the ac grid voltage is symmetric and the
ac-dc stage is symmetrically modulated, they do not generate any low frequency CM
voltage. The CM circuit can be simplified as
+

RGND /2

-

vC_dc

LC_dc

vC_dcbus

LC_ac

2CC_dc

Fig. 5.38. Simplified CM circuit for CM controller design.

Since the relative position of LC_dc, vC_dc and LC_ac will not influence the transfer
function from vC_dc to vC_dcbus, as long as they stay in a series connection, the circuit can be
further simplified as shown in Fig. 5.39. It can be observed that, the CM circuit is
intrinsically a buck converter with a large inductor, a small output capacitor and a large
load resistor. The transfer function is a lightly damped second order system. Thus the
design of the CM controller is straightforward and can be accomplished by following the
traditional voltage loop design for a buck converter.

vC_dc

-

+

LC_dc+LC_ac

vC_dcbus
RGND /2

Reference

2CC_dc

HCM_dc

dCM

Fig. 5.39. Final CM circuit with CM control loop.

Define L=LC_dc+LC_ac, C=2CC_dc, R=RGND/2, the transfer function from the CM duty
cycle to the dc side CM voltage is
1
R ||
vCM
1
sC  V
 Vdclink
dclink
1
L
d CM
R ||
 sL
s 2 LC  s  1
sC
R

(17)

In Fig. 5.40, the simulated transfer function from the dc-dc stage CM duty cycle to dc
bus CM voltage is drawn and compared with the modeled result. The results match up very
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well. It is worth noting that, in the mixed-mode switching circuit simulation, which has
both CM and DM components, the transfer function is calculated by injecting a
perturbation to the simulated circuit and measuring the response, like a real measurement,
so the simulated result has a high fidelity. In a real circuit, the parasitic resistance of the
PCB traces and the winding resistance of passive components help to damp the resonant
peak, but that depends on the specific circuit layout and will not be discussed in this section.

Fig. 5.40. Modeled and simulated CM transfer functions.

Fig. 5.41 shows the simulated dc bus to ground voltage after closing the CM control
loop. The bus voltages are symmetric to the ground without any ripple.
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Vdc+

Vdc-

Fig. 5.41. The simulated dc bus to ground voltage.

The complete converter schematic with controllers is presented in Fig. 5.42. All the
controller parameters are listed in Table 5.5. The filter parameters have been listed in Table
5.4.
Table 5.5. Controller parameters
Controller

Expression

Hi_ac

0.01

Ri_ac

Hv_ac

Notch

Hv_dc

Hi_dc

HCM_dc

0.01

s /c

1  s / Qc   s 2 / c 
0.13923

2

, Q  10, c  2 60

s  84.77
s

s 2   2 120 

2

s 2  40 s   2 120 

1.17  106
s  s  690.1
0.033

s  983.4
s

1.143
s
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Fig. 5.42. Complete circuit schematic and control system.
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380 V
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Lg_dc

To 380V bipolar dc system

vdc

idc

CD_dc
Rd_dc

dCM

Hv_dc

idc

+0.5

LC_dc LD_dc

Hi_dc

Li_dc

d3-d4
0.5

d3

+
-

+

+

d4

d3

d4

550 V

vdclink

Cdclink

Notch

vdclink

d1

Hv_ac

Li_ac

PLL

vg

cos ϕ

d2

ig

Hi_ac

Ri_ac

LD_ac LC_ac

d1-d2

0.5

ig

vg

CD_ac CC_ac
Rd_ac

+
-

0.5

+

Lg

d2

d1

To 120/240V split-phase
single-phase ac system
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5.5. Experimental results
The developed ac-dc converter is tested from light load to full load conditions. The
switching frequency is 40 kHz. In Fig. 5.43 and Fig. 5.44, the experimental results for both
DM and CM voltages are shown. In Fig. 5.43, the DM ac voltage, dc-link voltage and dc
bus voltage are shown. The dc-link voltage is designed to have a large voltage ripple to
effectively reduce the required capacitors. The final output of the dc bus DM voltage has
very little ripple. In Fig. 5.44, the dc bus to ground voltages are measured. With the CM
filter and full-bridge dc-dc stage, the resultant bus voltages are clean and symmetric to the
ground.

Vac (500V/div)
Iac (30A/div)
Vdclink (100V/div)
Vdc (100V/div)

time: 10ms/div

Fig. 5.43. Rectifier mode ac voltage and current, dc-link voltage and dc bus voltage.

Vac (500V/div)

Iac (30A/div)
Vdc+ (100V/div)

GND
time: 10ms/div

Vdc- (100V/div)

Fig. 5.44. Symmetric dc bus to ground voltages.

Fig. 5.45 measures the ac side power quality and the grounding leakage current during
the unity power factor operation. The measured power factor is unity and the THD is 2.6%.
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The leakage current shown in red is the current flowing through the ac and dc side ground
with a rms value of 16 mA.
Vac (200V/div)
Iac (20A/div)

Ig (100mA/div) RMS=16mA

Fig. 5.45. Unity power factor operation and ground leakage current.

The converter efficiency is first measured with a fixed dc-link voltage at 500 V. The
efficiency curves for the ac-dc stage, dc-dc stage and two stages together are shown in Fig.
5.46. The system peak efficiency is near 97%.

Efficiency (%)

Vdclink = 500V
100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90

DC-DC

AC-DC
Total

0

20

40
60
Load (%)

80

100

Fig. 5.46. Converter efficiency with 500 V dc-link voltage.

To further increase the efficiency, the dc link voltage can be adaptively adjusted based
on the load condition. In Fig. 5.47, the converter efficiency at a 2 kW load condition with
different dc-link voltages is plotted. The lower the dc link voltage, the higher the efficiency.
However, the minimum dc-link voltage needs to be higher than the peak of the ac input
voltage to guarantee the proper converter operation. Some margin is also necessary for the
load transient.
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Efficiency (%)

Pload = 2 kW (20% of full load)
100
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AC-DC
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Vdclink (V)
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Fig. 5.47. Relation between converter efficiency and dc-link voltage.

With this in mind, the dc-link voltage is adjusted based on the load condition. When
the load is light, the voltage ripple on the dc-link is small, so the average value of the dclink voltage can be lower. When the load is heavy, the ripple is increased, and the dc-link
average voltage needs to be increased. Thus under the light-load condition, the efficiency
can be improved. Under heavy load, the dc-link voltage is the same as the fixed condition.
The improved efficiency is compared with the one using fixed dc-link voltage in Fig. 5.48.
It can be seen that the high-efficiency range is expended. From 20% to 50% load, the
converter efficiency is always higher than 97%.

Efficiency (%)

Efficiency with variable Vdclink
100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90

DC-DC new
DC-DC
AC-DC new
AC-DC

Total new
Total

0

20

40
60
Load (%)

80

100

Fig. 5.48. Efficiency with a variable dc-link voltage.

Finally, the efficiency of the developed converter ECC Gen 2 is compared with the first
generation converter ECC Gen 1 [104], [105]. The efficiency is increased from 90% to
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more than 97% as shown in Fig. 5.49. This is mainly due to the adoption of the state-ofthe-art SiC MOSFETs and the optimized converter design.

Efficiency (%)

100
95
90

Gen2
Gen1

85
80
0

2

4
6
Load (kW)

8

10

Fig. 5.49. Efficiency comparison between ECC Gen 1 and Gen 2.

The converter loss breakdown is shown in Fig. 5.50. The blue bar is for the ac-dc stage
and the yellow bar is for the dc-dc stage. The loss for the ac-dc stage is higher mainly
because it requires a higher rms current to transmit the same amount of power. The ac rms
voltage is 240 V and the dc side voltage is 380 V. The loss on the DM inductor of the dcdc stage is a little bit higher because the core material is amorphous which has a larger loss
density. However, due to the limited size of available nanocrystalline cores, an amorphous
core is used for the dc side DM inductor to reduce the inductor size with a small penalty
on the efficiency.
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Fig. 5.50. Loss breakdown for ac-dc and dc-dc stages.

5.6. Conclusion
A converter topology together with its filter structure and control loop design are
discussed to satisfy the demand for interconnecting the 380 V bipolar dc microgrid and the
240 V split-phase single-phase ac system. To achieve high converter efficiency, different
topologies and power semiconductor devices are evaluated. The interleaved 2L full-bridge
has the highest efficiency because of the reduced switching loss by using SiC MOSFETs
and the reduced conduction loss by device paralleling. In 3L topologies, the 3L NPC2 (Ttype) with SiC devices has higher efficiency when operating at a higher switching
frequency. In this 10 kW bidirectional single-phase ac-dc converter design, the 2L
interleaved full-bridge topology with SiC MOSFETs working at 40 kHz switching
frequency, is a sweet spot.
A pluggable phase-leg module with embedded protection is designed and tested. The
volt-second applied on each inductive component is analyzed to estimate the component
size and assist the magnetics design. The interleaving angle selection is discussed to
achieve an optimized magnetics design. A 10 kW converter prototype is built and achieves
an efficiency higher than 97%. The CM voltage on the dc bus is also controlled by applying
a CM duty cycle injection to the full-bridge dc-dc stage. The resultant dc bus voltages are
symmetric to the ground without any ripple.
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Chapter 6. LOW-FREQUENCY COMMON-MODE VOLTAGE
CONTROL FOR SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTED WITH POWER
CONVERTERS
In this chapter, an active common-mode (CM) duty cycle injection method is proposed
to control the dc and low-frequency CM voltages in grounded systems interconnected with
power converters. Specifically, a 380 V dc nanogrid and a single-phase ac distribution
system interfaced with a transformer-less ac-dc converter is considered. In such
architecture, the ac and dc CM quantities are coupled through ground. While the highfrequency noise is filtered by passive components, the dc and low-frequency CM voltage
needs to be controlled to generate symmetric dc bus voltages and effectively mitigate the
leakage current. Using a low cost two-stage bidirectional ac-dc converter as an example,
the operating range of the proposed method is identified under different ac and dc voltages
and alternative grounding schemes. Further, a CM equivalent circuit is derived and
experimentally validated, and is used to design the controller of the proposed control
system. Experiments with resistive and constant power loads in rectification and
regeneration modes are used to validate the performance and stability of the control method.
As a result, the dc bus voltages are rendered symmetric with respect to ground, and the
leakage current is suppressed. Lastly, the control method is generalized to three-phase acdc converters for larger power systems.

6.1. Problems when grounded systems are connected by non-isolated
converters
To connect ac and dc grids, the grounding scheme is critical. Fig. 6.1 presents the
typical structure of the ac power distribution systems in North America and Europe. In the
U.S., the medium-voltage distribution uses a 3-phase 4-wire system. The low-voltage
distribution is fed from one phase of the medium voltage distribution. The residential
interface is the 120 V split-phase system. The phase to neutral voltage is 120 V rms which
feeds lighting and plug loads. The line to line voltage is 240 V rms for heavy loads such as
heaters, electric ranges, and air conditioner units. The neutral line is grounded at the
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distribution transformer. The green lines highlight the ground connection. In Europe, a
three-phase system is used for both medium-voltage and low-voltage power distribution.
Each house is provided with a 220 to 240 V line to line voltage.

11 kV
primary
12.47 kV
primary

120V 120V
240V

120/240 V
secondary

220, 230, 240 V
secondary

(a) North American layout

(b) European layout

Fig. 6.1. AC power distribution layouts in North America and Europe.

On the dc side, different voltage levels and grounding schemes exist because of the
lack of standards [127], [138], [174]. One broadly used configuration is 380 V for home
appliances and 48 V for telecommunication equipment. The grounding can be unipolar or
bipolar. In the unipolar scheme, one of the active lines is grounded. In the bipolar case, a
middle line between the positive and negative buses is grounded. In the latter case, the
voltage on the positive and negative line to the ground is only half of the total bus voltage,
which makes it safer to the residents. Thus the bipolar scheme is adopted in this chapter.
According to IEC 60364-1, grounding schemes can be classified as TN, TT and IT, in
which the first letter refers to the source grounding (T – solidly, I – indirect) whereas the
second letter refers to the load grounding (T – individual grounding wire, N – grounded
through neutral wire). In this chapter, the source side, which is the output of the interface
ac-dc converter, is considered grounded so the system can be TN or TT. Fig. 6.2 shows
one TN grounding configuration for bipolar dc distribution, where PE refers to the
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protective earth wire. The neutral line N and PE are combined at the source side, forming
the PEN line.
DC+
PEN

N
DCPE

Appliance

Exposed conductive parts
Earthing of system

Fig. 6.2. DC power distribution system using TN grounding scheme.

Based on the aforementioned schemes, it can be found that, both the ac and dc systems
are grounded. In this case, if the interface converter is not isolated, a leakage current, i.e.
CM current, can flow through the interface converter and the common ground as shown in
Fig. 6.3, introducing additional losses and accelerating the ageing of components.

DC
Grid

Transformerless
Interface
Converter

Zg_dc

AC
Grid

Zg_ac
Leakage/common-mode current

Ground
Fig. 6.3. Common-mode current circulating between interconnected ac and dc systems.

In [104], [105], a transformer-less two-stage bidirectional ac-dc converter is proposed
to connect a 380 V residential dc nanogrid to a single-phase utility system. Compared with
isolated topologies, the non-isolated topology is simpler and usually more efficient. One
main concern is the resultant CM current, also referred to as the ground leakage current.
As pointed out by [126], the CM voltage and leakage current are related to each other by
the grounding impedance. For a very high ground impedance, there will be no leakage
current but the CM voltage will take its maximum. On the contrary, if the system is solidly
grounded, there will be no CM voltage but the leakage current will be the highest.
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6.2. Principle of the active low-frequency common-mode voltage control
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed low-frequency CM voltage control,
a two-stage bidirectional single-phase ac-dc converter with both ac and dc side filters [105],
[123] is used as an example and shown in Fig. 6.4. On the ac side, the converter is
connected to the split-phase 120/240 V rms ac grid with the midpoint grounded. On the dc
side, a 380 V dc system with high resistance midpoint grounding (HRMG) is adopted for
the sake of efficiency and human safety [46], [126].

dc-dc stage

Bipolar 380V
DC nanogrid

ac-dc stage

s1

s3

Clink_s

vdc+

CCM

LCM

0.5Lac1

CCM1
Rf

Cdc

DC system

+

B

s2

0.5Lac1

s4

vlink-

LCM

0.5Lac2

Cac_s Cac

N

Rgdc

vdc -

LCM1

A

Clink

Ldc

Split-phase single-phase
AC grid
vg /2
LCM2
CCM2 +

LCM1

0.5Lac2

LCM2

-

-vg /2

Common mode
control loop

Cp

V

RCM
dCM

Vdc-_ref = -Vdc_ref /2

HCM

Duty cycle from
ac-dc stage current loop

dab=da-db

0.5

+

da

+ + da+dCM

+

Comp

-

0.5
+
-

s1
+

db

s2
s3

+ +

db+dCM

+

Comp
-

s4

Fig. 6.4. The converter topology and CM voltage control loop.

The power stage topology is a full-bridge converter cascaded with a bidirectional buck
converter. By allowing a large voltage ripple on the intermediate dc-link, the required
capacitance to store the double-line-frequency ripple power is significantly reduced. This
topology can also limit the short circuit current if the ac or dc port is shorted. To reduce
the volume of the ac inductor, the unipolar modulation is used. Compared with the fullbridge dc-dc stage topology introduced in chapter 5, this topology features a lower cost and
a simpler structure. It only needs three phase-legs in total and can be realized by an inverter
power module.
The ac-dc stage uses a floating CM filter, which consists of CM choke LCM1 and split
capacitors Cac_s. Different from a traditional filter, the midpoint of the CM capacitors Cac_s
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is not connected to the ground but to the midpoint of the dc-link (point N) through a
damping resistor Rf. Because of the impedance mismatch (ZCac_s<<ZLCM2), most of the highfrequency noise is contained within the floating filter loop. The floating filter not only
avoids the interaction between ac and dc CM filters but also reduces the filter volume by
allowing a larger Cac_s. The detailed filter design can be found in [105]. The DM inductors
are put in a symmetric way to reduce the coupling between DM and CM quantities. Cp is
the equivalent parasitic capacitance between the power device and the ground.
Fig. 6.5 shows the simulated dc bus to the ground voltages after using the floating filter.
All the high-frequency components are filtered, but the low-frequency ripple still exists on
the dc bus voltages. The positive and negative bus voltages are not symmetric to the ground

DC bus to ground voltage (V)

because only the positive dc-link is modulated by the dc-dc stage.

Vdc+

Vdc-

Time (s)

Fig. 6.5. DC bus to ground voltages are asymmetric and have ripples.

To generate a symmetric dc bus voltage without low-frequency CM voltage ripple, a
CM voltage control loop is added to the ac-dc stage (see Fig. 6.4). The feedback loop
controls the dc bus CM voltage by measuring the negative dc bus to the ground voltage
and modulating the CM voltage of the ac-dc stage. When the negative dc bus is controlled
to be half of the dc bus voltage below the ground, the positive bus voltage will be half of
the dc bus voltage above the ground. In other words, the positive and negative bus voltages
are symmetric. Since this is a closed-loop system, it also suppresses the low-frequency
voltage ripple that is inherent in single-phase ac-dc conversion.
In the feedback loop, the error between the sensed negative bus voltage and its
reference is passed through a CM voltage controller. The controller is a multi-pole, multi-
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zero controller (HCM) paralleled with a resonant controller (RCM). Different from the
Proportional Resonant (PR) controller, this controller has an integrator in HCM to accurately
control the dc offset of the bus voltage. The resonant controller at 120 Hz is to suppress the
double-line-frequency CM voltage ripple on the dc buses. This controller generates the
required dCM and adds it to the ac-dc stage duty cycles da and db, which are from the ac
current control loop. Since the same value is added to both of the two duty cycles, the
switching-cycle-averaged differential-mode (DM) voltage between the two phase-legs
does not change. The control of the DM ac current is not affected while the CM voltage is
regulated by the extra loop.

6.3. Operating range of the common-mode duty cycle injection
Because the proposed method uses the extra control freedom of the ac-dc stage to
control the CM voltage, the available range for the CM duty cycle injection is critical and
is identified in this section. Specifically, since the injection goal is to control the lowfrequency (dc and multiple line frequency) CM voltage, a low-frequency circuit model
without EMI filters is enough to identify this operating range. A complete circuit model
that includes all the high-frequency filters will be discussed in the next section.
AC-DC Stage
0.5Lac1

DC-DC Stage
Ldc

vdc+

0.5Lac1
Cdc

vA

vC

Rg

vdc-

0.5vg

Cac

Rg

DC
System

0.5Lac2

vlink-

(a)
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AC-DC Stage
0.5Lac1

vA

DC-DC Stage
Ldc

vdc+

0.5vgDM

0.5Lac2

vgCM
-0.5vgDM

Cac

vB
0.5Lac1

Rg

DC
System

0.5Lac2

vC

Cdc

0.5vacDM

Rg

-0.5vacDM
vacCM

vlink-

vdc-

(b)
Fig. 6.6. Derivation of low-frequency CM circuit for operating range discussion.
(a) Power stage circuit with controlled phase-leg voltage sources. (b) Separation of DM and CM sources.

As shown in Fig. 6.6(a), the three phase-legs are replaced with equivalent voltage
sources v A , v B and vC defined as

vA  davlink，
vB  dbvlink , vC  dcvlink

(1)

where da, db and dc are the PWM duty cycles for the three phase-legs, and vlink is the
intermediate dc-link voltage. By separating the voltage sources into DM and CM parts as
in (2) – (4), the circuit can be redrawn in the form of Fig. 6.6(b).

vacDM  v A  vB   d a  d b  vlink

(2)

vacCM  0.5   v A  vB   0.5   d a  d b  vlink

(3)

vgDM  vg , vgCM  0

(4)

In this discussion, the CM sources are defined with respect to the negative dc-link. If
the ac input is symmetric, vgCM from the ac grid is zero. The negative dc-link voltage,
which is the voltage across the parasitic capacitance Cp, can be expressed in (5) by using
the superposition and only considering the CM variables. It has the same low-frequency
value as the negative dc bus voltage.

vbus  vlink   vacCM
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Eq. (5) indicates that the negative dc bus voltage can be regulated by controlling the
ac-dc stage CM voltage, which is a function of the ac-dc stage duty cycles. It also shows
that the dc-dc stage does not influence the negative dc bus voltage.
Based on the control targets of the DM and CM voltage, we have the following two
expressions for the ac-dc stage

vacDM  vgDM
vbus    vacCM  

(6)
vdc
2

(7)

Eq. (6) means the ac DM voltage roughly tracks the ac grid voltage to generate a
sinusoidal ac current. Eq. (7) on the other hand evinces that the CM control loop regulates
the negative dc bus voltage by controlling the CM voltage of the ac-dc stage. If the original
duty cycles from the ac current loop are defined as

d a  0.5  d DM

(8)

d b  0.5  d DM

(9)

After adding dCM to both da and db they can be rewritten as

da  0.5  d DM  dCM

(10)

db  0.5  d DM  dCM

(11)

Combining (2), (3), (6), (7), (10), (11) finally yields

v
1
 da  db   g
2
2vlink

(12)

1
v
 d a  d b   0.5  dc  0.5
2
2vlink

(13)

d DM 

d CM 

Eq. (12) defines the required DM duty cycle to control the ac current, while (13) defines
the necessary CM duty cycle to control the dc bus voltages to be symmetric with respect
to ground. The duty cycle for each phase-leg is limited between 0 and 1, which is captured
by the following inequality:
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d DM  dCM  0.5

(14)

Substituting (12) and (13) into (14) yields

v g _ max
2vlink



vdc
 0.5  0.5
2vlink

(15)

where vg_max is the amplitude of the grid voltage.
The solution to (15) gives

vg _ max  vdc  vlink

or

vdc  vg _ max
2

 vlink  vdc

(16)

(17)

For the topology of the converter under consideration, the dc-link voltage is always
higher than the ac and dc terminal voltages. Accordingly, (16) must be satisfied. However,
this in itself is a very weak requirement, as this is inherently accomplished if the input acdc stage is a boost type converter, and if the output dc-dc stage is a buck converter. In this
example, the ac peak voltage is 340 V ( 240 2 ) and the dc bus voltage is 380 V, satisfying
the inequality in (16). This means the converter has a sufficient margin to inject the
required CM duty cycle and effectively control the dc bus CM voltage.
6.3.1. The impact from dc-link voltage and ac voltage
The impact from the dc-link voltage and the ac voltage on the CM duty cycle injection
margin is shown in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8, obtained by evaluating (12) and (13). As seen, the
dc-link voltage does not influence the control margin much. Though increasing the dc-link
voltage reduces the required DM duty cycle, the injected CM duty cycle is increased. The
sum of these two does not change much. On the contrary, the ac input voltage amplitude
has a big impact on the converter control margin – the lower the ac voltage is, the larger
the control margin will be.
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Fig. 6.7. Impact from the dc-link voltage on the CM control margin.
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|Dcm|
150
Vac

200
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Fig. 6.8. Impact from the ac voltage on the CM control margin.

Fig. 6.9 shows the time domain simulation with a 550 V dc-link voltage and a 240 V
split-phase ac input. After enabling the low-frequency CM voltage control, the dc bus is
controlled symmetric to the ground. Fig. 6.10 shows the duty cycles for the two phase-legs
of the ac-dc stage before and after enabling the CM control. As it is observed, a CM duty
cycle with some small ripple is injected.
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DC bus to ground voltage (V)

Start of CM voltage control loop

Vdc+

Vdc-

Time (s)

Fig. 6.9. DC bus voltage before and after CM control with symmetric ac.

Final duty cycle

Start of CM voltage control

dDM
dutyB

Injected dCM

dutyA

dCM

Time (s)

Fig. 6.10. Total and injected duty cycle with symmetric ac.

6.3.2. The impact from asymmetric ac grounding
In some low-voltage ac distributions, the ac grounding can be asymmetric and one of
the ac lines is grounded. In this case, the equivalent circuit in Fig. 6.6 is still valid except
that the CM grid voltage is no longer zero and needs to be compensated by the control. The
CM voltage of the grid input is
vgCM 

1
1
vg  0   vg

2
2

(18)

The corresponding control requirement and operating range are changed to
vlink   vCMac 

vg
2
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vg _ max
2vlink



vdc  vg _ max
2vlink

 0.5  0.5

(20)

Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12 show the time domain simulation with a 120 V asymmetric ac
and a 380 V dc. Without the CM voltage control, the dc bus voltage has around 170 V CM
voltage ripple. The injected duty cycle is no longer dc but sinusoidal. The shape of the duty
cycle for the two phase-legs is completely different. Since the dCM has a large ripple, the
theoretical analysis only provides a rough estimation and needs to be verified by simulation.
DC bus to ground voltage (V)

Start of CM voltage control loop

Vdc+

Vdc-

Time (s)

Fig. 6.11. DC bus voltages before and after CM control with asymmetric ac.

dDM
dutyA dutyB

Injected dCM

Final duty cycle

Start of CM voltage control

dCM

Time (s)

Fig. 6.12. Total and injected CM duty cycle with asymmetric ac.

6.4. Common-mode circuit small-signal modeling and control loop
design
Within the operating range, a closed-loop compensator can be designed to control the
dc bus to ground voltage. A CM circuit small-signal model is derived in this section for
this purpose.
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Zgdc

Cp2

Z1

CCM1

Z2

ZLISN
CCM2

CLISN
RLISN

vgCM

Fig. 6.13. Complete CM equivalent circuit with floating filter.

Based on the definition of the CM quantities, the complete CM equivalent circuit with
the floating filter is shown in Fig. 6.13. The physical meaning of each component can be
found in Fig. 6.4. A line stabilization network (LISN) is placed between the converter and
the ac grid to bypass the uncertainty of the line impedance from the ac side transformer
and utility. Cp1 and Cp2 are the parasitic capacitance from the semiconductor package to
ground. To simplify the derivation of small-signal transfer functions, equivalent
impedances are defined in Fig. 6.13 using red labels.
Defining

Ztotal  Z2  Z LISN  Z gdc  Z0

(21)

The transfer function from the controllable CM source to the negative dc bus voltage
can be expressed as
vdc   vacCM

Z f || Z total

Z gdc

Z1  Z f || Z total Z total

(22)

Combining (3) and (13), the transfer function from CM duty cycle to CM voltage
source can be expressed as

vacCM  d CM vlink

(23)

Then the transfer function from injected CM duty cycle to the negative bus voltage is
vdc   dCM vlink

Z f || Z total

Z gdc

Z1  Z f || Z total Z total

(24)

To validate the model, online transfer function measurements are executed on the
hardware prototype with a digital processor. The switching frequency is 20 kHz. The
passive parameters are listed in Table 6.1. In the measurement, the DSP injects a series of
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perturbations with different frequencies to the power stage and measures the response. The
information of the perturbation and response is sent back to the host computer for
calculation and graphing. The measured power stage transfer function from the CM duty
cycle to the negative dc bus voltage is compared with the modeled result in Fig. 6.14. They
match well up to half of the switching frequency.
Table 6.1. CM filter parameters

AC filters

DC filters

Floating filter

Symbol

Value

LCM1

3.54 mH

RCM1

10 kΩ

LCM2

17 mH

RCM2

8 kΩ

CCM1

1 nF

CCM2

1 nF

LISN

50 µH, 50 Ω, 0.1 µF

LCM

12.5 mH

RCM

10.5 kΩ

CCM

10 nF

Rgdc

100 kΩ

Cac_s

5.6 µF

Rf

5Ω

Clink_s

50 µF

From the power stage transfer function, we can observe two resonance peaks at 850 Hz
and 5 kHz, which result from the resonance of the CM filters. Specifically, the peak at
850 Hz is caused by the floating filter, which consists of LCM1, Cac_s and Clink_s. It causes a
180 phase drop and is near the crossover frequency. This needs to be compensated by the
control loop zeros.
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Fig. 6.14. Power stage transfer function from dCM to vdc-.
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Fig. 6.15. The CM control loop gain with resonant controller.

There is also a high-frequency peak at 5 kHz. This peak is caused by the resonance of
the ac and dc side CM filters together through the coupled ground. The ac side choke LCM2,
in series with the dc side choke LCM, resonate with the dc side grounding capacitor CCM.
Though the grounding capacitance is only several nanofarads, the total CM inductance is
big. The resultant resonance frequency is well below the switching frequency. This
resonance is higher than the crossover frequency, but still needs consideration. During this
resonance peak, the gain curve goes up and can cross the 0 dB line again to cause instability.
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In the control loop design, poles need to be placed before this second resonance frequency
to prevent the resonance peak from going back to 0 dB.
With the small-signal model, the compensator can be designed based on the gain and
phase margin requirement. The final compensator parameters are shown in (25) and (26).
The closed-loop gain has a 9.74 dB gain margin and a 35.71 phase margin. The control
bandwidth is around 1 kHz, as shown for both model and measurement results in Fig. 6.15.
The peak at 120 Hz is from the resonant controller to suppress the double-line-frequency
ripple. The sag observed before the peak is from the parallel of integrator and the resonant
controller.

 s  4.37 10  s  6.32 10 
 0.00242 
s  s  3.17  10 
3

H CM

3

(25)

4

RCM  0.5 

s
s 2  0.5s   2  120 

(26)

2

6.5. Generalization to three-phase ac interface
In high power cases, the front-end ac-dc is usually fulfilled by a three-phase structure.
Fig. 6.16 shows a non-isolated three-phase cascaded ac-dc converter. The ac-dc stage
regulates the dc-link voltage and ac current. The dc-dc stage steps down the dc-link voltage
to a required dc bus voltage. In this two-stage structure, the front-end ac-dc stage can also
be used to control the dc bus CM voltage like the single-phase case.
Clink_s

Lac1

vdc+
Rgdc

LCM

LCM1

Lac2

Ldc

EMI
filter

N
CCM

Cdc

DC system

Cac_s

Clink_s
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vdcV

Vdc-_ref = -Vdc_ref /2

HCM

da, db, dc

dCM
da+dCM, db+dCM, dc+dCM

SPWM

Fig. 6.16. Two-stage three-phase ac-dc converter with CM voltage control loop.
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The modulation scheme for three-phase converters can be either carrier-based SPWM
or space vector modulation (SVM). The benefits of SVM are better dc-link voltage
utilization and the possibility of reducing switching loss. However, it generates a lowfrequency CM voltage on the dc-link and dc bus, e.g. third order harmonic, which is not
good for the connection of the dc grid. On the other hand, SPWM shows a symmetric and
constant CM voltage.
Similar to the single-phase case, the control scheme for the three-phase front-end is
shown in Fig. 6.16. The CM voltage control loop generates the required dCM by comparing
the negative dc bus voltage with the reference. The injected duty cycle dCM is added to duty
cycles da, db and dc. In the three-phase case, there is no double-line-frequency voltage ripple
on the dc bus, so the resonant controller is unnecessary. The final dc bus voltage will be
symmetric to the ground.

6.6. Experimental results and impact on ac current
The proposed low-frequency CM voltage control method is verified using a 10 kW
single-phase bidirectional ac-dc converter. The experiment configuration is shown in Fig.
6.17. To accomplish the bidirectional power flow test, sources and loads are connected at
both sides of the ac-dc converter. On the ac side, the converter is connected to the ac grid
and some ac loads. On the dc side, a resistor bank is paralleled with electronic loads. The
electronic loads can be programmed to work in either constant resistive load (CRL) or
constant power load (CPL) mode. A current source is connected to the dc side to mimic
the output energy from renewable sources which usually work in maximum power point
tracking mode and do not regulate the bus voltage. When the injected current is smaller
than the local dc load consumption, the converter works in rectification mode. When the
renewable energy is greater than the local load, the extra energy is sent back to the grid,
and the converter works in regeneration mode. The converter topology and the CM filter
parameters are shown in Fig. 6.4 and Table 6.1.
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Vdc+

Interface
Converter

Rgdc
Cgdc

CPL
Renewable
sources

CRL

Ig

AC1
AC
load
AC2

Vdc-

Fig. 6.17. Bidirectional experiment configuration.

Fig. 6.18 to Fig. 6.22 show the steady-state and transient experimental results. Fig. 6.18
shows the start-up process after enabling the CM control loop, where the CM voltage is
smoothly changed to the desired value with very small ripple.
Vac (250V/div)

Iac (50A/div)

Start of CM voltage control loop

Vdc+ (100V/div)
Ground
Vdc- (100V/div)

Time (400ms/div)

Fig. 6.18. Start-up of the CM voltage control.

Fig. 6.19 shows the steady-state ac voltage, ac current, positive and negative dc bus
voltages, with and without the CM voltage control. As evinced, after enabling the control
loop, the dc bus voltage is adjusted to be symmetric with respect to ground. The lowfrequency ripple is also suppressed.
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Before CM control

After CM control

+190V

Ground

-190V

Vac (250V/div)
Iac (50A/div)
Vdc+ (100V/div)
Ground
Vdc- (100V/div)
Time (10ms/div)

Fig. 6.19. Comparison of the steady-state dc bus CM voltage.

In Fig. 6.20, the ac side grid current, floating filter current flowing through Rf, and the
leakage current to the dc ground are compared before and after applying the proposed CM
control. The current rms values are also labeled on the graphs. To approximate the
distributed grounding impedance on the dc bus from connected appliances, a 40 k resistor
and a 180 nF capacitor are connected between the positive dc bus and ground and between
the negative dc bus and ground. Before enabling the CM reduction, a noticeable 120 Hz
leakage current ripple can be observed. The average value of the leakage current is also
above zero showing the existence of a circulating CM current. After enabling the CM
control, the leakage current has no low-frequency ripple and dc offset. The rms value is
reduced from 11 mA to 5.4 mA.
Before CM control

After CM control
Vac (250V/div) Iac (50A/div)

RMS = 475 mA

RMS = 449 mA

RMS = 11 mA

RMS = 5.4 mA Ig (50mA/div)

If (2A/div)

Time (10ms/div)
Fig. 6.20. Comparison of the ac current Iac, floating filter current If and leakage current Ig.

It is worth noting that the reduction of the CM current depends on the value of the lowfrequency grounding impedance. If the impedance is very high, the dc and low-frequency
leakage current will be negligible and the reduction will not be so obvious. Considering
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the distributed grounding resistors and capacitors from the sources and loads connected to
the dc bus, the analyzed case is reasonable and likely to happen. It can also be observed
that the current flowing through the floating filter is quite small in both cases, so the loss
on the floating filter is negligible.
Furthermore, since this is a bidirectional converter, the transition between rectification
and regeneration mode is tested with and without the proposed CM control. The results are
shown in Fig. 6.21. At the transition time, a 5 kW CPL is suddenly disconnected from the
dc bus. The dc side has around 2.5 kW extra power which is sent back to the grid. In both
cases, the transition is stable, but the transient CM voltage spike is smaller after applying
the proper designed CM voltage control loop.
Before CM control

After CM control

Vac (250V/div)
Iac (20A/div)

Vdc+ (100V/div)

Ground

Ground
Vdc- (100V/div)
Time (40ms/div)
Fig. 6.21. Comparison of dc bus voltages during the transition from rectification to regeneration mode.

Fig. 6.22 shows a load step-up test, where a 2.5 kW CPL is suddenly connected to the
dc bus. The DM dc bus voltage (380 V between the positive and negative buses) and the
negative bus to the ground voltage are measured simultaneously, showing the robustness
and stability of the CM voltage control. Both the DM and CM voltage regulation loops
have a fast response and the voltage spikes are very small.
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Iac (50A/div)

Vac (250V/div)

Vdc (DM) (100V/div)
2.5 kW CPL step up

Vdc- (CM) (100V/div)

Time (40ms/div)

Fig. 6.22. Load step-up test for DM and CM dc bus voltages with the CM control.

It is worth noting that the CM duty cycle injection does have some impact on the grid
side ac current. The amplitude of the switching-frequency current ripple increases slightly,
which can be observed by comparing the ac current waveforms before and after enabling
the CM control. The reason for this can be explained by looking at the distribution of the
on and off time of the power devices within each switching period. For a single-phase fullbridge converter, the unipolar modulation has a small current ripple because it not only
doubles the equivalent switching frequency, but also evenly distributes the on and off times.
When the CM duty cycle is injected, though the switching frequency is still doubled, the
distribution of the on and off times are not as even as before, leading to the increase of the
DM peak-to-peak current ripple. In Fig. 6.23, the shaded blue areas and the blue dashed
lines indicate the DM duty cycle. The current start and end points are the same with and
without the CM control, but the peak-to-peak current ripple is different. If necessary, this
can be mitigated by properly designing the ac side DM filters.
Before CM control
0

1
Tsw
4

1
Tsw
2

3
Tsw
4

After CM control
Tsw

0

1
Tsw
2

Tsw

da
db
da-db

iLac

ΔI

ΔI

Fig. 6.23. Duty cycles and ac inductor current waveform before and after applying CM control.
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6.7. Conclusion
In this chapter, a transformer-less two-stage ac-dc converter is used as an example to
interconnect dc and ac power distribution systems, where the symmetry of the dc bus
voltage and ground leakage current are of big concern. A CM duty cycle injection method
is proposed to actively control the dc bus to ground voltage. As a result, the dc bus voltage
is rendered symmetric, and the low-frequency voltage ripple is fully suppressed. The
operating range of the proposed method is identified and shown to be feasible and practical;
an evaluation that also considers the impact of the ac and dc voltage levels as well as the
ac grounding schemes. To this end, a detailed CM circuit model is derived and validated,
and then used to design the closed-loop controller. Experimental results are presented to
verify the proposed control method under both steady-state and transient conditions, in the
presence of constant power loads, and under bidirectional power flow. The results obtained
also show how the ground leakage current is effectively reduced. Lastly, the control method
is generalized to three-phase ac-dc converters.
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Chapter 7. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1. Summary
1. A worst-case analysis is carried out for distributed dc systems to derive the
quantitative relation between the droop voltage range and the load sharing accuracy when
the line resistance cannot be neglected. DC system designers can use this relation to choose
a proper droop voltage range while guaranteeing the load sharing accuracy within a defined
range. Droop design guidelines are proposed for 380 V dc distribution systems.
2. A novel nonlinear droop method is proposed to improve the voltage regulation, load
sharing and system efficiency. By changing the droop resistance according to load
conditions, tighter voltage regulation under light load and better load sharing under heavy
load are achieved. These features also benefit the efficiency of dc systems. The output
impedance of droop-controlled power converters is also modeled and measured for system
stability analysis.
3. A secondary controller based on nearest-node communication is proposed to achieve
restored dc bus voltage, enhanced load sharing, and controllable tie-line power flow. With
the controller, the static bus voltage deviation from droop control is eliminated. The dc
system can achieve a higher efficiency under both light and heavy load conditions.
4. A high-efficiency bidirectional ac-dc converter is designed to connect the 380 V dc
and 240 V ac grids. A high-efficiency pluggable phase-leg structure is designed and tested.
Passive filters are also optimized based on the volt-second calculation. The resultant
converter can reach 97% efficiency for a wide load range. This is an increase of more than
7% over the previous design.
5. An active common-mode voltage control method is proposed to generate a
symmetric dc bus voltage for bipolar dc grids and reduce the leakage current. The commonmode equivalent circuit modeling is presented and the control droop design is discussed.
The control method is applied to a two-stage ac-dc converter and tested under both rectifier
and inverter modes. Besides the generated symmetric dc bus voltage, the leakage current
is reduced by 50%.

7.2. Conclusions
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DC power distribution has simpler structure and is used in renewable energy systems
and microgrids. To achieve better performance, system level control is critical. Distributed
control is preferred due to the benefit of high reliability and flexibility. Droop control needs
no communication thus is suitable for the primary level control. But it suffers from the
impact of line resistance and measurement error. Worst-case analysis provides an
estimation of the lowest bus voltage and worst load sharing. Nonlinear droop and
secondary control with communication can improve the voltage regulation, load sharing,
and achieve higher system efficiency.
The interface converter between dc and ac grids processes the net energy of the dc
microgrid. Besides bidirectional power flow, the common-mode voltage and leakage
current control is important, especially for non-isolated topologies. Both passive filters and
control methods can be used to attenuate the common-mode quantities. The development
of wide-bandgap power devices enables the opportunity to achieve higher efficiency and
better manufacturability.

7.3. Future work
DC power distribution is an attractive and broad topic. Besides the work accomplished
in this dissertation, future research may concentrate on the following aspects:
1. EMI filter design for the interface converter. This dissertation mainly focuses on the
low-frequency common-mode attenuation. It is also important to comply with the EMI
standards required by the connected dc and ac systems. A special challenge in this
application is the interaction between the common-mode filters on both sides, since they
are coupled by the ground.
2. DC system stability with multiple sources and loads. With the development of dc
grids, different kinds of sources and loads will be connected to the bus. Determining how
to guarantee system stability and maintain system performance is an interesting and
important work.
3. DC circuit breakers and protection. As introduced in the first chapter, right now there
is still no satisfactory solution to interrupt the dc current. Mechanical switches respond
slowly while solid-state switches have large losses. As an indispensable part of the dc
distribution, research on the dc breaker is needed.
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4. Continuous improvement of the grid-interface converter. With the rapid
development of semiconductor techniques, the performance of wide-band-gap power
devices keeps improving. With better power devices, not only is the semiconductor loss
reduced, magnetic integration is also possible at higher switching frequency to achieve a
higher converter power density.
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APPENDIX
A.1 MATLAB code to calculate the volt-second on inductors
%%calculate volt-sec applied on inductive components
%input:
%output:
function [dVSinter1,dVSinter2,dVSboost,dVScm] =
VScal4(dutyA,dutyB,alpha,beta,theta)
%%
% parameters for debug only
dutyA = 0.8;
dutyB = 0.2;
alpha = 0.1;
beta = 0.1;
theta = 0.2;
% end of parameters
t = 0:0.0001:1;
% 1st positive switch as reference
t1on = 0.5-0.5*dutyA;
t1off = 0.5+0.5*dutyA;
t1on = [t1on-1, t1on, t1on+1]; % on and off time for consecutive 3
switching cycles
t1off = [t1off-1, t1off, t1off+1];
s1 = @(t) ((t1on(1)<t & t<t1off(1)) | ...
(t1on(2)<t & t<t1off(2)) | ...
(t1on(3)<t & t<t1off(3)));
% 2nd positive switch with -0.5<alpha<0.5 shift
t2on = t1on+alpha;
t2off = t1off+alpha;
s2 = @(t) ((t2on(1)<t & t<t2off(1)) | ...
(t2on(2)<t & t<t2off(2)) | ...
(t2on(3)<t & t<t2off(3)));
% 1st negative switch with -0.5<theta<0.5 shift to 1st positive switch
t3on = 0.5-0.5*dutyB+theta;
t3off = 0.5+0.5*dutyB+theta;
t3on = [t3on-1, t3on, t3on+1]; % on and off time for consecutive 3
switching cycles
t3off = [t3off-1, t3off, t3off+1];
s3 = @(t) ((t3on(1)<t & t<t3off(1)) | ...
(t3on(2)<t & t<t3off(2)) | ...
(t3on(3)<t & t<t3off(3)));
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% 2nd negative switch with 0<beta<0.5 shift
t4on = t3on+beta;
t4off = t3off+beta;
s4 = @(t) ((t4on(1)<t & t<t4off(1)) | ...
(t4on(2)<t & t<t4off(2)) | ...
(t4on(3)<t & t<t4off(3)));
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(1)
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(t,s1(t))
ylabel('s1')
subplot(4,1,2)
plot(t,s2(t))
ylabel('s2')
subplot(4,1,3)
plot(t,s3(t))
ylabel('s3')
subplot(4,1,4)
plot(t,s4(t))
ylabel('s4')

%% normalized to Vdclink
Vdm12 = s1(t)-s2(t);
Vcm12 = 0.5*(s1(t)+s2(t));
Vdm34 = s3(t)-s4(t);
Vcm34 = 0.5*(s3(t)+s4(t));
Vdm1234 = Vcm12-Vcm34;
Vcm1234 = 0.5*(Vcm12+Vcm34);
Vinter1 = Vdm12;
Vinter2 = Vdm34;
Vboost = Vdm1234; %-Vo
Vcm = Vcm1234;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(2)
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(t,Vinter1)
ylabel('Vinter1')
subplot(4,1,2)
plot(t,Vinter2)
ylabel('Vinter2')
subplot(4,1,3)
plot(t,Vboost)
ylabel('Vboost')
subplot(4,1,4)
plot(t,Vcm)
ylabel('Vcm')

%%
Vinter1 = Vinter1-mean(Vinter1); %remove the dc component
Vinter2 = Vinter2-mean(Vinter2);
Vboost = Vboost-mean(Vboost);
Vcm = Vcm-mean(Vcm);
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L = length(t);
VSinter1(1) = 0;
VSinter2(1) = 0;
VSboost(1) = 0;
VScm(1) = 0;
for i=1:L-1
VSinter1(i+1) = VSinter1(i)+Vinter1(i);
VSinter2(i+1) = VSinter2(i)+Vinter2(i);
VSboost(i+1) = VSboost(i)+Vboost(i);
VScm(i+1) = VScm(i)+Vcm(i);
end
deltaT = 1/(length(t)-1); %normalized to Tsw
VSinter1 = VSinter1*deltaT;
VSinter2 = VSinter2*deltaT;
VSboost = VSboost*deltaT;
VScm = VScm*deltaT;
dVSinter1 = max(VSinter1)-min(VSinter1);
dVSinter2 = max(VSinter2)-min(VSinter2);
dVSboost = max(VSboost)-min(VSboost);
dVScm = max(VScm)-min(VScm);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(3)
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(t,VSinter1)
ylabel('VSinter1')
text(0.025,-0.05,['\Delta', 'volt-sec is ', num2str(dVSinter1)])
subplot(4,1,2)
plot(t,VSinter2)
ylabel('VSinter2')
text(0.025,0,['\Delta', 'volt-sec is ', num2str(dVSinter2)])
subplot(4,1,3)
plot(t,VSboost)
ylabel('VSboost')
text(0.025,0.1,['\Delta', 'volt-sec is ', num2str(dVSboost)])
subplot(4,1,4)
plot(t,VScm)
ylabel('VScm')
text(0.025,-0.05,['\Delta', 'volt-sec is ', num2str(dVScm)])
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A.2 Circuit schematic of the pluggable phase-leg card

